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SUBJECT: 'The 97 R Voto-books

1. ouith translation of four shorthand
notebooks a "P the official correspondence from May
1944 to I''% f Lt. ZIJER, At VI, representative
ilan. s were seized by the SCI/Z Milan shortly

after te o city and in tho opinion of this unit

provid& f richest single bodies of information on
the act i t3 bt. VI kMilan and on the bqckground of the

;irmistie' 2.. iations. Grateful ckiowledgemont was con-

voyed 1945 to CSDIC Rome for their aid in trans-
cribig'f b a d into German.

2. The nttcchment comprises 167 separate memos, each
bearing a reference number, chronologically dispersed as
follows:

Ref. No. 1 - 45: Feb-March 1945 *
46 - 78: Jan-Fob. 1945
79 -102: Aug-Nov. 1944

103 -167: May-Sept. 1944.

It is thus clear that at least one other notebook
coverin the period Nov-Doc 1944 was missing or not seized.

3. ZIMERts memoranda provido an irrefutable cor-

I . ctznt for the statoments now being made by or for some
he prominent ;ibt. VI double agents in North Italy.

4. Chief among them is, Baron Luig PARRT.. who is
for the first .time heroin soon in his proper perspective
as a man bound hand and foot to Abt VI and the plans which
ZILER and his superiors dictatea. It is apparent that
the pre-armistico negotiations were as much the work of the .

Intelligence (most particularly At VI) system on the German
side as it was from the side of the Allies. -
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For this work, it is clear that ZILMER built up Baron PARRILLI
from his first social contacts following PARILLIfs qualms
about having aided the Partisans under duress in August 1944
(See Rof. Nos. 77, 79). This is followed by the most illu-
minating 'conference between PdRILLI and ZIUER on 18 November

1944. In his memorandum ZIMMER clearly reveals the re-
lationship as one of principal and agent and makes the pro-
posal for contacting the Allies in Switzerland (see Ref. No.
81). ehe RfA1ER episode speaks for itself (see Ref. Nos.

12, 31).

5. Equally illuminating materials will be found on

DA's Johann !RAGER (Ref. Nos. 103, 118); AndrdnZOLYMY
(Ref. Nos. it, 162, 163 et. al); Renato Carmih-SNISE

(Ref. Nos. 42, 43).

6. SCI/Z Milan and Genoa are asked to check the con-
tents of attachment carofully in ordor to exploit locally
leads on persons not heretofore suspected of contact with

Abt VI. Attention is particularly directed to ZTIER's pre-
occupation with commcrcial espionage in Milan (Ref. Nos.-
115 117), Turin (Ref. Nos. 118, 126, 127 128, 129, 130,
1345 and Sesto San Giovanni (Ref. No. 1165.

7. Saint Madrid's attention is directed to Wilfredo
'RICCARDO (Ref. Nos. 19, 124), who however may still be in the

Riviera area. Also to ZTEMRs operation "GUITAR" against
the Spanis Consulate in Milan. Note that in this operation
his alen VR VIC used the Consul's secretary, Maria

M0LANO (see Ref. Nos. 4, 14, 15, 17, 21, 38, 40). ODLINM
has .recently been able to flee to Spain, presumably because
she suspected that her racket had been discovered in Milan.

8. In connection with the Spanish cipher material
photograp d by. ZTWER (Ref. Nos. 17, 38), it is recommended

<<\ ~--)that Saint O.70N attempt to locate and intorrogate(Miss
Berthe5VCHEIDT, c/o the GOSSIN Firm, No, 80 Sedanstrasso,
Erlangen; further, that an attempt be made to locate the
photographic copies allogedly sent under seal to 1mt VI/B-4

(Ref. No. 38).

9. It is pointed out that the dulled footntes in-
elude much data directly relating to .OSS oporations. For

this reason no dissemination outside the organization is
being made. Local stations will thus take proper precautions
in disseminating inforiation contained in the attachment.
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10; Traces and comments designed to identify persons
-named on whom it has boon indicated in the text no traces
are held, will be gratefully received. It is rocalled that
one request has alroedy been made to ,1ZON without suecoss
to have ZIlaER himself clarify and amplify references which
are still in doubt.

r

fp

DISTRIBUTION: (25)
Washington (3)
Paris

Bern
Vienna
Milan
Genoa
San Remo
wizon
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Subject: . Agnet YALLE' 1 REF. No. 1

1. In order to makc the cover secure for this agent, who
up to now has been without...(?)..., the follovd ng plan was dis-
cussed and carried out, which at the same time also gives him a
basis in the ovent of an occupation of the local area.

(1 page torn out)

2. The continuation of his activity - for the present, and in
case of an invasion, as wcll as after the war also-- assured (agent
W. emphasised that he was considering the continuance of activity
after the war also).

3'2 The purely political game with the MU..(?)..Partisan
movement is being continued independently of this plan, so that, an
invasion, he can at once put the main emphasis here.

4. In conjunction with this plan, radio-operator..ONIO(?)
in the sane ... (?)... acquired a samll business, and therefore can
unobtrusively maintain liaison witMAILLE in a commercial way, so
that the transmittal of Intelligence data is being assured.

1: See Ref. No. 16, note 3 below: Ref. Ne. 113 on '"TRE STELLE",
ZAIBELLI in the section of ZIWW's jottings covering the period
May-Sept'44. Since in both these citations the individual involved
is described as "a longtime Adjutant of [Goner ARIBALDI", or words
to this effect, the hypothesis is here laid do that "WILE"1 is an-
other cover-name given by ZILER to GuisepZAi ELLI, alilaslTTRE
STELLE.

2. It is suggested that the so-called "Ettore hUTI Legion" may be
here indicated. Secretary of the Fascist Party and a popular horo;
the Legion, under Col.t0LOB0L, was active in and around iilan and
liaised with Abte. III and V, Aussenkommando MILAN, to the extent
of giving SAEVECKE date on Communists (see Ref. No. 20, noto 4:
IR on Theodo 'AEVECKE, sect. 2, C.VI, P. 13).

3. From the context of Ref. No. 16, below this may be Livio
2LUZZATTO.
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REF. No. 2

Subject: Communism in Italian Colors

5. At a local (iILN) printery, the accomplishmont of
socialization measures was cffocted by the Partisans. The manager
of the company made the proposal that, at the first session with
his workers, delegation, all concivable pay demands and social
propositions bc laid before him, Quite unexpectedly, however, the
session went off in thf Iuoowing manner: after saluatations, ho
asked the workers whether they had any kind of desires or pro-
posals to put forward. Whereupon a list of 54 names was handed
him by the workers, with the reouest that the laborers therein
cited be at once discharged from the factory. When the managor
took a look at the list, he ascortained to his astonishment that
the matter concerned exclusively workers over 60-70 years of age
who had, for the most part, faithfully served the firm for 20-30
years. He recognized at once that political grounds played no
part. When he wanted to know the reason for these, in his view,
illy considered proposals, and made reference -to the facts that
those workers had served faithfully and honorably, were veterans
and the fathers of families, that some had up to 10 children to
support, etc., the answer was that the men were too old, the
wages they were drawing therefore too high and bearing no re-
lationship to production.

6. The managor pointed out that those to be released were
justly affiliated with FA(S)CIO (union local) and that on those
grounds he was unable to carry out such an inconsiderate measure.
The delegation undertook to assume responsibility, and they thoro-
fore proceeded through the rooms of the employees. In ode room 3
employees were present. The workers raised the question as to
what these three had on their hands. If one of those three were
to work really properly from morning to night, -he could do the
worl: of all. The other two should therefore immediately be re-
leased.

7. In other words, from now on the Italian worker is in-
teresting himself so profoundly in the profits and earnings of
business establishmonts that he is grasping at the most unlikely
means to boost his ovn share in the proceeds.

8. The(unwitting) woman source assures that this is not just
a poor joke, but on the contrary that the affair was literally so.

2) to VI --- VERONA
3) to III --- III/D
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REF. No. 3
1

To VI/Z. BRaITENBERG.

9. To the FS(Frontstolle?: forward detachment) over thcre
the following is- reported:

2
10, (1) Uirs. Josephine P. is not the wife of Count Edward

P(OSS)3. Sho resides ncither in BOLTIERE(?: SW of BER.i-)) nor
in USHA(?); sho doesnit livo in Gonoa, either.

11. (2) The wife of Count Edward P(OSS) with her 2 children
lives in J...;(?) with the Count's parents. Ed. P(OSS)Is sister
is the present Baroness (Luisa) PA(RnTELI) 4 ; therefore Count
P(OLLI?) is the brother-in-law, not the cousin, of Baronoss

PA(UILL),

12. Nothing is known here about a brother of Baron PA(RRILLI).

13. May I5 poigt out that Mrs. Josephino is a orsonal agent
of Brig. Gen SCHELB..

la :Maj. Bemi6 en BRIJTENBERG, the C.O., Abt VI/Z, Italian.
See IR on - CSDIC/ChiF/SD 75 (8 Oct '45); and Ref. No. 37, note 3.

2s See Ref. No. 12 for another entry on this character.

31 See Ref. No. 31, note 1, for data on this character and on his
business associate, Baron Luigi PARRILLI, o GIS go-between and
suspectod double agent.

4: Likewiso a security suspoct. Soc SCI/Z, Genoa, memo No. 172
(ocuals JZX-1394), 28 may 745,

5: This is a raro inst..neo of the original author of those jottings
speaking of hiiiself in other than the third person -- Obersturm-
fuhror(in late- GIS documents sometimes referred to as Hauptsturm-
fuhrcr) Guido ZMl!ER, the C.O., jbt VI, Aussenkoiando ilan.
The attitudo of SCI/Z, Rome, as to the status of this extra-
ordinary intriguer is set down in JZX-5519 (28 Nov '45).

6: Brigadcfuhrer SCHLLEHBEFG, C.O. ~zat VI, RSHA, is probably
indicated hcro.
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1
14. Tho above-named reported a few days ago to the local

offico in order to hand over some data to his controller, SS Col
BICHEL(?). 2

15. Col. B. had given DRnG4n
3 the job of briefing himself in Milan

for a mission to Spain. Since DRAG is a very energetic individual,
he utilized the waiting period in preparation of passports, etc., so
as to be helpful to the local abtoilung. It was thereby ascortainod
that DRG., accomplised more in a few dys than an agent of average
attainments could do in weeks and months. When on the 23rd of
December DRAG,, set off to present to his controller, SS Co. B., in
Baden-Baden,4 a report on his completed preparations, he was therefore
authorized to emphasize up there that bt. VI in Milan would like very
much to t:ke him on as a pormanont man. Should Col. B's assignment,
therefore, be of not too pressing an intorest, DRAQA might be
attachod at Uilan.

16. DRAGA rcmbled about in Gormany for a total of 33 days. For
8 days in Baden-Badon they stalled him with assertions that Col. B
was not available to give him his briefing, that Col. B had no time
for him:, he could s fely trvel back to Milan and await orders.
DRAGA did'not rest satisfied with this, but instead journied to
Berlin. After some days ho contrived to be receivod by SS Lt. Col.
BE..(?). 5 In a 10-minute conversation, he was assigned the duty of
implementing an Intelligence service in Switzerland. He was there-
fore to betake himself inmediatoly to Verona and SS Maj. GOHL, 6 who
by that time would. have reccived instructions on the mission. Until
this decision was arrived at, however, he had to wait approximatcly
14 days, since allegedly the consent of the chief for the oporation
was lacking.

1: No heading. Prosuma.bly eont "DRAGAn, thesubjct of this notation.
One of the aliases of the Jugo'slav; LiiodragJ1ERESiVICS see 1st IR
on -- CSDIC/CI/SD 68(4 Sep 45). By DRAGA:s own .statemont (oE. cit.
sect. 10, 1. 15), he first arrived in Italy, from Strasbourg, at the
end of Oct. '44 and :.rrivcd in !ilan a fortnight later.,

2: Standartonfhror Here.nnn ICKLER. 0.0. Loitstullm n ST(+ti.TR"T'),
csf of Oc ::c

as of Oct '44 based at Baden-Baden.

3: First metion of "'DPAG.." in this group of ZIL.ER's notes.
Other reference numbers in which ho plays a prominent role are
8, 9,14, 24, and 38 be low.
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REF. No. 4 (contd)

17. Than he journeyed to Vorona, and from thoro was des-
patchcd to 2i an. From horn he sot out to San Remo to find Maj.
GOHL at last. (kaji-CHL know nothing about anything, and therc-
foro oven refused DR.G.. the p:.yment of 50,000 lire promised nim in
Berlin, emphasising the f::ct that his own cstae for the whole
set-up did not exceed this sum. Quite undone, with 24 lire in his
pocket, his will crushed (which is not surprising), covong the
distance by night and the last 30 kms. on foot, ho arrived here
tody a few hours ago, and explained that he was going to have
nothing more to do with this fol-d.;-rol.

18. It was now more than over decided upon that DR.GA should
work exclusively for igbt. VI and remain here in Milan.

19. Since his vi o is .Spanish8 and ho has a good contact with
the Spanish Consul-GonorTC..iTL, § this area will form his let
mission.

4: 23rd Dec T44. Since spring '43, BICKLER had been Loiter, Abt
VI(RSH), B.d.S, Paris (sco IR on JEVRE0VIC, of cit., sect, 6, p. 10).
This He.s. subsequontly changed its title to Leitstcle IEST, still
under BICKLER, and removed to Baden-Baden, C.Sep-Oct'44, and later
to Hornborg; see 1st IR on FriodriciERGEI, CSDIC/CMF/SD 38 (5
Jul 45), sect. 6, pp. 8-9. Between Paris and B.-B, the Hqs based
briefly at Strasbourg.

5: Obersturmbennfuhr RN"DT, Referent VI/B-2 (RSHA). See IR
on JEVRF0.OVIC, ,o.gt, sect. il, p. 17.

61 So also Ref. No. 20, below. Sturmhannfhrer GOHL, C.O. of (RSHA)
Sonderkommando VI/B-2, also knowin as "Operatioh TOSC; and BERTR.M,"
for the despatching of French and German ospionage agents against
Southern Franco. Earlier, the undertaking had boon of two Operations,
"T0SC." at Milan and !'BERTRAM" in San Remo, on the Italian Riviera.
See the 3rd IR on Sturmbannfuhrer, (Dr.i Klaus^HUGEL, CSDIC/CMF/SD 5
(19 ?Say 45), sect. 2(f), pp. 4-5; --nd the IR on JEVRELOVIC, _og.
cit., sect.. 8, 1. 11.

7: "DR.sGA" arrived in San Romo toward the end of Jan'45. ih-t he has
here told ZIMMER coincides largely with the story he gave in his IR,
cited in iote 1, .. aove (of. cit.,sect. 11, p. 17), though additional
dot:.ils now emorge which should be of interest.

8: This Spanish woman, a; {rs:'PEL:EZ, was his mistress, not his wife;
se IR on JEVREIdOVIC, oE. cit., sect. 1, p.3.

9: See Rof. Nos. 14 ot al. Fordinand .NTHeL y GIRON: see SCI/Z
memo, JZX-5417 (7 Nov 45T.
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Subject:, The Head of the ... (?)... Service for the Lediterranean
.. rea.

20. The Travel Permit (sic) of the T.I.R.(?).prosented in the
appcndix, was handed vor by agent DRa..a. Thc head of the Service is
Capt in(sic) .F.. .T JONES GOFFREZ,2 who has his headquartrs at-
... (?)... in the Bergamo Hotel. G. is about 45 years old, 1.75 cms.
tall, strongly built, vd.th blond, thinning hair. He inclines to
laziness, and for this reason has signed a considorablo number of
blank shocts of the Tr. Permits in question and left their filling
out to : ...(poss. Corporal).

21. The form-sheet is particularly adapted to agents going on
a mission to France(?). 'hen filling out the form-shcet, however,
the following points should be noted:

1) The authorization may not be valid for moro than-3
days.

2) The form--sheet has to bear a numbor written in ink.
!hcre and how this number is placed is noted in the
copy. The number itself must be between 250 and
400, since the last form-sheet by him bears
No. 247.

22. In the appendix there is subjoined a copy of the form-
sheet, which is ma.de out with the same stamp. and the same signature.
This form-sheet is valid for France, Switzerland, and Italy.

1: It is possible that this is a garbling of T/R,sub-section in
the Frcnch D.G.E.R.

2: Indicated hero is probably ZIblR's garbled version of the name
of (Capt. Geoffrey i.ITJC ES, OSS, NICE, Aug'44,- {ar '45. (Ho is
not to be confused with Mr. Donal1#0NES, ali. ;"Scotti," hvo worked
out of the U.S. Consulato at Lugano and controlled OSS Missions
0-11 a nd 0-2 among others.)
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To the Bofehlshabcr der Sipo --VI.

Subjcct: The BERGER Group.2

23. B. =.ppo:.rod on the 6th of February at SS Col Z.'s place 3

and presented him with the writings subjoinod in the appendix, with
the rcqunst th::t they bc further implemented.

24. It was cxplained to B. how the situation lay. Since it
primarily concerned him to h.ve his San Remo group imprisoned,4

it was made clear to him th.t this sort of proceeding could only be
attained if the officos that started these people off, and arc re-
sponsible for the entire conduct of the operation, give their con-
sent; this should be through SS Col;ICHLE(?), who virtually
amounts to ,mt. VI in Berlin. 5

25. Since, however, it may be impossible to transmit thoso
voluminous transactions by the telegraph, let it be held most to,
the purpose that ho himself set out for Hornberg and SS Co. Bts,
so that concurrently it be accomplished th'-ItERGER learve Italy.
Spccial travel-orders wore issued him to Hornbcrg, whore ho is to
report to Col Bts office.

1: See Ref. No. 37, below. The Loitor, .;bt VI (RSHA), B.d.S.,
Italin, was Sturmbannfuhrer Dr. Klaus HUGEL; sec 3rd IR on -
CSDIC/CWF/SD 5 (19 Uay 145).

2i Sec Roft. No. 24, below. German civilian Friedrich 1U.k. BERGER;
CSDIC/ClF/SD (5 Jul 145). In this IR BERGER cleims (sect. 7, pp.
10-11) to have arriv'd at Milan on 4 Jan 145, a member of the
"Enthousiasto" group of French Fascists. Sponsored by Leitstello
'EST (Col. BICKLER: Ref. No. 4, note 4), the group reached Italy at
Verona frcmr Strasbourg on 2-3 Dec 144, destined- to be sub-ordinated
to SS iMaj. GOHL's "Opration BERTRJM and TISC," for the running of
lino-crossers into Southcrn France (Ref. No. 14, note 6). Though
the group was originally he.ded by the Frenchmon Laurcs -iL.LNDR
and Francois RISTERCU''CHY, the former - together with anothcr
member, Mme. Odct 6CH.ZE.MU -- left the group in ilan, to live to-
gether there and join a ?chrm-cht propaganda unit; and it would
appear that from about this time on the party came under BERGER's
direction. helpful chart of the rather complicated Abt VI (RSHA)

" .i Ioun Iu.ly ±il bu found in ,t pendiccs and r of
the hUGEL interrog:tion (sec note 1)..

3: Sec Rof. No. 8, below, beginning of second paragraph. It is
suggsted tha:t this phrase is an incorrect reading of shorthand
for SS lst Lt. Z(ILLER)'s...
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4: Prosum.bly this would refer to the .rrest in San Romo by Maj.
GOHL of threc members of the group for :in .lluged pilfering of
documents :t Strasbourg. .. ccording to his ovn statement, however,
(sco notc 2, above), on 15-16 Jan 145 at San Remo, BERGER vr.s also
arrested by GOHL :.nd transferred tc tho San Vittore prison in iMilan
wherc he rem.inod until Eiarch 145. He was then reloased by one SS
2nd Lt. DJr KLEY, who took him te10STERREICHENB.CH, whither
Loitstell ;EST had rcmoved from Hornbcrg. BERGER also states th:.t
he saw "DRGA" for the last time at San Remo in Jan 145 (op cit.
soet. 8, p.1l). The IR on JEVREOVIC (Ref. No. 4, noto 1: sect, 11,
p.17) likewiso indicates b..d blood between BERGER and GOHL,
JEVRELOVIC st:ting th-t GOIHL asked him to take BERGER off his hands
at Sc n Remo and turn him over to Referent, VI, Sipo, Geno,.. JEV.
claims ho did this, that the Sio would not have BERGEP., :.nd that ho
thorofore conducted BERGER as far as ilan. These various dis-
crep.ncies with the present jottings of ZILIER are to be explained
only on the b.sis that somebody is lying -- probably BERGER.

5: Sec Ref. Nc. 4, note 4. Standartenfuhrer Herm-azn BICKLER.

REF. NO. : 7

26. Mr. V. F.1 was at my place last evening and informed me that,
following a sojourn of 10 days, he is back from Switzerland; and I
hereby gic.nod a few minor details of interest, for example, that at
Basel on the Bahnhofstrasse a huge bust of STALIN is displayed in
a show-window; that :,ich families are readying their shelters in
the Hochgcbirge mountains for possible rosidence; that Parlor Com-
munism, :-s it's called, is about to burst into bloom; and especially
th.t, with the decrease in atrocity stories about the Communists on
German soil, a calmness is setting in, on the reasoning thet, if the
Germans themselves are not reporting such atrocities, then things
c:n't really be so b:d in th.t connection.

1: The possibility exists that this character is.identical with the
vr vn SCHi n.1 who f'inn sr p)rominant.1y in Raf, NaR 29-9 and 55

below. Othorwise, no traco exists.
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REF. NO. 8

27. On the morning of the 7th (February), agent DR.GA.1 put
in an appearance at SS 1st Lt. Z(TUMR)'s place and made the
following report:

28. BERGER,2 who at his taking leave of me yesterday after-
noon was quite convinced the t his best course was to return to SS
CoJ. B.'s, 3 yestorci:.y evening around 7.30 pm against met up with
Mrs. HAZEaU, an old acquaintance of his from France. Mrs. CH.
was' lying hcrc out of wedlock wth the Frenchman .4NDRI, who
r.:s arrested 2 days ago in Verona. 4

29. Mrs. CH. turned over to BERGER 10 shares of United States
Steal(sic) Corporation and a check for one million francs dated
lgiers, 20 ;une 44. 'hothor this sum was to be prid out through

LL.LANDRI tc de G;.ULLE, or whether he received the sum from do
G..ULLE for services rendered, is not known here and must be a.-
certained by the intorrogation of IL.L.

30. BERGER thrust those papers at DRaG.. and whispered to
him to conceal them .nd for the time being to set them by, since
the SS had already made a house-search at MrgHaZ t s, luckily
however not finding the papers.

31. Shortly thoreafter BERGER confided to DR..GCA that he had
though matters over and did not want to travel to Germany, but
instead was taking off into Switzerland with Mrs.. CH. In addition
to theso securities, Mrs. CH, was alleged to possess diamonds and
other jewelry to the value of ovor two million francs. BERGER then
fetched the whole lot from Mrs. CH. and took it tothc' Ger'.n house
whore he lodged it with the concierge.

32. In this vzny proof w.s presented that B. was by no means
trustworthy. On the same day at 4 o'clock, therefore, he was
picked up, together with iMrs. CH. as well.

1: alias of Miodrag JEVPEiOVIC. See Rof. No. 4, noto 3, for
citations. The date hero is 1945.

2: Friedrich .M. BERGER. See Ref. No. 24, note 5, for a parallel
r nrte nt.

3: Standartenfuhrer Hcrmann BICKLER. See Ref. No. 4, notes 2 and 4.

4: This is a consistent misspolling by ZILaR of the name of Laurens
:..LL.JJDRY, a native Corsic:n, resident of France. Formerly edited an
anti-do GAULLE newspaper in Paris. Seo Rof. No. 6, noto 2, on him
and his mistress, Odotto CH..ZEAU.
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REF. NO. : 9

To B. d. S. -- VI.

33. The loc,-.l .gen DR..G. mot, in the company of other
foreigners, Mr. Jo:.1 o :RZ(?), rdhom he :.lready know c.sually
from Fr-nce. 1i.r. i;., in tho presence of the other foreigncra,
reLated'th .t he had done SD : nd other work in Hamburg for SS
C-pt. .ENE(?), but theat in general ho was not...(?)..., that he
was re:.lly at loose ends. He produced his orders for DR.G., (soc
app.ndix), wheroin point No. 3, sontcnce 5, is plzrticularly in-
teresting: it representsa vi.-tual command against discussing the
specia1 missions with ^.n SD post. Mar. W. had no intention of
giving str.ngers a lock at those instructions. ,ccurding to
point no. 4, ir. V. os to be controlled directly by SS Capt. Vi.

34. It should be said here that W. is wholly without means
or shelter; he did not know to whcm he should present himself.

35. DR.sG, made incuirios at SS 1st Lt. Z(IlmR)'s as to
whether he ought to send the man therc, rheroupon the chap put
in an appearance at the presont ,.mt. From the authorization he
produced -- the SDL, 2 Hzmburg, , III/D -- it follows that
he is active for that office.

36. Pending clarification of the episode, he was retainod
a bit longer.

1: No local tracos :re held on either of these orthographically
suspect characters.

2: It is suggested that this an unorthodox abbraviation a-"l
ZIER for tho Lcitabschnitt of the Sichorheitsdienst,i.c. a
chief regional office, ithin Germ.ny, of the SD. See Ref. No. 52
for a.nother example of wh:t would sorm to be an infringing
Intellig ace activity by . GIS unit in a goographically remote
arca

REF. NO.: 10

1
FS to B.o.S. -- VI

Subject: Mrs. Renee PICARDI 2

37. The above arrived by tplane day before yesterday. In
opposition to the FS there, Mrs. R. is not here on the orders of
the Italo-German students'..(?).., but instead at the behest of

Aint VI.
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14 REF. NO.: 10 (Contd.)

Amt. VI was interested in reports and data on the Partisans and
their internal politics.

38. She hopes to be able to gather Partisan data if she can
search out her brother, who has been a Lieutenant in Partisan
campaigns for a year and a half..(?)... She hopes to receive some
data through her brother-in-law, who was at one time the Director
of a munitions factory and who was still seen in Florence in the
summer of 144, 'so that she hopes to be able to locate him again.

39. Political intelligence she hopes to receive through a
woman friend who is active with...(?)... and is the friend of an
Italian Colonel. Asked whether she had herself spoken with the
Ida..(?).. in Amt VI, she said no. She came to know krTHLENBERG

Ty through a~Mr. Russel(?). 3

40. The entire mission doesnit make a serious impression and
has the appearance very largely of a private jaunt. Her contacts
do not correspond to local requirements, wherefore financial
backing cannot in large measure be forthcoming. For 3 weeks she
was paid 3,000 lire, in which connection it should be borne in
mind that she isTving with relatives and has no special expenses.

1: Here, and henceforth in this batch of ZTMR's jottings,
"FS" would from the context seem to be the abbreviation for some
word as Fernschreibung, "teletype." See Ref. No. 37, note 1, on
Abt VI, B. d.,S.,Italian.

2: Olga.del GENOVESE (nee PIC,..RDI or PINARDI), an informer in
idilan, itere she currently resided, for the GIS and the Ettore
MUTI Legion. See Bulletin No. 12, from the CE section of the
C.N.L. (1 Jan '45).

3: This, character is probably Gastone'USSEL, who, with his wife
(both are French), was listed as agents employed by Abt. IV/III-F,
Lilan, where they resided in the Albergo PLAZA. See SCI/Z memo,
JZX-1672 (11 July145, par. 3(g), p. 3.

REF. NO.: 11

}y Dear Mrs. B.,

41. Various reports at hand determine me to convey to you a
not very welcome piece of news. In order not to compromise your
contemplated journey to Switzerland, it is necessary that any
contact between you and ... (?)... be most strictly avoided. We
must therefore wait until you are in possession of the papers, in
order to contuct outside of ilan those final conferences which are
then still requisite.
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REF. NO.: 11 (contd.)

I am sorry that you should be deprived of your freedom of movement
in this way; but in the last analysis the trip itself might be
too important even for you that we should compromise you further.
About your jewelry, I must tell you that Mr. A. in RAPALLO(?)
knows nothing of the jewelry. He suggests that it is consigned to
his brother GINO.

42. I shall inform Verona accordingly, so that contact
may be initiated up there ith Mr. Gino A.

43. I enclose pass, and proposal for the border visa, for
iMrs. B. The latter need only be signed and surrendered to the
inspector's office at N-o. 65, Via ,UOTA.

44. May I wish you once again a speedy recovery, and remain...

REF. NO.: 12

Sub ec: Emilio PO...(?)...

45. He is the husband of Josephine , and resides as
stated in B. So far as can still be ascertained, he is managing
his silk factory in Bergamo. Another brotherdr10RGIO, has the
wool...(?)... in ... (?)... and is still to be found there. Since
Edward PO(SS) 2 is intimate with Marchiones WRIVELLI, whose
brother was picked up on an espionage count by IV(III-F)3, it is
probable that the po(SS) family is likewise under suspicion, which
however I consider as'absolutely absurd.

1: See Ref. No. 3, sect. (1)

2: See Ref. No. 3, note 3

3: See Ref. No. 31, note 3. About 10 Jan '45, Refexat IV/III-F..
B.d.S. Italien, Aussenkonmnando Milan (under bounjHUN-HOHENSTEIN,
on whom see Ref. No. 31, note 7, and Ref. No. 37, note 5), arrested
the ;Marquis)UbertAlRIVELLI, an .anti-Fascist, on the suspicion
of having harbored a W/T set belonging to an Allied intelligence
service. See SCI/Z, Field Hqs. File No. JZX-6100 (Milan, 8 Feb 146).
The arrest of Lt. ChFidkER arose out of this episode, see Ref. 31
below.
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REF. NO.: 13

To Mrs. A (poss.P.)

46. For specific operational purposes immediately connected
with the U.Rl. (poss. A.Rt)it is requested that a double and single
room ber-made available for 3 persons. Until then it is requested,
if found necessary, to billet the 3 in another hotel.

REF. NO.: 14

Subject: The Spanish Consul-General (at Milan -- CANTHAL)

47. On the 8th of Fobruary DRAGA managed to get the vault
keys to himself for about 40 minutes. With a wax (mold) set up
in great haste by SS 1st Lt. ZI(WER), some impressions were
made which a mastor-key for the special locks was then prepared.
Provided the keys fit, it is planned to make photographic extracts
in the next few days of the most important securities. At the
same time it will be sought in like manner to make photographic
copies of the ...(?)...of the code-keys. 2

48. The necessary security is assured; and if things should
not get on by means of the keys, then the possibility exists of
attaining the same goal hrough extortion. The individual implicated
at the Consulate General has, in the past 4 weeks, demonstrably
purloined 27 passport form-sheets and sold them with the stamp
and signature of the Consul-General, for a total of 6 million Lire.
1st Lt. ZI(dEaR) will however follow this course only if the attempt
with the keys miscarries and if it is definitely ascertained to what.
extent the Consul-Gneral's himself is implicated in the passport
sale. 4

49. One of the Consul-General's next trips will be made in
the compagy of DRAGi t s wife, who has entered into a (sexual)liaison
with him. The purpose of her company is said to be to adduce in-
disputable proof of the Intelligence activity of CANTHAL. Circum-
stantial evidence of this activity is already sufficiently at hand.

1: See Ref. No. 4, note 9. The Consulate is on the 1st floor of an
apartment in the Vialc 1laino, No. 17-A, Milan. See Ref. No. 90, for
his interest in the Swedish Consulate in Milan.
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2: See Ref. no. .17, note 2, for a presumed amplification of this
sentence. Also Ref. Nos. 21; and 38, notc 2.

3: This is probably the Consul's secretary, Maria MOLANO, a
confirmed and large-sc:.lo trafficker on the Black Sarket. (SCI/Z
memo, JZX-5417, 7 Nov. '45).

4: He was, on.an impressive scalc. So citation in note 3, above,
and IR on JEVROVIC, o cit.,sect. 10, p.15.

5: Actually, "DRAGA"'s mistress. Sco Ref. Nos. 4, note 8; and 25.

REF. NO. : 15

Subject: GUITAR,1

50. Supplement to the Index of Cover-Namos.

2
No. 16 -- ALPHONSE III

No. 17 - Only son FON..AN(?) Children

No. 18 -- A daughter present Prince MARONI Sister

No. 19 -- The husband Prince MARONI

No. 20 -- COMENDACHOS(?)
MACNIFICOS(?), Spanish agitator(?) Assistant

No. 21 - SPAIN(?) GUITAR

No. 22 -- Politics ... (?(... Business friend.

1: See Ref. Nos. 17, 38, and 40 for other jottings by ZTl-R on
this GIS Unternehmen. insofar as can be gloaned from ZIijERIs
notes, our knowledge of the Opration is scanty.

2: Since Operation "GUITAR" is patently concerned with things
Spanish, it is perhaps worth noting that one "ALPHONSO" is citod
as a -,'/T export with K.O. SPAIN in early 141. Soo lst IR on
.iiodrag JEVRE:OVIC, CSDIC/CTF/Sp 68 (4 Sop'45), sect. 12(d), p. 27.

3: No traces are available on such a nobleman. One Enrico MARONI
is known as an CSS agent of Alien DULLES in Switzorland, whilo a
character of the same namre was the honorary Bulgarian Consul in
Turin in '43.
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REF. NO.: 16

Subject: IDA -- It-.lian Network1

51. Nothing is known hero about SS W. (Reinhardt) iCLFE's 2

prop orations for IDA z.ctivity in this arca. I can thereforc re-
port only on the state of my own IDA preparations.

52. Agent .:ALLE...(?)... with Agent LIVIO. 3 -

53. Agent lt.'LLE is setting himself up in an electrical-
appliances busin_..s. He will thereby maintain contact with various
industrial and business circles. In addition, W1. has as formerly
his purely private poLitical liaison with Col. K., C.O. of the
38th..(?)... Brigade and at the same time supreme Commander of the
PIACELA area4 . So contact is available with the Commttc (?)5
w ' h sures WALLE, as the former long-time Adjutant of Gen Ezio
G 'JLDI), cvery possibility for steady (poss. "later") political
activity.

54. The information travels from V-LLE to LIVIO. L. has
in the sa.me ... (poss."line")...a small concern, where the radio
set is being built. Theoretically, too, at L. is place everything is '
ready; however, discussions about te locale are drawing themselves
out protractedly, so that it is possible that the business site up
to now must be relinquished and another selected in another part of
the city.

55. It may be estimated, however, that these preparations
will oc concluded in 14 days.

. 56. As already discussed with SS Maj. A.H. 6 and chief radio-
man'GIFFEY7 , there then needs to be carried out only the attempt
at radio lisison.

57. F rancing is assured through thd.purely commorcicl re-
ceipts of the two.

58. In the IDA business, agent "GIORGIOI, 8 as formerly, will
stay on as :.n informer. Radio liaison does not exist with. him; but
from among his circle of friends he has sought out a relirblo man,
who is being controlled r.s agent "LUCE" 9 and is on the point of being
planted as a line-crosser. In case of a possible brcak-up, "LUCE"

ill go with the Kormando to ... (?)... and be planted from there.

10
59. Agent KALGA (poss., KALZA. u-man). kgont K. is an

indepcndent agent, and hats a cover-occupation and a residen::o. She
h'.s completed her radio training; only the construction and testing
of the set. This is to foll w upon the return of chief radio-man
G(GIFFEY), in about 10 d:.ys.
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604 ,;gent 'NDRES," this liaison has been brokcn off, since

the agent was playing a doublo gamo, and according to latest reports,
is said to have fled on this past Thursday, the 8th of Fobruary.

61. Still in the preparatory stago is the network of Countess S.
and her brother.C.12

62. Radio engineer 1GI:,COiO~il 3 is to be planted as an independent
agent. Talks on this scheme couldn't get under way, since G. has been

sick for about a weck.

63. hat preparations have been made in this area by the
STEPHANIE organization 14 through Verona itself is not known here.

1: In the military-German phonetic alphabet, "IDA" stands for the
letter I; so when a post-occupational Invasions-Netz, or I-Netz, was
planned, it was referred to as the Ida-Netz. Alerted in Oct. t44,
the net was placed under the general control of Sturmbannfuhrer Dr.
Rsinhardt WOLFF, specially sent by the Berlin Hqs of the RSHA to
Italy to supervise proceedings. See the 2nd IR on Dr. Klaus HUGEL,
CSDIC/COF/SD 3 (may '45), sect. 2, pp. 3-4. The 'Ida Net is not to
be confused with its cover-operation, the so-called "Ei.nheit IDA",
based latterly at Parma under Sturmbannfuhrer )KarrGASS and ori-
ginally established in order to confuse Allied C.I. investigators.
For data on the Einheit IDA, see the 3rd IR on Klaus HUGEL, CSDIC
CMT/SD 5 (19 May '45), sect. sect. 4 (j), pp. 27.4, for personalia;
and for a comment on it from the standpoint of an Abt VI, Verona
agent, see the IR on Otto^LECHNER, SCI/Z, JRX-610 WSept '453, par.
120, pp. 22-3.

2: See note 1, above.

3: See Ref. No. 1, note 1, for "WALLE," alias Guiseppe ZABELLI.
"LIVIO" is Livio LUZZATTO, an agent of Abt VI (RSHA), Verona; see
SCI/Z, JRX-614 (24 Sept 145).

4: Perhaps! Col) Ci AOSCATELL; who formed the first Partisan
brigade in North Italy, mtainly in the PIEDONT. Communist; presided
at execution of LUSSOLINI. Admits to having taken ourse- for foreign
saboteurs in Russia. Native of Novara. If a'Co 'dINELLI, then see
Ref. No. 72.

5: Whether this refers to the committee discussed below by ZILLER
is a moot point. See Ref. Nos. 28-9, 39, below.
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6s If the initial UAI be a mis-translation, then cither Sturm
bannfuhrcr Klaus HUGL oRSS may be meant. See noto 1, above;
Ref. No. 81, note 2.

7: This would be Oberschar r GIF an enginoer and radio
specialist, described as the Re nt,VI/1-b, of ,bt VI. His
"return«, noted lower in the text, probably refers to his return
from Berlin, whither he had been sent in late Feb 145 to fetch
the proper crystals for agont's r-dio-sets. These were necessary
owing to the ch:%nging location of RSHA's control-station; currently
it was at Bamberg, with an alternato at Marienbad(Czech). HUGEL
avers that GIFFT had not returned with the crystals by the 23rd of
April (see 2nd Ion KlausHUGEL, citation in Note L, above).
IR on Hastuf Egon' NPFLUG, CSDIC/SC/15th AG/SD 6 sec, 4.

8; s w.s the cover name assigned by ZIMMR himself to (C4pt.)
Franco.ARENZI, who did political espionage for him, but was
actually a Partisan agent. See Ref. No. 19, note 4; SCI/Z,
JRX-678 (5 Dcc 145), pars. lOff and 25 ff.

9: See Ref. No. 34. This character has as yet been unidentified.

10: This agent ray possibly be one of the two following - the
Ger.an girl and radio-operator known as "%K TJAfl, cited in the IR
on Standartenfuhrer Wlter R.JJFF, CSDIC/SC/lLh..A.G./SD 11(29 May
145), sect. 8(b), p. 26; _the 11K.TIA1 (Katrina'WEILBACHER) employee
of ,bt III, Milan, under TUROi;SKI, who transferred to Abt. VI
and was trained by Hans LECHNER as a stayrbohind radio-cperator
in Milan. She was, however, sent back to BOLZANO on 20 April '45
(see the IR on Otto LECHNER, SCI/Z, JRX-610, par. 202, p. 39; the
2nd IR on Klaus HUGEL, CSDIC/CMF/SD 3, sect. 2(b) (iii), p. 5).
The possibility exists that these two girls are identical.

11: The alias of Androa ZCLY0MI, Hungarian civilian and water-polo
champion, subjc-:t of SCI/Z, JRx-646 (26 Oct .145).- Z0LY0MY asserts
that it was on 2 Jan '45 th-.t ZIJiER discovered his dealings with
the Partisans and accordingly had him arrested at Zis apartment in
Milan. On the 3rd, the Germans told him he was free, but that he
might no longer work for ZIIM and must report his whereabouts
daily. His IR concludes on the note of his wanting to flee Milan,
but not daring to, since this act woulf prove conclusively to the
Germans wh.t they had boon heretofore -gable to substanti atn --
UL-L he had indeed been deceiving ther Hence, ZTWP Ets jottings
in our text would seem to post-date t is IR (.0 cit, appendix A,-
p. 18).
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12: The Countess is Novell d SAVORGNdNI, a Sleav adventuress
from Trieste, the subject of SCI/Z, JRX-475 (9 Juno '45). A pro-
MIHAIILVIC royalist, she probably first met ZILMER in Feb-IMar 145
in Milan, where her levor; Untersturmfuhrer Waltho~ UA intro-
duced her (see JRXy op cit.oect. H, par. 17; the IR on SEGNA,
CSDIC/SC.15th a.G./SD 1, pars. 34-8, 41-2). From his IR we learn
that she might possibly have met ZIMER as early as Jan 145.- tho,
according to Otto LECHIER (o cit., pars. 198-201, pp, 38-9),
she was to contact ZIWMER oiy T utterly necessary. ZTiaa
present jotting is our first proof that she was indeed recruited
by him. Her brotpp, 'C.is Lconcllo'CECHET (her maiden nare,
sometimes writterACHECHET).

13: This agent may possibly be one of the two following -- the
"Giacomo" who taught 4lliod shoulder-patches to lino-crossors at
a house in the Piazza Fiumo, Milan (see IR on anna-Mari EI
BRENTI: No. 3 SCI (Florence), N41712 .1105, 29.11 144); the
young Italin who :cted as a FLK 150 informor (see 2nd IR on
E1isabeth TZEL-TABB0: CSDIC/CIF/SD 102, 9.2.146).

14 Gin ATEFANI, he :d of the Milan branch of the M.G.I.R4
(Movimento Giovani Italiani Rogubblicani), a Fascist-reform group,
as of Jan 145. The r:.ther loosely organized group would seem to
be a nationalistic and not pro-German, tho it has had contacts with
the GIS. ZumgERs present jotting may indicate wholo-hearted
cooperation of the V.G.I.R., or the group may, as occasionlly in
the past, have been utilizing agent-routes of the GIS to get same
of their men into the AOT (see the SCI/Z, Rome, Key: JRX-365, Q.)1

REF. NO.: 17

Subject: GUITAR. 1

64. Subjoinod aro the requested photogEnphic copies of the
C-books (?code-keys, ?cryptographic tables). Unfortunately, bc-
causc. of technical failures, 7 pages are missing in the first book
and 1 page in the 3rd coraposition-book. An attempt will be made to
acquire the books once rpore so as to copy out the missing page:

1: For other ZILMER jottings referring specifically to this GIS
opr:tion, see Ref. Nos. 15, 38, and 40.
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REF. NO.: 17 (contld)

2: See Ref. No. 14, noto 2. The books in quostion may have con-
tained the Consulate's correspondence ro LiUSSOLINI, referrod to
in the IR on JEVRELDVIC, o2 cit., sect. 10, p. 16. Vlhatcvor '
their nrture, .they wore furniTed by "DRaGA"Is pipe-lino, the
Consuls sccretary, Maria MOL.NO; see Rcf. No.14, note 3, above.

REF. NO.: 18

Subject: The Baroness.1

FS to B.d.S. -- VI.

65. Inguirics of the physician revealed that she f.inted
in front of the mirror and fell down. Since this cc curod in a
hotel-room, Attendants arc to be im.gined still...(?)...

66. She presentod the Swiss physician H. SHEIDT with
.,. (?)... In this, she paitcd her relationship with the RF SS.
(Roichsfuhrer SS i ER) in a harmless way and alludod to her
residence in Genoa. Her newest brain-child is to woo the Com-
munist leader P.MI(sic) to our purposes as an agent. Only release
from the local jail would allegedly be necessary. 2

1: ( Baronoss) any FREDI do BLASIIS, a Finnish-born Italian
national who minglod much in German military and social circles in
Italy during the war years. She was living in Genoa from Nov-Dec
143 to the end of ;,pril f44. In Dec of that year, and again in
Jan 145, she applied at the Swiss_Consulate,Miilan, for an entry---- --
visa to Switzerland, for roasons of health; visa both times re-
fused. She would seem to be-a neurasthenic, having undergone
rmerous operations; howovor, no trace is availablo on the Swiss
physician SCHEIDT( possibly SCHEIDEL). She Jllogedly met HILER
in '43, while residing in BERCHTESGADEN, and was invited by him
to ta at the Grand Hotel there, though allegedly she never mot
him him again. In the summor of 144, at uilan, she was asked by
ZIla3ER togo to Switzerland as his agent, there to disseminate anti-
Russian propaganda, an offer she allegedly refused. See CIC
RnC, Case No. R-2347 of 5 Sept 1945.
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REF. NO.: 18 (cont'd)

2: Professor Forrccio PaRRI, alias "Maurizio," alias "Pasolini,"
Premier of Italy (1945). He was head of -the Partito d'Azione
and of the C.L.N., ilan, 2nd as such was arrested by bt IV
in Milan on 27 Doc '44 and imprisoned there until his removal
to Verona in latc Jan - early Feb '45, following attempts by
"Eddi FRANCHI" and membors of his Group to rescue him. Soc IR
on Sturmbannfuhrer Dr. Frit"{ WEBITTER, CSDIC/CMF/SD 49
(31 July '4), sect. 2(xi), pp. 16-17. This would date ZIMMR's
above jotting as some time in Jan 145. For other references by
him to tho "FRANCHI" Group, see Rof. No 31, noto 4.

REF. NO.: 19

Sub joet: h-ilfrod CCRD,l Via PRIVa.T,2 VEST.: 1, Tel. 65 584

67. ., the woman book-keopor2 relates, following cach trip
of the Dir. to Liguria, the above-named puts in an appearanco
at the branch and remains-there about half an hour, in the Dir.'s
office. He is regularly handed mail by the Directc. RI. must
be int imate with the up to now well-known head of the i1LFA- RE0
works, who a few days ago was drawn into co-operation in the
field of technical intelligence. The contact was arranged through
"GIORGI0,"4 who must know R. fairly well. Telephone monitoring
will be instituted .t once.

1: From Raf. No 124 of ZILa5ER's jottings, covering the period
M-.y-Sep 144, we know th-.t this character was a Falangist Spaniard
resident in North Italy, and was employed as the Chief Engineer
at .LF.-ROMED.

2: The hypothesis is here made th.t this character is identical
with the Consults secretary, Maria OLaNO (Sec Ref. No. 14, note
3, abovo), and that "tho Director" is tho Spanish Consul CMNTHU
himself. For subsoquont references to those two, see Rof. Nos.
38, note 4; and 40, below.

3: The Director Gonor:l of the firm was the engineer, Ugo'GOBBTO,
who was shot by the Partisans during the insurrection period bo-
cause he was accused of having collhorated4 with the rmanr.
ZIIJ ER's above jotting would seem to tie in with this fato fr
GOBB.aTO.

4: The :.lias of Capt. Fre.nco NI, in reality a Partisan agent.
See Ref. No. 16, sect.(2), above.
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REF.NO.: 20

FS to GOHL, S,'' RELD

Subject: Transient Frenchmen and Sonder-Komm.ndos

68. The work falling on the local. Abt VI unit does not
allow of further roquisitioning by French Sondcr-Kommandos,with
their rcquosts for tho issuance of travol-ordcrs, billeting,
currency exchange, weapons permits, ration-cards, etc.

69. It was at one time definitely agreed that supervision
of all the Frenchmanc who have hithorto assumed d itios be assigned
by SS Maj. GOHL to some as yet unappointed collcngue(suggested
rendering of a garbled sentence). Up to now this has not taken
place. 'Therafore, as of Friday the 16th of February, SS 1st Lt.
ZI(IER) will no longer receive or take charge of any transiont
Frenchmen. ,side from this work, reg4ar Party(?) traffic can
likewiso no longer be carried for reasons of our own convenience.
In this connection, attention is also called to the recalcitrant
attitude of convo-loadors hitherto appearing here - like

LFS, 2 HULLE, SAHN, plusESTENL.GER(?) too -- as well as to
the st:.nding difficulties with the French who have landed here
en route to B..DEN-B.,DEN, etc, with false travel-orders and no
proper authorization by ... (?)..., and were picked up for black
market and other fraudulent do s.3

70. Also,(SS C pt). ECKEP must issue a stated complaint
so that an immodiato occasion for a work ruling by SS Maj GOHL'be
necessary without fail.

1: Sturmbannfuhrcz GOHL. See ref. No. 4, note 6; and note 3, below.

2: See Ref. No. 14, below, for an additional jotting on this officer.

3: This irregular st:te of aff:irs is fully confirmed by Standarton-
fuhrer Walter R.UFF in the IR on him; seo CSDIC/CW/SC/15th ;y
GP/SD 11 (29 May 145), sect. 6(d), p. 81 Therein we a.so learn
that ROLFS and SJiN wore Oberleutnants and one SCHULTE(prosumed
to be the SCHULLE cited in the text) an officer-candidate.

4: / Hauptsturmfuhror i The EVECKE, the Loiter. Abts ITT
,.nd V7 (T , ? auasouknmcando Milan. Soe Ref. Nos; 3Y note 5

and No. 42, below. Soo -:lso 1st IR on --CSDIC/CUF/SD 13 (4 Junc
'45).
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PEF. NO.: 21

To the GOSSEN Firm, No. 80, Sodanstr-sso, ERLANGEN

Subject: Temporary Rcleaso of ',iss Bert CHhEDT

71. his. SCHI.DT, employed at. ycur works, is urgently re-
quired in Milan for .n cxtremely important special mission.l
The mission reuires knowledge of a country and its language
where Miss SCHIDT was employed 8 years for your firm.

72. ., specified time-limit cannot be set beforehand, but
it is requested to release her provisionally for from 10-12
weeks. Since the missiod issextra-ordinarily urgent, noral. re-
cruiting for the ... (?).. of the Sim(?) and B.d.S. is being set
aside, and a special courier with this communication has sot out
there direct, in the hope that they are ready for an immediate
departure of Miss SCH.

73. liss SCH., who is not yet advised, is receiving a copy
and an accompanying communication in which the reasons aro set
forth for her.

1: See Ref. Nos. 14; 38, note 3. The "special mission" was the
translation of the Spanish documents removed from Ca.THJLIs con-
sulate r.t Hilan.

REF. NO.: 22

Dear BERTHEL,1

74. I must surprise you at this time with a quito extra-
crdinary re,,uest. I need a porson for a special task on whom
(1) I can rely 1000/0 and (2) who is at home in.the Spanish
language. Since you wore in Spain 8 years, so KiTHY tells me,
you have really m:.sterod the tonguc.

75; The work which I have ih mind for you and which is
really of national importance consists of the sifting of docu-
ments and miscellaneous writings which have come into my poss-
ossion of the most socret nature, in Spanish, which are then to
be transla.ted from photographic copies. Since the material is at
the moment in my possession only for a very short time, it is
m.ndatory that this work be quickly and confidentially completed.
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REF. NO.: 22 (contid)

76. Unhappily, no one in the local Kommando speaks Spanish
Spanish porfectly, and I c.nnot detail this work to r str.ngor.

77. I hcpc that you personally won't refuse, .and hope tho
same of the GOSSEN firm.

78. Please don't h.vc any worric s about billot, r.tions or
p".y,

79. Should it still, for personal or other re.sons, be diffi-
cult for you to promise, don't forgot that this m.ttor concerns an
urgent roquest from %n offico engaged exclusively in work for the
Fatherland, and that natur .lly thoro exists the possibility of
accomplishing our purpose through the draft. The affair is so
pressing, however, that I cannot suffer this loss of time and am
attempting it in this m-.nner.

80. The boarer of this letter, my trusted driver ELIO, 2

is to bring you at once and transport your luggage. But bring only
what is really necessary with you. I am appending at once the
necessary travel-orders for your trip. How long I shall require
you here, I cannot say, but certainly for from 10-12 weeks.

1: Miss Borthel SCHLIDT. Soo Ref. No. 21, above.

2: Elio! PERINI, Via :,usonial6, ilan. Sac SCI/Z mcmc, JZX-4039
(11 Sept 14 ), : ppendix B.

REF. NO,: 23

To . ousenposton IXR. NO. Attn. SS Lt. SCHIF.

Subject: Identification-Card for Miss C(A:FA). 2

81, Miss C, who on the ordcrs of the Bd.S.cf the Morano regier
r ceived n .rd hu e-i. mii in c-

ember of last year, has had it stolen from her.

82. I have already presented a form-sheet at the B.d.S.; this
form-sheet will definitely arrive at your office next on the chain
of command. It is requested that the matter be expedited.
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REF. NO.:23 (conttd)

1: As of April '45, the sipo and SD Aussenstelle(sic), Merano, was
controlled by the K.d.S., Bo zano, of which St mbannfuhrer AuguAt-

dCHIFFER was 2nd i7c and also Leiter, Abt IV. For the above-trans-
lated "SS Lt." the German text reads "Stmfhr.," and it is suggested
that ZILIdER has written an incorrect abbreviation for Sturmbannfuhrer.
See IR on - CSDIC/CWF/SD 86 (9 Nov '45).

2: See Ref. No. 36, below for another jotting on this obscure,
otherwise untraced personality.

REF. NO.: 24
1 2

Subject: DRAGA - ANGELO

83. On the 25th of February DRAGA, who had returned from a
trip to San Remo, put in an appearance at mir place; he explained
that he had met EEGER in the city, who had discoursed to him at
length about his unjust treatment by SS Maj. GOHL. He asked me
whether I couldn't see BERGR or help him in some way, :*nce, un-
provided with any financial means or travel-orders, he was
wandering about homeless in the city.

84. As I agreed, DRAGA appeared the following morning with
BERGER. I listened to BERGER and provided him with travel-orders
to Hornberg.

85. DRAGA was quite pleased with this solution, and presented
BERGER - who was very shabby and appeared to be down and out,
since he had made the Genoa-Milan trip back on foot - with a good
change of clothing and his only pair of lined leather gloves. This
to me is clear proof that DRAGA had been still willing to help his
former Paris colleague on the .6th of February. On the morning of the
7th of February, D(RAGA) appeared, handed over 10 stock shares and
a check for a millig:n franes, and explained that he had apparently
been deceived in B.

86. BERGER, who after his departure from my office had still
spoken enthusiastically about wanting to make this trip to Germany
immediately, is said to have met a Mrs. UHAZUAU. Tnis Mrs. CHA.
explained to him that her husband had been imprisoned and that a
house-search had been made of her place, but that fortunately her
papers had not been found. From this conversation DRAGA had in-
ferred that BERGER must have changed.his plans completely and
schemed to flee to Switzerland with Mrs. 'CH.
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REF. NO.:24 (contid)

'87. BERGER, who still had complete confidence in DRAGA,
showed the latter a packet of stock and a check for a million
francs.

- 88. DRAGA appeared at my place the next morning and reported:
on the matter that it was his feeling BERGER would no longer under-
take the promised trip to Germany, that he was making everything
ready for an escape to Switzerland. He handed over to me the
stock which B. had entrusted to him and named a rendezvous-point
where he was to meet B. and Mrs. CH., whence was brought about
their capture. So there is absolutely no doubt about DRAGA's
sincerity relative to providing Bts and Mrs. CH's plan of escape.

89. Quite distinct from this, ANGELO had a contact with
Mrs. CH. The night before her capture CH. commissioned ANGELO to
sell a diamond ring, with which she wanted to get hold of a car
for the trip to Berlin, When ANGELO informed her that the ring
along would not suffice to procure the auto, she gave him a gold
bracelet in addition. aNGELO then went out and sold the ring to
a ;weler for 255,000-lire. Then he bought the auto, found out
that the money lasted,o 0did not sell the gold bracelet. The
car plus the bracelet he stored away, since in the meantime
Mrs. Ch. was imprisoned; he assumed, however, that the matter
pertained only to the imprisonment of BERGER. When I then spoke
to him about it, he admitted the- events and brought me the-bracelet,
which I transmit enclosed. In this connection P.(poss.D.), to
whom I related the affair, made some statements subjoined in the .
appendix as to how he viewed the matter; and ANGELO made 2 state-
ments, enclosed as appendix.

1: lias of 1. ,drag JEVREDVIC. See Ref. No. 4, note 3, for
citations.

2: This character is probably Angelo, ACDO, an Italian national,
resident in Paris, and there a member of the GIONANI group of
thugs employed by Sachgebiet IV/N-1 (RSHA). of B.d.S., Paris.
Later active in Milan in Black arket specualtions,7he was well
known to "DRAGA". See IR on JEVREliOVIC, o cit., pp, 12 and 31.

3. SCe Ref: N: , ?r nnMoe anri 1 The nte ityn rAferred to in the
text is probably Uilan.

4: This was one of the various bases of Leitstelle WEST("WALTHER"),
the Abt VI, under SS Col BICKLER, of the former B.d.S. Paris.
See Ref. No. 4, note 4.

5: See Ref. No. 8 for an earlier statement of this affair.
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REF. NO.: 25

Subject: prospects in Switzerland ...(?)...Diplomats.

90. Enclosed is a report related by Agent DRAGA, transmitted
in two copies. The report was prepared on the basis of a 2 1/2
hr. conversation' between DRAG..ts wife and Mr. C.JITHIIL.

91. Particularly interesting is the lst paragraph, which
might be construed to indicate that Ur. CH. is betaking himself
very shortly to London for conferences.

1: See Ref; No. 14, note 5, above.

2: Because of the- difficulties inherent in deciphering ZIER's
shorthand jottings, from U ch this translation into English from
the standard German was the:± made, it should not be immediately
taken for granted that the " r CH." referred to in the text is
C:.:THAL, though such is likely the case.

REF. NO.t 26

Subject: Pass for Baron P(ARRILLI).

92. Since this office has an interest in Baron P.ts
journey, it is requested that the validity of his pass be ex-
tended to the end of this week.

1: See Ref. No. 30 below. This probably concerns the trip to
Switzerland, undertaken about 20 Feb '45, by Baron Luigi PARRILL
in order to contact Allied authorities there in a preface to the
Italian surrender. See JZX-8024 (7 May 1946) for a consolidated
questionnaire on PARRILLIts CE acti-vities in general.

REF. NO.: 27

Subject: 1Mrs JUNNIER (poss.,U .ER)

93. At 4 A on the 15th of February Mrs. J. departed from
iilan for kerano, after she was able to get up for the first time,
following her operation, on Sunday the 10th.
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RF. NO. : 27 (cont I d)

94. During the course of the week she will have crossed the
frontier, an orders, in order to travel to Erl.(?ERLU.EN).

95. The loan paid by Mr. VUSE(?) to Mrs. J. came to 3,000
lire. This sum does not financially burden either Mrs. J. or
SS t. ZI(lER), since both have access to sufficient means in
the Reich.

REF. NO.: 28

Subject: Formation of a Committee for the Establishing of
Diplomatic Relations wi.th England.

96. (1) Transaction. On Friday, the 16th of February 1945,
at 6 Pu, thg ...(?)..., Mr. F.von PCHNZN(?)(accompanied by Mr.
von FISCHE) sought me out in order to talk over with me his pre-
parations for the contemplated trip to England.

97. At this opportunity, Mr. von F. began a political dis- .
cussion with me on the current military situation, which he considered
to have "become unfortunately hopeless."

. [I
98. According to hiat he has heard up to now about the Three

Powers conference in YALTA, the situation would even seem to be
much worse, since it is now definitely clarified in the politic-l
spheres also, and unfortunately in this connection; has become hope-
less too, he avers. As he claims he had assuredmi earlier, his
sole hope lay in a positive German foreign policy ,'and -- which he
asserts he had likewise earlier declared he- cannot understand
why the SS has not in due course assumed this function as well.
He based his view on the belief that RIBBENTOP can in no way lay
claim to the status of a diplomat and that- ambassadors, because of
the modernization of Intelligence channels, are no longer diplomats
in the old sense, but instead function simply as postmen for the
Minister of Foreign Affairs.

99. The Party, with its Gauleiter and miscellaneous high
functionaries is '.a his opinion utterly unadapted to making contacts
abroad, and can also by no means be reckoned a genuine factor for
pr.t sthre rin aly one_ eal poe fatr h asrt)
which should stand for both political and military power and which
should act in a way to instil respect for both sides, that is, for
Germany and for the rest of the world as well.
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100. Mr. von F. said that, if perhaps it were not already too
late by now, all technical men who have a real interest in the
futher existence of the German Reich and people must be clear about
the necessity for parleyings withthe Western Powers.

101. To my suggestion that this necessity has certainly beeml.
recognized and has also, in my personal view, already led to all
sorts of incidents - since our enemies of course always demand as
point No. 1 the deposing of Fuhrer and Party - Lx. von F. replied
with the observation: "That's all right, but there must be men
around who realize that People and Fatherland are more important
than a personality and a Party.u To my query whether he believed the
SS should be called on to conduct the parleyings on this basis, he
answered that the talks could now ensue only through the medium of
some Power able to range the German Reich with the English and the
Americans in a bloc for the struggle against Russia.

102. Mr. von F. then began to set forth an idea which, to my
way of thinking, is not just an idea but rather the repetition of
a scheme that must certainly already have been the object of dif-
ferent conversations. - The idea goes as follows:

103. Those of us here in Italy are fashioning an island which,
via Verona-B..(?)..., still has contact with the Reich and Berlin.
One day the English will break through and damn up this single
canal. Thereupon everything German in this area will fortify itself
like a hedge-hog and pour fire from every'cranny until thereis no
more ammo left. The English will then have stirred up the people
of the land, and real chaos will break out in the large cities of
North Italy.

104. If we on the contrary utilize German power and create
therefrom a Free Corps --- and this with the knowledge and consent
of Berlin, or, if that be not possible, without such knowledge and
consent - that can place to the hindrance of the English and
americans. as order-maintaining powers, every warlike obstacle and-
which can wherefore make pre-exist here in this area, in miniscule,
what can then be done, in the large, in Germany, then something
valuable for Germany must ensue from this.

105. I went at once into technical details. and asked how he
would. demonstrate the practical working out of such a plan. Mr.
von F. then proceeded to amplify somewhat:

106. There should be a committee founded; this committee should
actively concern itself, first of all, with two phases. The 1st
phase is the attempt to legalize the committee.
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The 2nd phase is the initiating of contact with the enemy, which
must ensue as rapidly as possible, since it is certain that there
is extra-ordinarily little time at our disposal. To my question
as to who, then, was to represent the committee before the enemy,
M1r. von F. answered that the most ideal figure would be SS Lt. Gen.
UOLFF, 3 but that he is- not very quickly accessible. He personally
knows someone, however, who would be quite suitable, this being
Gen LEYERS, 4 who allegedly presents every prerequisite desired.
lloreover, Gen. LEYERS, in the estimation of all German war interests,
comported 1'umself very loyally in connection with the local ... (?)...
and therefore enjoys very great confidence among capitalistic circles.
In addition, he is asserted to be a most energetic and skillful-
organizer. The only trouble would be that he could, definitely,
count on nc support on the-part of the-German ambassiaor (to the
Fascist Italian goverzient, at FASANO), Mr. von RAMN.- To this end,
it would once more be'desirable to put a ,..(poss.SS)....leader at
the head of the committee. It can only be an ...(?)...leader who
is not known straight off to the enemy as a .... (?)..., since in
general we must look sharp that this omelet we ve got to cook does
not become too salty for the enomy by the introduction -of lots of
Party members and personalities.

107. 11r. von F. assigned to me the job of feeling out, in
preliminary form, at the office of SS Col RAUFF 6 whether he might
not cooperate in this regard, so that he could win the p.d.S. and the
H.SS.Pf. to the plan.

102. Whereupon the statement came out: "It would of course
be far better if the entire affair were carried out with an unbiased
(?) approval," from which it is to be inferred that the affair is to
come off even without sanction, from which it is to he infered that,
in actual fiat, appropriate preparations were already concluded.
From the conversation, then, it might, once more, be inferred that
Mr. von FURSTEN ERG,...(?)... of the FIAT works, .is playing a part
in this scheme, and that kEr. con FURSTEIGERG mut be in contact with
an English officer in Turin. r. von F. even gave me the name of this
officer, which unfortunately has escaped me,

1: See Ref. Nos. 29 and 39, below, for additional jottings. For
an account of the subsequent, and conclusive, surrender negotiations
between the German authorities and AFHQ, sec IR en Euge DOLtLANN,
CSDIC/CbF/SD 57 (20 Aug '45), sect. 7.

2: The character "von PCINZYN" remains untraced.. On the basis,
)towever of Ref. No. 55, below, wherein ZTh1,R refers to 11r. V.

FISCHE of Ca0.I, it is thought safe to identify the latter with t'e
"von FISCHE0 of the present jotting.
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This would be TerAlio BORGHESI, alias "Hans FISCHER," head of the
Abt. VI p/o network at COML. See IR on, by No. 3, SCI Unit, NAM
79I A/9 (24.5.45); the JRX on Otto LECHNER, - cit. sect. S. Pars.
190-93, p.37; the 2nd IR on Dr. Klaus HUGEL, off,., sect. 2(b)
(iv), p. 5. The possibility exists that the von FISCHE of the
present jotting and the Mr. V. FISCHE are also the person referred
to as "Mir. V. F." in Ref. No. 7, above.

3. !Obergruppenfuhrer Kar "Wolff, h.SSPf. and General der Waffen-SS
for Ital. from the-time following the Italian Armistice. His Hqs.
were on Lake GARDA, and it was of course he who subsequently treated
with the Allies in Switzerland.

4: This German officer; head of the Italian branch of the R.v.K.
had his-offices since late Oct.143 in Milan and is cited by DOLIMAN
o2 cit., sect. 1b, p. 5) as among those who favored an extreme
course by the Germans in North Italy, viz.,stripping it of its re-
sources entirely and transporting them to the Reich. In this,'he
and the aibassador; von RAHN, are declared to be at one (ibid,, p.
16), despite what the other reason may be for his getting "no
support" from von PjHN. As 'to LYERSI possessing "very great confi-
dence among capitalistic circles, "ZIMMER apparently glosses over
an incident about which he must have known: in late Dec 144 an ad-
vance copy of an album prepared at LEYTERS' order by the R.U.K.
on the industrial potential of North Italy was stolen from the
Generait s Milan office, and in the resultant investigation by Abt
IV, B.- d.., Italian, it was learned that the entire procedure had
been most carelessly handled from the security standpoint. Abt IV
recommended official action against LEYERS, but the outcome oT the
affair is unknown. TR EfGUCIEBIT1ER Fritz og ci., sect. 2A,
p. 16.

A'gain, in May 144, an agent of Ast BREMEN - which was engaged
in assessing Italian armament production and Italo-German labor re-
lations -- on making inquiries into the alleged mis-management of
RuK, Milan, discovered that certain unspecified officials of that
organization had accepted large bribes from Italian manufacturers
in axcahnge for the illegal allocation of various raw materials.
As a result of these disclosures, two inspectors arrived from
Berlin and arrested several (again unspecified ) RuK officials,
See the 1st IR on kaximilian VIESEL, CSDIC/CF/SD'75 (29 Aug. '45),
sect. 2(c). p. 5.

5: Rudolph von PA, Bevollmachtige:Beobachter of the Nazis to
Xhe ?ascist Government. He had earlier superseded General. von
7LACKENSEN at Rome.
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6: See Ref. Nos. 20, note 4: 29; and 37, note 2.. Standarten-
fuhrer Walther RUFF,-from Sep 143 the C.O., Gruppe OBERITLIEN

ST, der Si o und S w. Hqs. in Lilan. See IR on - CSDIC/SC/
15th ;y Gp/ SD (29 lay 145), sect. 2.

7: Prince Tassillovon FURSTENBERG, a German national bor7 in
, ssells, resident in ilan and Turin. His wife, Clarv(nee

.- ?GNLLI), is the daughter of Senator NELLI, , the
owner of the majority of the shares in the FIAT Firm. During the
war the Prince and his vife spent most of their time in Germany,
returning to Italy in March t43. Both possessed passports made
out by the German Consulate, Rome; and in Aug. 43 the German
Enbassy requested a visa, for a six-monthst period, to permit their
crossing the Italo-German-Si-iss borde>r.

REF. NO. 29

Subject: Committee Formation.1

109. The conversation with Mr. von F(ISCHE), set forth in
my report, I presented on Sunday evening to SS Col R(d.FF) and told
him that with r. von F. I had played the game, following his line
of thought, of wanting to.cooperate at the formation of such a
comitittee. I also told SS Col R. that I had done this vrith Mr. von
F. because I had said to myself that -

110. (1) it must be ascertained with certainty that such a
committee is being formed and which persons are actively involved,
for Ur. von F.'s assertion that Gen. LYERS is the suitable man is
proof that Gen. LEYERS is- implicated. In consequence, it would
not suffice to kidnap him, since he could offer the remonstrance
that he would certainly not have cooperated, provided...(?)....

111. (2) if I could imagino that such a committee really
has contact with the enemy, so that, from the nature of this corn-
rdittee's parleyings, conclusions could be drawn about the political
intentions of the enemy.

112. SS Col R(iUFF) explained that the envisaged organizing --
if the formation were nout aleady a fact - culd not be carried by
VI. However, the affair might stand him in very good stead, since
he has a :iri lar operation, for the accomplishment of which those
conference:s could be utilized. He therefore commissioned me to make
an appointment with Mr. von F. for Monday(?) evening, the 20th,
to have dinner at his (RAUFF's) villa, at which I toc am to take
part.

1: Fnr co:r.mentary- on the characters cited in this jotting, see
Ref. io. 28, above, and 39 below.
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35

Subject: Baron P(iMILLI).s Swiss Journey

113. P. was invited to my place for a meal today in order
to discuss quietly once more the Swiss trip which he is to begin
on the 20th of February.1 ;part from the tasks already laid down
in writing, I went one step further today with refererce to the
conversation with Mr. von F(ISCHE) and SS Col R(AUFF)', and am
having P. make an official visit to the English and American am-
bassadors !. There to set forth our common view on the Communist
danger and in this connection to intimate that SS 1st Lt. ZI(LIER)
has already tried more than once to make contact with influential
Englishmen, since he is of the firm conviction that he has things
to say which are most certainly of interest to England. He should
furthcr intimate that ZI(WER), without the knowledge of his office,
belongs to some circles of influential people who are pursuing a
definite political course that is of importance to Englishmen,
provided that the decision has not already been settled to destroy
Germany at any cost and leave the field open for Russia.

) 4 . sin<e P. was suspicious of an Intelligence trick, it
Vas necessary to win his confidence; to- this end I cited him 2
names which can by no means do any harm, Mr. von FI(SCHE?) and
Mr. von FURSTENBERG.3 I am pursuing 2 goals here:

a) I really hope to get a lead on the ends desired,
b) If this lead be established, can I but convince

Er. von F(ISCHE) and the committee that I am
working "only, to their wish.

c) If Mr. von FURST(ENBERG) already has contact, then
an ascertairment of enemy opinion will arise.

1: 1945. This rould be GIS Operation Wool, following the failure
of the still-born Operation Westwind, cited by Dr. Klaus HUGEL
(see 6th IR on -- CSDIC/CUF/SD 25, 21 Jun 145, sect 2-Fr-ii; p.14;
also Ref. No. 28, note 1, above.) See Ref. Nos. 26 and 31, note
1, on Baron Luigi. PRT.RTLLI, Italian industrialist and GIS go-bc--
tween. From the ...llied standpoint this was operation Sunrise.

2: For von FISCHE, see Ref. No. 28, note 2. For Standartenfuhrer
'Walther P1.UFF, the C.O. Gruppe oBERIITLIEN, l.FT. der Si7o und SD,
see Ref. Nos. 28, note (; 29; and 37, note 2.

3: See Ref. No. 28, no a 7. Prince Tassillo von FURSTENBERG.
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To Lr. 1 Luigi (Baron) PARRILLI, CORSO (del) LITTORIC (LLZN)
10

Dear Luigi,-

ll. - I have just learned that that yard-bird (Lt Enrico
CRJERI has escaped in the P1 truck. He will certainly cut
through as quickly as possible toward Switzerland. In the long run,
this is good news for you, since you've had so much vexation. I

can also tell. you the truth at last as to how this whole skull-
duggery arose.

116. Through the capture of (Uarquis Uberto) CRIV.l.LI 3 or
perhaps though the capture of some meinbers of the FRANCHI or-
ganization , SAEVECKEts 5 agents got on the scent of CRAIER.- They
must have found out that CRIER had a contact vith...(?)..., the
brother-in-law ...(?)...POSS(?). At any rate, I learned on the
day in question that ... (?)..., the brother-in-law of Count PO.6,
and you too were to be apprehended by Cav Capt Count THUN 7.
Naturally, that would have been damned distressing to me. When I
got the news by chance, that afternoon, that you were to be appre-
hended, I forestalled the pick-up, and presented my superiors with
the statement that the capture had really been possible through
you. That brought me the welcome advantage that you and your brother-
in-law remained unmolested. To be sure, this bore the disadvantage
for you and your brother-in-law that, because he went free, the rumor
arose that he was implicated in the capture. So much the more
pleasant, now, is the fact that CR(AUER) was able to escape; and
it is even more pleasant in that we attain by what we told the
Kormando, 8that you vere of assistance to us in the capture of
CR(.JAER).

117. ..... has prepared the way faithfully for the release
of CRIVELLI.

ll8. I toll you this, in haste because I know that you are
going away tomorrow, and - mpolf cannot be free today because
of work. I would not of course trust all this .to the telephone.

1: See Ref. No. 3, note 3, and Ref. No. 30. This is the office
address of Baron PARRILLI and his brother-in-law and business
associate\CountlEdward%OSS. The two were among the directors of
the Societa Anonina, FlUI, at this address; PARRILLI was Vice
President of the firm.
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2: An Italian Partisan officer of the General Hqs, CVL. He was

arrested by two Gestapo agents (see note 7, below) on 15 Jan 145
at the above-cited office of PARRILLI and POSS, while conferring
with the two of them, See SCI/Z, Field Hqs File No. JZX-6100
(Milan, 8 Feb 146). As ZRflER predicted, CR ER did indeed reach,
Switzerland, having escaped while en route to the concentration
camp at Bolzano.

3: See Ref. No. 12, note 3. This ilan anti-Fascist was a good
friend of CRd.PER, and had been arrested a few days earlier by the
Gestapo.

,k: See Ref. No. 18, note 2. Sogno Rata del VJLINO, i as "Eddi
.jFRNCHI,"n was the head of a Partisan organization working for British

intelligence. See SCI/Z, Florence, Memo No. 24 (20 May 145). ;Dr.
Friti'RRAdEBITTER' states that the outfit was thought to have been
working for the :Americans; see IR on Sturmbannfuhrer KRAEBITlTER,
CSDIC/SC.15th Ay Gp/SD 14(1 Jure 145), sect. 3 (b)(iii), p. 5.

5: See RWf. Nos. 20; note 4 and 42. Hauptsturmfuhrer Theodor
SAEVECKE, the Leiter, Abts III and V (RSHA), Aussenkormiando Milan.

6: See Ref. Nos. 3 and 12.

7: See Ref. No. 37, note 5. Rittmeister Berdinand, Graf THUN-
HOHENSTEIN, the retresentative in Milan of Referat IV/III-F,
B.d.S. ITLIEN (attached to Sipo and SD, Aussenkomando Milan).

8. This ZIER letter should constitute another interesting ob-
stacle for Baron PARRLLI to hurdle in the course of his repeated
asseverations that he was an utterly pro-Allied individual in
German-occupied Italy. See. JRX-3423 (5 June 1946) for Lt.
CRA1ER's account of his and CRIVELLI t s arrests.

REF. NO.: 32

To RSi:a, 71/B. For ;x. STE.LE.

2
Subject: Spanish Travel- ass for SS Sgt. 2EITZ.

119. The French woman Blanche DUFURj attempted via a local
agent to solicit a Spanish travel-pass for the ab ve-named. The
pass is to be made out for the r1ame: Carlos( ?,>ERNAiDY ESTABEN.
anSOLDERO, born in Fedalla, 4 16th June 1914 - and then des-
patcFaoto SS ist Lt. UIED:GNN. 5
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REF. NO.: 32 (contld)

120. The agent took the photograph to SS 1st Lt. ZI(UMR) with
the remark that he does not want to supply the pass without the
office t s }-.Aowledge. The purposelessness of this procedure is pointed
out, since the impression is thereby created unnecessarily that the
procurement is desired not for official but for personal reasons.
Provided the pass request goes through, transmittal of the appended
photograph is requested, in which connection attention is callod
to the fact that procurement costs around 120,000 lire,

1: Standartcnfuhrr. STEIMLE. Since Feb 143, this well-known GIS
personality had been Gruppnloiter, VI/B (RSHA).

2: This is probablyl0ber-or Hau tscharfuhrer'Christ' EITZ,
who as of Jan 145 was in Reforat, VI/B-2 RS~H), Berlin. Besides
French and .oroccan Arabic, "IDRAG..1 says he could also speak Spanish.
See IR on Miodrag JEVRELOVIC, CSDIC/C1F/SD 68 (4 Sep 145), sect.
11, p. 17.

3: Last seen in MERSBURG in Feb '45 -- where a training-school
for French anti-dc G.LULLE agents, under the auspices of DORIOT and
Col.>STETL E, had previously been in existence - this woman is
listed as among the recruits; and it is also known that some of
these agents made their way through sastria into Italy. 3ee
SCI/Z memo, JZx-1518 (21 June 145), par. 4 (j), p. 2.

41 The deciphering from the short-hand may be incorrect, or
ZIZR'S original infomaticn inaccurate; at any rate, the editor
of this report has been .nformed by the Spanish Etbassy, Rome,
that to the best of its x.noledge no such town exists in Spain.

5: ObcrsturmfuhroTh DaNN, an iglish-and French-speaker in
the Referat, VI/B-2 (RSHE.), Berlin. See citation in note 2, above.

REF. NO.:33

Subjcct: 2iscellknoous Data from the O.NR.(?) of Capt .kldo d1AG.1

121. ,s dt~ notes, the option for the SD was made known to all
sections of the General-Konmmando.

122. It may be supposed that the pushing of the transfer ensued
with the intention of m.king d'A. impossible from the start for our
work.
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RD. N0.:33 (conttd)

123. As a counter-measure, d'A is spreading a rumor that he
brought about the transfer for the enemy, so as to be able in this
way to stp down from the .-rmy, and that to this move his ... (?)...
can then ensue, will support from the same source.

124. It. is requested that d':As ...(?)...subjoined in the
appendix bo forwarded to the General-Kommando. Please inform me as
to the result.

1: This would scm to be an abbreviation for the fairly common
Italian surn-ne, dIAGOSTINI, or -TINO, etc. The doubtful phrase
probably refers to the G.N.R., or Guarda Nazionale Repubblicana,
a Fascist mlitary estab lshment organized subsequent to the
Italian rmistico (B Sept'43). : Capt Fascist Republican ;any
(not identical with the G.N.R.: SCI/Z, Florence memo 486,
26 March 145, sect. III - E, p. 5). One 'dGOSTINI is cited
as a militiaman acquaintance of "1GIORGIO" in Rome in Sept 143, but
is declared later to have joined the resistance and become C.O.
of the 37th S.t.P. Brigade at Turin (see the IR on Capt Franco
CARENZI, SCI/Z, JRX-678, 5 Dec 145, par. 3, pp. 1-2).

REF. NO.: 34

To Aussenkommando TURIN

Sabject: agent LUCE.

125. The above agent is despatched as an employee of Abt. VI
to Turin, where he will get a legal b'ir"-. iiin Or -y. Finan.ial
settls-mcnt proceeds from here.

126. 2 LUCE has the mission of making contact with Mr.
VINA.TZER, buat of voiding, however, any- contact with the office.
His reports go exclusively via VIN(ATZER), Turin office, to k
VI, ilan. It is requosted that the office be informed.

1: See Ref. No. 16, notu 9. This character reains tnideintified.

2: The Italian lawyer, Otton VINATZER, since Aug '44 legal adviser
to the German Consulate, Turin, and generally considered by SD per-
sonnel in Turin to be the local representative of At. VI (RSHA),
tho de does not admit this latter status. ZIIMERtS above jotting
would seem to settle the matter of Vis complicity. See SCI/Z IR
JRX-576 (24 July 145), pars. 2(a), 9-10.
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REF. NO.: 35

To Aussenkommando Genoa

Subject: (Franc 4UGLILE.1

127. Their FS 488 of 17th Feb. The circumstances are true,
but nevertheless p: was by no means authorized to make known the
source of-the pounds (sterling).

128. -Therefore P, is being discontinued as an employee. The
requisitioning took place legally. It is requested that the sum
be returned here under cover,

1: This jotting adds little to our scant knowledge of this obscure
personality, Commandanto Frznco PUGLIESE, an employoo or agont of
the SD, Genoa, and last seen there, with his wife, in Fob 145. He
arrived in Genoa from Berlin with tho mi ion of selling some sterling
ac!,uired in France. See the IR on Fri ''ENE,DSER, SCI/Z. JRX-554
(13 July '45)., p.6.

m

REF. NO.: 36

Subject: iss CF,.

129. On the 2nd day after her exciting ... (?)..., Uss CAFA
went to see SS 1st Lt. ZI(LIER).

130.. During this trip, her, pocket-book was stolen. .; pro-
seedings which is by no means out of the ordinary, but instead
is a daily S.O.P. in ilan. (liss TIEFE also had this experience).
Hence C. by no means acted contrary to local orders there. .:s to
the dar:ger, which in theory applies, the view here is tha't the
thief will not be able to convert his knowledge into anything
practicable, since he would then expose his theft.

1: See Ref. No. 23, above, for another jotting on this obscure
character, on whom no other traces have been located.
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41 REF. NC.: 37

To SS Laj. H (UGEL), 1 VERCNA, Personal

Dear Comrade H., -

131. The enclosed VI/Z correspondence set down in the appendix,
which I received from SS Col 5 (AUFF) with the remark that "it seems
to me that Maj. B(R JTENBERG) is making the matter damned simple."
prompts me to ask you to bestow more care on the distribution of
missions. You know that at first I acted exclusively on your in-
structions. Then later SS Maj BEGUS 4 was added, who likewise is
accustomed to send all correspondence directly to me.

132. Now, cooperation with "CYPR(ESSE") 4 was ncu coo weighty,
since this work ran mostly to the acquisition of any sorts of
things and was accomplished by-our own people here in Milan. But
Mtaj von B(RaITENBERG), rightly, has extensive missions, which however
are no longer concerned with Intelligence, but rather represent pure
counter-espionage. Counter-espionage, however, is conducted by many
military Abwehrstellen and Kommandos in this area, so that I don't
understand why Maj von B(RAITENBERG) does not have recourse to his
own Party..(?).. in Milan, but instead turns to me. I should like
to have a ruling made about this things, since I already foresee the
development of co-activity. Formerly it was the transmittal of
letters, issuance of travel-ordors, the readying of FS, and such
like more. Now itis beginning to be any sort of reconnaissance
task. If, for example, I happen onto some people who are traveling
to Switzerland, then I must make the decision as to whether to have
regard to the wishes of VI- or of VI/Z. There is of course no doubt
that I would decide for VI, and would in general discharge the VI
work first, and - solely provided there are then still some people
at hand - can have a mind to VI/Z. But this then leads easily into
a ... (?)... on the part of Maj von B(RAITENBERG), which is not desired
by me. May I therefore ask you to bring about a decision whereby
1aj von B(RJTENBERG is referred to Cav Capt Count T(HUN) 5 or to
some cher appropriate offico.

1: Se. Ref. No. 16 note 6. Sturmbannfuhrer Dr. Klaus HUGEL, the
Leiter,sbt VI (RSHI), B.d.S.IT..LIEN, and nominally the chief of all

VI activities in Italy. Virtually, however, he had no control over

VI/S work, and relations between him and SEGUS were straincd. The
pertinent IR on WUGEL is the 3rd - CSDIC/CEF/SD 5 (19-May 45),
sect. 2(f), p. 4.

2: See Ref. Nos. 20, * 3; 28, note 6; 29. Standartenfuhrer
.lther RUFF, the C.O., 4, po CBERIT.LIEN, WEST, der Sipo und SD.
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3: See Ref. No. 3, kaj. Benno von BR:.JTENBERG, the C.G., Abt
VI/Z. See CSDIC/C1MF/SD 75 (8 Oct '45), sect. 3(c) p. 8.

4: (Sturmbannfuhrer und Regierungsrat Dr.; Otto BEGUS arrived in Italy
at Verona, from Greece via RSHa Hqs in Berlin, at the beginning of
July '44. " As Kommandeur of the newly organized p/o sabotage network,
based at Verona and entitled the Unternehmen "CYPRESSE," ho be-

onged to Abt VI/S, under/Gruppenleiter Obersturmbannfuhrer Otto
ySKORZENY. See 1st IR on BEGUS -- CSDIC/CMF/SD 51 (7 Aug 145), sects.

2 and 7.

5: Ferdinand, Rittmeister Graf THUN-HOHENSTEIN, the representative
in Milan of Referat IV/III-F B.d.S. ITALIEN (attached to Si o
and SD. Aussenkommando Mfilan5. See 2nd IR on - CSDIC/CLTJD 50
(1 Aug 145). For a helpful chart on the GIS departmental inter-
relationships in North Italy, see appendices E and F to the HUGEL
report cited in note 1, above.

REF. NO.: 38

Subject: Operation GUITAR1

133. Meanwhile, the last mail from the Genoa (?) branch (of
the Spanish Consulate) to-the Lilan branch could be seized and
assessed. In like manner, the last mail from the ,...(?)...branch
to the Milan branch was assessed.

134. In order to minimise the use of photo paper (which is
unobtainable even on the black market), the following procedure was
employed: with a camera, fixed up in the meanwhile for individual
photos, all the documents were reproduced on film-strips. These
strlps are being developed in the local laboratory, and then go
back to SS 1st Lt. ZI(MMER).

135. Ist Lt. ZI(MMER) has meanwhile had an interpretress
(Miss Berthel SCiIDT) come from Germany-with knowledge of the
proper languages,3 who also knows photo work and can therefore
finish the pictures in the local VI office itself. With the help
of a safety-device the film-strips are being brought onto a screen,
whence the getting up of translation and report follow. The inter-
pretress will translate the reports,. or prepzre extracts from the,
only if they are of real interest. Lastly, the film-strips are
despatched, sealed for forwarding to VI/B-4.

136. Besides mail evaluation, DR,,GA is getting up a report
wherein he will present the following:--
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134. D(RAGA)'s task is to put questions to the woman book-
keeper which she must answer in writing. He is following the
same procedu o with his wife, who has constant contact with the
Director(?). Such a report is being subjoined in the appendix.
It should be premised that, relative to this transaction, the Adv..
h. meanwhile had'a 2 1/2-hr conversation with the Director. TEe
ook-keeper up to now has been able to learn, about this affair,

that it must have to do with D)s going off on a journey. She
asked the Director whether, in case of a break-through, he would
go to Ge=any. This the Director denied. On the question as to
whether he would depart for Liguria, he shook his head in negation,
from which the book-keeper draws one conclusion that he is making
ready to leave for "GUIT;JR"(Spain). Unfor tunately, the Director al-
ways carries D. rs letter around with him in his pocket, so that for
tho moment it cannot be got at.

138. Relative to the typo and manner of the transmission,
reiterated in the reply, it should be mentioned that a lead weight,
delivered up in the meantime BT the book-keeper, was given Prof.
BENVED(UTI) (who is by- chance stopping here) for the preparation
of the .. (poss. ?tpliers," "tweezers n)...He was certain of completir.g
this by the 25th of February.

1: See Ref. Nos. 15, 17, and 40.

2: See Ref. No. 14.

3: See ref. Nos. 21 and 22.

4: See Rof. Nos. 19 and 40.

5: See Ref. No. 14, note 5. This sentence lends credence to the
hypothesis that ?ttho Director" is CANTH.J, since we know that "DRAGA. s
mistress was having an affair with the Consul.

6: Italian civilian, Polidoro G.F ENVEDUTI, a forged-doc-ents
specialist. See 1st IR on -- CSDIC/CMF/SD 54 (12 Aug t45), sect. 2.

REF. NO.: 39

Subject: Cooperation with the Committee. 1

139. A good many days ago I had already reached an agreement
with agenitTO2 to work out some cooperation between myself and the
committee on the basis of a "Gentleman(sic) Agreement.lH
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140. Thc committoo can bring about a tacit...(?)..., provided
thore is uniform cooperation in the field of anti-Communist activity.
OTTO has made sever:.l attmipts; theoc miscarried, however, for the
reason that the abandonment of the committee's Communist members,
even if they be political opponents, represents betrayal of the
common affair. ~ The Communists are, after all(it is claiwed),
Italians too; and one would be dirceting the fight against them
themselves.

141. On the 22nd (? Feb, 1945), OTTO called on me anc' posed
me tho question whether he might come to see me in the next few
days with a committeo-member and whether I v-uld give him the
assurance that nothing would happen to thu. an. I gave th
assurance, since in the rondezvous I saw the possibility of a pact
on the matter of anti-Coimunist activity.

3
142. This morning OTTO sent his Adjutant to me to ask whether

the head of the Commnuists in North Italy, the opponent of TOGLIALLI
(sic) in this area, was knowin to us. Presumably he would be known
to us only under tho covor-name of "RAINOLDI"; his real name is
allegedly Agostino'.STI, with headquarters in R.

143. The adjutant emphasizod that OTTO had had a meal with
CS'TI a fcw days ago and had given him his word of honor not to
abandon him to the Germans.

144. I suspect that this handing over, through the Adjutant,
is to represent a circuravention of ther word of honor. I am today
still awaiting OTTO's visit with the committee-member and expect
that, for CaSTI's surrender, they want to bring about the release
of a committee-momber. It could also bo, however, that the sur-
rendering of the name of the area for any sort of other proposals
is to havo a favorable influence.

1: See Rcf. Nos. 28-9, abovo, for additional jottings by ZflRER
on what may be the same Committec - that for treating with AFHQ
on the articles of surrender.

2: The identity of this charactcr remains obscure. From the textis
mention of his tt;djutantf, (see note 3, below), he would seem to be
a military man, though this inforence is not indisputablo.
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3: It is just possible that either "OTTO" or his ,djutant, are
identical with "the ell-known Partisan leader of the Piacentino-

region" whom ZILlER is said to have lodged at his house in Milmn,
Oct-Nov 144, for a couple days (see the IR on androa ZOLYOLY,

SCI/Z, JRX-646, 26 Oct 145, par. 64, p. 13). This Partisan leader

was declared by ZOLYOLY to be FiLUSTO, pcrhaps the Commandor FAUSTG
was an O.S.S. cont:.ct (sec SCI/Z,1lorcnco, memo 548, 4. ;pr.I45).

4: This Itali'n Communist- luminary was born in and is a resident
of RHO, 14 kms NW of lillan, probably the "R" cited in the text.

In Jan 142 the Ministry of the Interior revoked an order for his

arrest (for having participated in the Spanish Civil War as a member
of the It.lian "Rossolli" Column). Though the reason for the re-

vocation is unknown, it is thought that this was done because

CASATI had become an agent for some political or military organization

(such as SIh or OR,.

REF. NO.: 40

Subject: GUITAR. 1

145. While the Director only a fow days ago announced his
next trip to be around the end of the month, he explained on the
25th of Feb., with visible nervousness, that he had to depart at
once. -Contrary to all custom, ha arranged his mail on Sunday
midday, notoriously burned many documents, and made the following
observation to Irs. DRGA: I shall rcmain about 8-10 days in

Liguria; get your travel-visas ready fo- yourself and your husband.
Should, however, anything unusual happer. in tho meantimo, oscape
from Milan and go immediately to- the Ligurian official at Como,
who is a good friend of mine and, for this state of emergency will
issue you the papors without dolay.

146. The great betrayal pointed out in today's report, which
serms to have come out in connection with Mr. D.'s secrt pro-
parations, appears to be tied up in some way with this. The

Director then said, in so many words, that from now on tho GUITAR
.... (?)... would seem definitely to have last the war for Germany
(the rendcring of this last phrase is doubtful) and now, more than
over, thoughts should be turned officially only on onces own

national interests.
0

147. Tihc mail might be ha.,rd Lo et at this tiC, i h

woman book-keoper has been in bed for some days and the Director

thoroforc prepares it himself.
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1: Sae Ref. Nos. 19, note 1; and No. 38, note 4.

2: could this be BERGERIs dcfoction, in connection yrith which
"DRAGa"1s secret alertness revealed betrayal? (See Ref. Nos. 8
and 24, above.5 If so, than the "M11r. D" above would of course
moan "DLG..11. Far from an hypothesis, this is only a suggestion, .
and perh ps not even a likely one.

REF. NO.: 41

To the Chief Ledical Officer, Field Hospital 766.

.1
Subject: Lt._ FS.

148. Since Lt. R. is required for a special operation and
his :absence is disadv,.ntagoous to the work, it is requested that

round trips of brief duration to Milan be permitted him.

1: Sec Ref. No. 20, notes 2 and 3. Oborleutnant ROLFS is one of
the draft-leaders of line-crossing Frenchmen brought by their
German superiors to San Remo (IR on Standartenfuhror Walther RUFF).

REF. NO.: 42

To SS Capt. SAEECKE. 1

Subject: Issuanco of an Italian Travel-Pass

149. The issuance of an Italian travel-pass for VI/Z, Maj
von BRLITENBERG, 2 with visas for Germany, Sweden and Switzerland,
is urgently required. Individuals are: SENISE, P.onato Carmine
:. 3

1; Soo Rcf. N. 2 nctt 4 utiurmfuhrer Thondor .S:JWECKE.
the Leiter, .bts III and V(RSH), ;ussenkomn.ando Milan.

2: Scc Ref. Nos. 3, 37, above. Maj. Bonno von BRITENDERG, C.O.
Abt VI/Z, ITaLIEN. For his dealings with SENISE, see IR on Mj von
B. -- CSDIC/CIF/SD 75 (8 Oct 145), sect. 4(r), pp. 62-5.
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REF. Nk.: 42 (contd)

31ITENBERG declares (op. cit., p. 63) thzt it was he himself who
suggested to SENISE that thc latter go to Switzerland in :.n attempt
to penetrate Alliod intelligence circlos thoro, while SENISE asserts
that he was the originator of the idca. Be that as it may, from
von B's interrogation, and the JRX on SENISE (see note 3, below),
ZIi.LERts above jotting c:.n bo dated as lata Feb or early Lar. 145.
according to SENISE, the Genan Embassy in UIlan would not grant
him a transit visa, so that his desire to return tcmporarily to
Sweden could not bc realized.

3: SCI/Z, Rome, JRX-708(16 ;pr. 4h6) on this inter-Allied confidence
man .nd international adventurcr.

REF. NO.: 43

SENISE, Renato CarmincA. b.- Rome, 27 June 1905
and son, RenatoVihii ntR gn.-r, 15 Lay 1944.

2
150. 3 photographs are cnclosed; quick action is roquested.

1: Se. Ref. No. 42, above.

2: In late Feb. '45, SENISE Was sont to ZThIL2R at the :lbergo
REGINA in Milan with an unspecified number of snapshots for a
passport; ZridER was out at the mcmnt. These may have boon the

photos titod here (sec JKX cited in Ref. No. 42, noto 3, abovo).
SENISE denies having over met ZIdvER yersonally; and this may well
bc, since the abovo jotting, and Rof. No. 42 are routine adrainistra-
tive business and do not necessarily represent an actual encounter

REF. NO.: 44
1

151. LIRIC

152. (1) DR.,G..2

153. (2) Spanish declare.tion of war a quostion of hours or o
a few days -- opinion..(?)...on the 7th of March.

154. (3) No English threads to be t:.kn up, which can only bo
troublesome. P(aRILLI) got this instruction from DULL(ES).

155. (4) ish - to put in KOEHLER becauso of X(th M.A.S.).
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1: If this word be a mis-translation of Livio LUZZATTO, and
Abt VI, VERCNA agent, then sic Ref. No. 16, note 3, abovo.

2: Sce Ref. No. 4, at sg. Agent "DRAGA" was Liiodrag JEVR.OVIC..
In this last rcfcronco to "DRAGa" in the present batch of ZILIER's
jottings, it may bc worth while to rocall that "DRAGa" st:.ted that
his work for ZILIER ended at the beginning of Lcr.'45 (suoc IR on
JEVRJi.0VIC, oP. cit., soct, 10, p. 17).

3: Allen DULLES OSS Mission to Switzerland, and the personal
representativo of President ROOSEVELT in the Italo-Gorman surrender
negotiations. See Ref. Nos. 28-9, above, and appended commentary.

4: Hauptsturmfuhrcr)GorhardtOEHLER, the successor of\Sturmbann-
fuhroriErns UROUSKE, as'C.0., Abt III, B.O.S., Verona, and tho
Lason Officer of B.d.S., IT..LIEN, to the Italian naval and
sabotage units known as the Xth Flotilla, U.1..S. (Motoscafo
:,nti-Sommergibilc,. This nationalist organization was dissolved
by the Germans at the time of the Italian armistice, but revived
early in 144 through the efforts of its C.O., Capitano di Vascollo
Prince Valorio/ RCFHESE. For an account of the Xth M.A~5,, see the
SCI/Z Key, JRX-365 C.

REF. 1O.: 45

For the Spanish Consul-Gonoral (CANTH:.L), ML

156. The officials cited below of the .bo-e-namcd MIinistry
who are alrady in possession of travol-passos validly made out
by the Minister of Foreign ;.ffairs and aro members of the German
... (?)..., are trvolling to Spain.

157. It is requosted that entry visas be granted the
following:

1) Enrico BLNCHI 2

2) v.i Enrico ---- i.NCINI3

3) irs liaria .. JiCINI

4) irs Carla 'BINCHI

5) A. Gartone FUREO(?)

6) \d Enrico - PSSIGLI(?)

7) :rs Lin. 0SF:C(?)
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1: Sce Ref. Nos. 14, et seqq.

2: SCI/Z Rome file h.vc the following possible trace - a
character of this na me (b. 3 I:ar 1883 at Lugano) is listed c s
having b.on undcr survillance c.nd inscribed in the Frontier
Control Book (Libro dognlo della Fronticra) under Category
441, i.e., spy, saboteur, terrorist. For further data, contact
the Itali.n LinistrV of the Interior, Rome. ;aso see JZX-1245,
5 1ay 1945, JZX-2008, JZX-5417, JZX-4039 on this "flight" to
Spain.

3: This lawyer is described as. a Fascist contact of the Consulate.
Soo SCI/Z memo, JZm-5417 (7 Nov. '45), par. 5(c).

RE . NO.: 46

1

To: B.d.S., VI

Subject: Baroness L(ANFREDI).2

158. Enclosed.is . report which shows that the trip was
ordered personally by the JF1J.

159. The B.roncss insisted repeatedly that she did not wish
the RFM to know about her SD assignemont. The RF was willing to
pay her expenses for . trip to Switzerland so that she could re-
gain her health. Hovever, she says that she belongs to that class
of people who do not want anything for nothing; therefore she had
offered to work for offico.....?(number); assuming that
(one page missing).

160. Once before she had obtained results in a very important
casc. This seems very unlikely, because she stressed that in her
work she hac never received any instructions,

161. The above facts are being reported in the intercsts of
efficiency.

1: Sc. Ref. No. 37, note 1, on the structure of Abt VI, B.d.S.;
IT.iLIEN.

2: Baroness .any;. iiNFREDI do BLaSIIS. So Ref. Nos. 18, note 1,
a bove, 48 and 56, below.
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To: Abt V

Subjcct: Giann 'LLLI, born 11 Jul '21 in Lcgnano,
living in Lilno, Via Sard -.

162. Subject voluntecrod fir a. aci^.1 assignment to
purchase 600 gold coins. He wont with two agents to tho
supposed seller. In front of the door ho asked the agents to
givo him 1,320,000 lire for the purchase. S.;JiETLI ontored the
apartment 2lone. It had boon agreed that the two agonts were
to como in fivc minutes lator. In fact, S.2;[LI had usod a
scrvicc-cntr:nc to csc,.po with the money. The mn is simply
a thief. Wo succeeded in arresting him two days later, on
21 Docember.

163. Since S.WELLI has boon in conttact with our- organization,
it is nacessary to intern him in a concentration camp, under list
....III for abuse of trust and theft.

1: It is perhaps pertinent to call attention to another case -
that of Franco PUGLIESE (Ref. No. 35, note 1)--whorein the GIS
concornod itself with trafficking in monies.

REF. NO.: 48

Subject: The Baronosa (1.MFREDI)

164. During a. trip to .... ? her money was stolen. (Two day
bofore she had told me that she did not have any more money.)

16 5d you are urged to send some money.

166. ;.t one timo she left part of her jewelry in trust with
a hotel owner. The jewelry consists of chains and some, diamonds.
She would like to krow whether the SS could safeguard them for her.
They woro given in pledge to the hotel owner for 80,000 lire. It
is nocessary to pay him back.

167. In regard to her son's organization, she urges
Obcrstzfar. Z. to gc directl to 33 St.andfhr- .,(?) if no reply
has yet arrived from V.

168. The Baron had cxpoctod the occupation of Italy to last
longer and has proposed to take the work clsowhcro. He stressed
that he h.d sufferad enough to colleet political informa.tton.
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169. t .few days l.ter ha gave us a report on his trip to
BTELL,(?) I observed th:.t the contents could interest ,mt IV
for the account of the P-.rtisc.n situation. He then tri ag.in
to interest mc in giving him this typo cf work. I asked him to
givc me',. report on the political t,-lk he h:.d heard from the
Partis:.ns and tht. British he had mot.

1: Sec above Refs. 37, 46, and below ref. 56. The chango in parsons
beginning Para_ 165, imay be a transcription error but is more pro-
b:.bly a new person. The tr.nscription in any caso is "3aron". The
only person thus consistCntly reforred to is PdRRILLI. See above
Ref. 26, 31 and bolow 77.

REF. NO.: 49

(1 page missing. Probably a new lettur)
. . .". . . . . . . ............ .

170. ;;t about this time Lt. (Domenic6 rsRERIlcame to see
me and told me the following:

171. A pcrson to be trusted has introduced him to TULLIC
(cover name). TULLIO iorks for the British but is anti-Conmunist.
If TULLIO should be willing to work for the STEF.,NI group,
FERRERI hopes to obtain some arms.

172. The meeting with TULLIO took place in. Piazza San
Fr.ncesco. Both parties had acted very reserved. TULLIO did
not show much "rust and h:.d excused himself quickly, prcmising
. new mooting, which has not yet materialized.

173. The trusted person who sympathizes with FERRERIts
movement has told him that TULLIO is active chiefly in the SIA
(Seryizic Intclligonza Aronautica) and in the ,...(?) which
are waging a battle against slavism in Istria. He (or sho)
did not want to give more inforation for fear that FERRERI
would betray him. Ho (or sho) did add that TULLIO often travels
by car. When asked how he has been able to obtain a civilian
perit, ho (or she) replied that it was purchased by a man who
works ,s a 5th column in the SS. Ho is a Hungarian called
Z0LYOil, 3 who is now (Dec-mber 144) in Venico with TULLIO.
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174. As a matter of fact, aNDREAS arrived the next day;
and whon he was askod where hc had boon keeping himself all this
time, he replied that he had boon in Venice on privato business,
but that he had availed himself of this opportunity to make
contacts with Communist circles there.

175. These facts loave little doubt in my mind that ,t
is beginning to play a doublo game. The following proves it.

I talked with ANDRES, and told him t hat. th... ...Z reachod a

stage where one --- ' -. 'wnty the British are still fight-
in, in Germany when thoy should be preparing for their fight
against the Communists, who are the only true rivals of Germany.
I told him that it is important to contact the British to find

out whether this opinion is not also shared by them. ANDREAS
reacted very quickly to this. Ho said he knew someone in Milan
to whom he would like to talk about this. He did not exclude

the possibility that one of the British officers in Biella might
come once to Milan, with proper guarantees.

176. He disappeard for two or three days and did not even

give me the information I requested. He stated that he wanted
to be free for a few days in the mountains of Biella. On his
return he hoped to be able to report on what he had accomplished.

177. In the meantime, FERRERI has been asked to investigate
some more. His trusted person, however, has gone to Udino for

Christmas and will-bo back in about 10 days. He does not know

where TULLIO lives, but ho has given me the enclosed sketch,
showing the house to which TULLIO went after the meeting in
Piazza San Francosco. Will it be wiser to watch closely all of
;NrTaS' movements, so- as to find the whole organization and
catch him in the wrong, -or to tell ANDIREAS that we have dis-
covered his double deal, and thus give him a chance to rehabili-
tate himself by botraying the organizatior and tolling us all he
knows?

178. Personally, I favor the latter course. I do not
really think that ',NDRE.S is a shameless traitor. Ho was merely
led astray by various unfortunate circumstances, I believe that
he lost his self-confidence when BENUZZI 4 uamo between. Take also
into considerioin tho unfvorbhle mi1itr yv situation. Tt may be
that he has in the meantime made contact vrith the oth:;r side.
An interesting clue is the fact that at that time ho had stated
that he needs money; but on the contrary, when I last asked him
if he needed money, he refused it. If he wore playing the double
game for money, he could do so easily. It was a tactical error
on his part to rofuso monoy.' He had probably forgotten that ho
had mentioned not having any,
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179. According to FERR RI1s information, TULLIO has a

collaborator galled GIANNI.

1: This character, formerly of the Ith-ylotilla M.A.S. (on which
seo Ref. Nos. 73 and 76, s.v. BORGHESE), was an Atbwhr I(Luft)
officer and, as Socretary of the M.G.I.R. in M ili, acted as the

M.G.I.R. liaison with the GIS. On the M.G.I.R. see Ref. No. 16
note 14; for other mentions of Lt. FERRERI (also'FERR;I); see

Ref. Nos. 67, 76, noto 3; 78; SCI/Z Rome, Key: JRX-365,9, par,

18, pp. 6-7.

2: On erosio (?Y GRANGE, alioas 'TULLIO," alia "CALVONE,"
a CATONE," see Ref. No.~f6~note 2.

3: The Abt VI pin, agent Andreas ZOLYOMY. Pertinent passage
in his it~TSCI/Z, JRX-6465 on the trip to Venice is par. 67; p.
14. For another jotting on this defection, see Ref. No. 16,
par. 60.

4: On this OVRA informer, Valeri ZI, see Ref. No. 104.
Both BENUZZI and ZOLYOMI had denounced one another at different
times to the Germans and the Italians and were not friends. See

IR on ZOLYOMI, o. cit. sect. J, pp. 8-9; par. 62, p. 13.

5: This would be the physician from Pavia, Gianni MWGGI, cited
in Ref. No. 50, note 3.

W. NO.3 50

(one page probably missing)

180. The organization is called "FRANCHI". The head of
the whole organization is (Sogno Rata del) ViJLINO who is called

Eddi FRANCHI."I

181. "FRANCHI" is at present in southern Italy, but is ox-
pected back within a few days. I, is believed that h. Wll'.: r-

turn via Switzerland. Ho has a grey Fiat 1500 with a perm!.t of
the Societa di Gas of Turin. The car is probably owncd by the
said firm, but is used exclusively by "FRANCHI."
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182. The second in command is SANDRD. He is the chief
for Milan and Venice. At prosont hc is in Switzerland. Ho loft
shortly before Christmas. In Milan they have a man they call
TULLIO, whose real name is Tcrosic(?) GR..NGE. He was sought in
Turin under thin name. TULLIO is the chief of aerial transport
of supplies for tho rebels. ;jiothcr collaborator is GIlIiNI
whoso real name is LCGGI. Ho is a physician from P4 VIA. G~LJ.NI
was seen in ilan aftor the first of the year and is apparently
still there. I have reported on TULLIO under the name of

C;LVONE. That was his former alias.

183. On Corso Porta Nuova, when you......(?) the street
called Monte Nello, you find on your loft the ruins of a house -
probably No. 20 - in which the porter still lives. The porter
receives and passes on letters, packages, etc. I have never
been able to visit TULLIO, or to call him up on the phone be-
cause ho always comes to so me. He lives near the nod of Via
Vincenzo Monti. I am led to believe this because I havo always
accompanied him home to tho end of this street. From there he
would walk towards Piazza 6, Febbraio.

184. I also remember that a man by the name o "JBERTO
works with TULLIO. ;BERTO is short, about 20jeyars old, has

protruding eyes (Basedow). His main job seems to be to receive

supplies from the British.

185. TUU.IO was the chief of the SANDRA in Milan, but he
has gone to,southern tzly through Switzerland. TULLIO 1as re-
cognized by(Signo iJINI 4 when a certain Karl D;JER(?),
whom he knew to bolong to the S.V., was transferred with his
office to Germany. I fear that he escaped during the trip.

1: On the "FRJICHI" Organization see Ref. No. 31, note 4; 76,
note 4.

2: For another mention of "TULLIO" seo Ref. No. 49, note 2.

3: Mentioned also in Rof. No. 4?, par. 179.

4: Probably one of the brothers M;RINI; see Ref. No. 163, note 4.

5:T.is chraCter night: nnssibly bre or'f K.'T~D~j. listed inci-
dentally as the father of one Ericaz JS, a non-Nazi German
national living in Milan at Corso C. Ferrari 5. See SCI/Z,
Jzx-6047 (4 Feb t46).
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To: Hauptstmfhr TI1

Subject: Col. M. (probably LaNELLI) 2

Rofcrence: FTV 464 Yours of 5 Jan 45.

1,36. ,, chango in the combined measures is not our intent,
i. will sand his .... (?) to the Partisns on the 10th, for the
exchange at all costs, but always under our control

la On;SS CaptOtto ,LBERTI, sec Ref. No. 72, note 4.

2: On this character, sc Ref. No. 72.

REF. NO.: 52

187. Today .Lt.'Paui PJCKS from the Bremen office, tol.
59470, came to sac Lmo.1

188. He stated that he was hero on a counter-cspionago
case. An officizl trip was gr.nted on the basis of a B.d.S.
SD, Milan office. The travol-orders wore signed by a dapt.
STEFFENS 2 for "Stellonloitor Bremen" (chief of the Bremen
office).

. 189. Lt. FRICKS rcquested the following: a truck for two
agents; .n affidavit for one agent, stating that he works for
the OT, 3 and gasolino for his vehicle.

190. When I expressed my surpriso at the fact that the
Bromen offico was sending here now agents, he stated that these
wero his own porsonal agents, who coule not be substituted,
because they would work only for him.

1: "FRICKS" was the cover-nmo adopted by an borleutnant
RIEDRICH, of st Bromong who at the boginning o 1945 was at

th actcl. Turilm, Lilan, whither he had fllon1dy boon sent
by his Hqs to recruit three young Italians for desparch to
Bremen. See the 1st IR on Sondrboanftra or jUximi.an

-- IESEL, CSDIC/CLT/SD 65 (29 thug 145), sect. 3(c), pp. 9-101.
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2: This Hau tmAiSTF'FEN'jS was connectcd with nst Bromon from
Oct-Nov t43 on. It is to bo noted that this Hqa eras referred
to ;.s Dienstolle 59470 at that timo - identical with the
"tolophomo n nc.r cited in the present jotting by ZIl.ER. This
ascription may- represent what ZTIR had actually boon told by
FRIEDRICH (who apparently gave ZIER his cover-name only),
or it may be st:.nd.rd soeurity procedure adopted by ZIihER for
written data. Op. cit., note 1 abovc, sect. 2(a), p.3.

3: The organization TODT

4: For another ex:.mplo of an infringing Intelligence activity by
a GIS unit in a gcrgraphically remote area, see Ref. No. 9.

REF. NO.: 53

Sub oct: Vitto(?) LiUSSCLII(?)

191. Through ent LLE2 I hn vo learned the following:
The Jew, Vitalian.1''.NI, arrived in liilan from Switxorland
about 10 davs ago'. S lived in Lilan in the house of the manu-
facturor (; .LLERI. BiLERI, who is anti-Gcrman, told these
facts to agent W.LLE: The a/m Jew is very a ctive in politics.
He travels frequently botwon Switzerland and lilan. According
to the infomation received, the Jew wished to return to
Switzcrla.nd the end of this week. Therefore the arrest was to
take place Tuesday in the houso of B.LLERIts mistress.

192. He ws not found there becausc he had already gone to
Como, where he ms probably going to stay either at his mistross t
house or with his wife, who livos with a respectablo Como family.

193. This inforr.tion was received by the Komm-ndo on 17
Janu.ry at 1715. At 1710 a man was sent by BALaERI rrived to
admonish the JOw~ This mn was arrested in lailan on the way back
from his trip to Como. He confessed that he had boon 10 minutes
vrith SOi NI at Como and he had given him BlLERI's warning.
He stated th:-t SOR.NI was in Como visiting the PESINA family
who are intimato friends of tho LUSSI(h!SSOLINI?) family.

1: On this charactor, see Ref. No. 57. note 3; on i .Duce no. 119.

2: On "WILE", presumed to be Guisuppe Z .IELLI, alias "TRE STELLEu
sce Ref. Nos. 1; 16, note 3; 57; 98; 113-14 (esp.); 150.

3: On those two characters, sec Ref. No. 57.
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To: B.d.S.- VI

Subject: Communication of F.a 190 L 1 of 23 Dec. 144.

194. Agent 403 (or 408) is callud Gianc.rl UBERTO.2 Ho
is now at the Hqs of the SD, Aussenkommando Milan. Ho has ro-
coived the speeches (conversations?) from Rag. Oswaldo ROTA,
who works with Prof. COGNE for the Enbassy.

1: On the ABVIEHR Frontaufkarungskommnndo 190 L (Luftg air),
which in June 1944 trznsforrod its Hqs from Rome to Uilan,
sea SCI/Z, Rome, ,Koy - JRX-365, E.

2: Only specific trace on this charactor is to the affect that
ho was in the San Vittoro prison, lilan as of 1 Oct. f44 (a
C.N.E. report of 30 Doe :44).

3: No traces on thoso characters.

REF. NG.: 55

To: B.d.S. - VI

Subject: Kr. V. FISCHE of Como

195, Kr. V. FISCHE will meet SS Obcrstmfhr Z. to make an
appointment for 23 Januatry. He stated that he wanted to contact
Z as his representativo.

196. Pleaso advisc.

1: Soc Rof. Nos.. 7 and 28-9, abov . This character is Tcrzilio
B6ORGHESI, alias "H: ns ISCHER, " head of the Abt VI p/o network
for Como.

Kpa. Ru.: 56

TO: VI

Subject: The Baronoss(Anya LANFREDI do 3LASIIS). 1

197. Since her roquest for Switzorlend h.s bean denied,
she h:s tried other vays, as shown by the two attempts described
below.
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1. Ltter of SELIGi.fiU, Basel.

2. A now attemt yesterday through Dr. SWEIDEL
(confidonti.l physician of eithor the German
Dnb .ssy of Gon. VORS?) , who immodiatoly noted
from the expression the Baroness wore that

....... (?)......, since she is a friend of the
Fuchror -. nd is known as such in Switzerland, is
trying ..... ? to go to Switzorleand.

198. The Baroness then used the following tactics: She
stetad that her trip eas absolutely cssential bccuse she had to
bring her jewolry to safety. She showcd him soveral pieces of
jcwelry. He then promised - probably in the hope of earning
something from it - th.t he would help her and would try again
in her bohalf.

199. Our opinion on the matter is: Sinco there has been
a denial of the permit for the well-known reason, the projectod
trip cannot benefit tbt VI in any way, because even for entry-
permits there is a very rigid control.

1: On this Finnish-born Italian national, sec Ref. Nos. 18,
note 1 48, and 46, above.

REF. NO.: 57

Subject: A. BALLERI 1

200. Local agent >L;LLE 2 has established contact with subject
to obtain infonr.tion on him, on his friends and acquaintances,
and particularly on his relationship with V. IUSS(Vittorio
iUSSOLINI?) 3

201. Through B.JLEII the n.gont found out that the Jew,
(Vitaliano) SOR:.I, who is a friend of V. LUSS., is still in
his .pa rtmont in kilan.

202. SOR;dNI was to hve beon arrestcd, but got away.
BLLERI vs arrested insted, but was .l'ascd the folloving
morning. BALLERI had we.rned the Jcw, 'who h-d left for Como, and
w.s then arresed for .iding the Jew.
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In the opinion of Abt IV, this arrost was nocossary. In our
opinion, howover, ths arrest was usoloss. Tho liberation of
B.LLERI would be of 1 dvant:.gc to At VI for the following
reasons:

1. Our acont ~.;lLE has not boon suspocted of botra.yal.
He could continuo his relationship with B .LERI,
kcop his confidonco, and furnish Abt% IV and ibt
VI important information on the political aectity
of V. LUSS.

2. Through B.LERIEs rolations with various circles,
our agent could do other important work.

3. Tho rolationship- with BALLERI is also important
for the IDA ca.so, becauso he has extended his
agencics throughout Italy and especially Sicily.
Agent WALLE hopes to establish an intclligonc
chain throughout Italy with B:.ERI ta help.

4. In regard to the Jow, SORANI, by giving BLLERI
his froodom thoro is a possibility of finding
SOX.NI later, boc.uso it can be safoly assumed
that SORM does not want to loso contact with
thc man who warned him in time. 'his practically
moans that our agent can contact SORAI again.

1: On this Milan manufacturor, see Rof. No. 53. On other-ZI1LER
intorosts in techni.cal intolligenco, see Ref. Nos. 116-118, 126-
130.

2t On WALLE, prosumod to bo-Guisoppe ZLBELLI, alias 4TRE
STELLE", see Ref. Nos. 1; 16, note 3; 53; 98; ll3~I2;(osp.); 150.

3: For another-mention of this charactor, sec Ref. No, 53 on
ilDuc_ himself, se Ref. No. 119.

4: For other 7Ti.)R references to pcrsecution of Jews, soo
Ref. Nos. 130, noto 2; 134, note 1; 137, noto 2.

5: For other notes on a p/o net, viz., IDA, see Rof. Nos. 16
(esp.); 61; 63; 89; 98 .nd 102; 137.: 15n-51,
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Subject: action to capturo a band of forgcra in Lilan.

203. On 12 Dccember 1944(SS Obersturmfuchr rL ER1
ceme to me and told mc of . plan to capture a bend of forgers.
Tho first step was to bo the arrest of FilippoefImARmiNTE
and Giov.nnfr2SC'.

204.. Tho arrost was carried out on 13 Deccembcr 1944 by
Abteilung V. On 14 Docombor 1944 LaDER brought me a written
roport of what had happoned, Abt. VI cannot procood with the
usual interrogation; it must bo done by Abt V. The next stop
should be their interrogL~tion by a SignoTKNORR who ill try
to obtain their help by omising them their freodom - to
find Elficri TCIOTTA(or , ICIGIJA).

1. Tno customury interrogation has not yet t,.kcn placo:

a) Boca:use :-:.DER did not want to do it.

b) Because ..bt VI felt it did not have jurisdiction
becausc iTFvs 2 case rogarding Abt. V.

c) Signor K1CPR has not yet arrived, although li.DER
has boon repeatedly asked about this.

2. This is being forwarded to ~bt V for their information
and action.

1: This character was a member of Abt IV/B, undcT(Co SCHMEND,
w. Hqs. at Morano, for the purpose of selling and/or exchanging
allogedly captured pounds sterling for other monies. From the
Autumn of 144 MADER was a mcmbor of Abt V. Se Ref. No. 135,
note 2; SCI/Z, JRX-607 (20 August 1437, sect. D, pars. 5 ff.

2: Professoi. VJENTINI, alias "Ma.xKNORR", head of the Milan
section of the currency-6xCfgo unit. In note 1, sec JRX,
2. cit. sect. G(c), p.4.

REF. NO.: 59

Subject: Exit visa fc:r Swriss subjucts

205. From reliablc information roccived we have learned
that because of the irregular treotment accorded in issuing
visas thero is a genoral impression in Switzorland that only
those Swiss subjccts who arc on good terms with the Germans can
obtin exit visas from Italy to Switzerland.
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The result h.s been th..t those Swiss who aro on good tnns with
us have officially c.dao.-d.shod by the Britiah.

206. The bonofit derived from preventing somo Swiss from
going out is not worth thu d..iv.ge resulting from this irrgulzar
trmztmont.

207. We vendor whether it would not bo bottor to c:so the
rules on the grantint of visr.s to Swiss subjects liiting dis-
approval only when the trip is not necessary .nd justifielc.
plcase let us know your opinion on the m.ttor.

REF. iC.: 60

Sub Renat Zail or ;1%5I)1

208. 'le 'h:vo reccived the following inform.tion from
A 20.71s loSt office.

299. Z.30!I is considerod . trusted man. His ide:s .rc
a little confused. Ho is hot-he-dod in pbliticr. qu.- stions.
He is however, rmc to fight and to sacrifice himself. If
wll guided, he c:.n be verr useful. '.:0 hcva no doubt th.t ho -

is cap blo of c:.rryi-ng out the task assignd to him of or-
ganizing a ba:ttalion of SS volunteers and of corc.nding such .
b:tta-lion.

1: No tr.co on c. Z::CSI. 'ost likoly c:ndid:.to among the
Z.dX:$Is would bo an It:.li.n Colonol, .hzi who w.s the C.O. of
the 19th Legion, Brig-t. fler., at the P: zzo BISI, FaDU.
Sco CSDIC/200 F:.U./15z-(4 Lar '45), appendix A.

IMF. 10.: 61

Subject: Offico of the Rcichsfuchrcr SS 1
Kdo. Courior-St:.tion with Courier !'ZiOl b.so iil.n,

r:-.. del-- Cr , 2; T-l7 761?5=

210. The following information on the /./m office h.s boon
received. The hc:.d is (S;t. Fran-ERTCLLI. The functions :.re:

2. Org.: .tion ID.: and LIP.-I(?) not 2
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3. Intelligonce in It:.lian %nemy occupied tcrritory
4. Recruiting of ID: W/Ts
5. Conmmrcie.1 rol'.tions ith Switzerland
6. Lovemont of persons in northern Italy

To ca rry out this work the commandor has at his ;x-
clusive disposal the It:.lian agent personnel.

211. The technic.l equipment at the disposal of the office
is as follows:

1 :automobile
1 room
the radio-station on Via Cagnol ., 4
2 readio-st.tions at San Rome
1 at jAlassio
1 mobilo radio-station based at Loglia
2 at Genoa
1 mobilo ratio-station at Chiavasi
1 at Reggio Emilia
1 a t Turin
1 at Soravllo
1 at Como
1 a t Limbito

212. All these stations transmit to the base "ZENO",
with headquarters in icrano. Licrano passes the information to
Obersturmbannfuchror GLITZ at SDGA. 3 He, in turn, turns it
over to RSHA. Bosidos, at least once a wock a mossongo:- 4
comes from Lcreno to liilan by car and takos back inform .on
and newly-rocruited W/Ts. The W/T school is near. Moranc .
PERTLLI has boon in chargo of this work from August '43 o
august 144. The Kommando is in chargo of these reports.

213. His identification-card is as follows:

For the specially assigned Franz PERiTOLLI, born
on 12 Novembor 1910 in Ecrano.
Signed by(Obcrsturmbannfuehrer Kommando GLITZ.

1: This was the holdokopf in Lilan operated as . W/T operator
recruiting office for the ;.st of K.d.U. (fomerly Ast) 11unich,
locatod first (summer 144)3 St Ulrich (It., ORTISE) and sub-
sequently (Sop 144 on)-,at Kerano/Hafling. The W/T and espionage
school, for p/o agents, was under the comme.nd of Lt. Josof von
..CH, who took the cover-namo of "ZENI". Foldwebol Franz PERTOLLI,
of abwohr I (H), was his Milan represcntativo. Seo IR on Eduard
XWLLERT and Karl St.nge, CSDIC/CIF/SD 76 (2 Oct. 145), sect. 5
(c) (d), pp. 8-9. For IR on PERTCLLI see JRX-3813.
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2: On the "IDA" p/o notviork, sea Ref. No. 16 and notes.

3: SS Lt. Col. GLITZ, formerly zt B.d.S. STRASSBURG and the
Loiter .t aussonkommc.ndo L.UHLHAUSEN olmandod the K.d.U.
kunich from late 144 z r.d was concurrcntly tho C.O. of the SD
Leitabschnitt SUD.

4: This would be the W/T agent and former Italian soldier "DEDOu.

REF. NO.: 62

Subject: Troop EB 3131

214. The following parsons who, according to information
from the personnel offico, aru membors of Troop EB 313, hyvo
t.kon lodgings at Hotol C(OTINENTLE).

1. VOEHRINGER
2. MULHEML
3. LUBOW
4./BENERDI.

For inform.tion of Staff personnel.

1: This Einsatzbat.iUon(?) was the Uilan Aussonstollo of what
was prosuably an obwchr, III, FAK. 313, originally attachod to a
German Division in the Grasso area southern Franco der the

comrar.nd of ^.(Sondorfuhror (K (DrA ' UICHIiER, a~ia a1JLHEIll"
(sic). After the a.lliodTandings in Southorn Franco, Dr. LICHEL-
hEIER withdraw with his staff to the Hotel CONTINENTALE in '.ilan

their chief assignment being to ostablish contact with GIS agents
who had boon loft in Franco (esp. Lyons area), to act as liaison
between those agonts and FAK 313, and to con general CI work
against Franco. The civilian Warner ;lborV EHRINGER was a member
of LICHEI.IER's staff. Seo IR on VCEHRINGER ot al., CSDIC/CIT/SD
70 (7 Sept 145), sect. 3. The referenco gives the lio to
VCEHRINGER1s continuous donials under intorrogntion that he wea
. mrembcr of the GIS unit.

2i Cnly traces :.rc thosr on _ _r1! mW and his wifo Tinal' hco
>MNDINI), of the Vi. Lau.ra Bassi 53, Bologna, where LUBOTW was the
offi~i. physician to the German Embassy. Both the Doctor and his
wife :arc suspected of espionage for the Gormans by S.I.L. Neither
ho or his wife aro cited in the IR on VCEHRINGER (note 1, abovo)
No trace on BFiERDI.
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1
Subject: Socret ilitcry Police

215. From a report sent to me I hae'r learmod that a week
ago a group from the sccrot Lilitary Police took lodgings in
Milan on Via Uaschcroni, 4. The group consists of 20 persons.
From a conversation with the non--com of the group I learned
that their nssignmont is to fight the bl :ck market. Ls a mattor
of fact, on 22 January 1945 this Kommando soizod 30 refrigerators,
and 600 clcctri ii.tor-hoators froma lo.c factory. The factory
is right next to radio-st .tion ID 2 . I fail to underst.nd why
refrigerators and heaters must be seized for Gormany. To the
best of my knowledge we do not wage si~r with the a/m articles.

For the information of Standartonfuchrcr R(AUFF).

1: This is prob.bly the Goheimo Foldpolizei,or Secret Fiold
Police (military, a brench of the Lad Foreos for tho mhi.n-
tonanco of military security in the fiold. and, as such, the

equivalent of the C.I.C. (U.S) or the F.S.S.(Brit).

2: On the "IDA" p/o network, sea Ref. No. 16 and notes.

. NO.: 64

Sub jectf' DBtLiSLER.
I'.

216. I have learned the following regarding subjects
For 14 years he hs boon living in Italy on Lako Gard.. Until
10 d-.ys ago, for a period of four years he hasboon in the arsy
(infantry). Through his very close friend, (SS Sturmbannfuohror,

he was sent to Count ?4s office sinco his-wdfo !o has
five children works there. Not all the children came from this
marriage. -(rs4 bmD fRR has been marriod before, and is much
older than her husband. I havo not boon able to find out Ahat
his job at Count Pts is.

For the information of Stafhr R(AUFF) in. sealod
envelope.

REF. NO.: 65

Subject: Franc aBELLI

217. The persons in question arc Gon. A. Franco ABELLI
Via azetti, 7, V.reso, and ... Gan, A>ElNNI (o 1AlI), Con-
ceria Boretta Piccoli, S A(?) Lugsno.
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218. Ho h^.s miade threc applications and has obtainod the
following permits:

1. From 1 Feb to 30 Fcb. 1944 - round trip once a wook.
2. From 24 :.ay to 23 Aug. 1944 - hound trip once a week.
3. From 28 Aug. to 27 Nov. 1944 - round trip once a wook.

219; In tho middlo of November his application w.s rojectod
by the SD because his namo appcaarod on list No. 284 (under IV).

220. To letter 135443, the IV control office ropliod that
the irvestigation had not yet boon complotod, thorefore a permit
could not be issued.

221. This communic: ion from ao tion IV was made by
"GIORGIO," 1 according t{ELETTI and OARTND..... (?) to the
British.

222. The charg, dlaffairo IERING doclared thzat iABEL. Ts
application was necessary, so LENZE(?) signed it.

223. I suggest to turn this job over to B.d.S.Vorona, to
cito the .... (?), to interrogate him, to get him to becomo a
D/A in his party, and- to forco him to'collaborato oven with tho
use of violence (threatcn his family), In case he still refuses,
we must arrest him on theso charges.

1; On Capt IFranc aRINZI, alias At RGIOZ sec Ref. No. 16, note
8. No other cheracters in t jotting have boon identified.

REF. NO.1 66

Subject: Signora B., director of the personnel section of the

X(th Flotilla., a.)

224. The widow of Col. BARDELLI2 roccivod a bouquot of
flowors from Signora B. on 23 Jan 45. After that Signora B.
paid hor old friend . visit. During the conversation she
st-ted that it w.s obvious that the Germans ha:d lost the war.
Signora B. would like to report in what mannor her friond could

bo of assistance. lSignor fBARDELLI asked how =uch of a reward
B. expccted for hcr'assisteIco. B. replied that she had money.

S E C R E T
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225. W'hon Signora B. asked the Baroness in what vy she
expectod to holp, th e-ltter replied that she had somo very
woalthy acquaintances, and many friends, including vccn Gcrma.n
officers. Si nor. B. told her that the SS-had askod her to go to
Switzorla nd, ut th.t shc did 'hot c.re to undort.ko this trip
and profcr'od wor.king for the X(th L.A.S.).

226. Please forwayrd this report to Abt VI, bccause I be-
liovo th-t the B.roness really h-s thesc connection.

1: On the Italian Xth Flotilla, K.A.S., sec Ref. No. 44, note 4.

2: Giovann 'ARDRU.T, ono-timo b:ttalion cornander in the San
Manrco jiarinos, lator hc-d of the Genoral Staff of the Xth 'd.A.S.
Killed by the Pn.rtis:.ns at Orzongo, 8 July 144.

RE. NO.: 67

Subject: FERRERI's five mon

227. FERRER[ roqucsts that the five a/m men be sent as
soon ns possible, boc.use thoy still wear the uniform in Mil: n.
This m.kes it dangerous for them.

1: On Lt. Domeni FERRERI(1sv), so Rof. Nos. 49, noto
1; 76, noto 3, 78.

REF. NO.: 68

To: Res ' FAVA, Piazza Diaz, SAVONA

Subject: BERLICH bus.

228. At the end of October Ie urch.sed the a/m vohiclo
from(SignoePENIN for 200,000 li6. From the price it wvs ob-

u th th a+.s not tA nwner; The vahicle was stolen
by Signor PENIN and really belongod to n org-.nization. b/n

229. Since wo do not need the car for our work, I suggest
the payment of the diffcronco betweon the purcha:so price. In
case you do not .grec, the car should be sent immdiately to
the B.d.S. Aussontollo SAVONA to be returned to the rightful
owner.
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Subject: F:,NI liquid:tionl

230. The B-nco del Popolo dtIta.lia has confirmed in its
lettor of tho 5th that it h.s roceived, but it has not ca.rried
out the dosirgd paymcnt. In the monntimo the Gcneral Ste.ff
III......(?) BK has receivcd 150,000 liro for the machin . This
am unt must be used to mcot the requost from GIACELLO.
Capt CHEIBL can disposo of the entire amount, which is now do-
posited in the a/m bank.

231. Wc are enclosing GIAC0ELLIls rcecipt for 150 ,000
lire.

NOTE: Italian translation very muddled.

1: ~nother presumcd reference to this untraced character is that
of Ref. No. 86.

2: On W/T expert Gic.c GIACOLiE1LO( r GIACOLT.I), see Rof. Nos,
751 95; 151-2; 154; 164; 166.

REF. NO.: 70

To: B.d.S. IV

Subject: Relations betwoon the Popo end WEIZS(.ECKER).'

232. The men whom this task was assigncd havo not had any
results. The same is truo of the charges reforred to tho Popo
by the Spanish clergy in regard to the beh.fiour(?) of Spain.

233. On both subjocts we shall be in a position to givo
information only after one of our men goes to Rome.

1: 1Baron).Ernst IZSECKER, who succodod RGEN as Gcrm.n
~mbassa.dor to the Holy Sec.

REF. NO.: 71

To: B.d.S. VI

Subject: Concentration-camp for Partisans in Switzerland.

SE C RET
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234. ', arc x.mining the chirgcs on the concontration-

camp, which is probably largc.

To Giorgi LE (or D); H. S. 'lemens.2

1: This m.y or me.y not be the WALLE of Ref. No. 1, noto 1.

2: ( Hauptsturrafuhrer' Hnis C.ENS (sic) was the Abt VI re-
presentative at Gronzbofehlstell WEST, at CERMBBIO, near
Como (sec Rof. No. 103, notes 2 and 3). The IR on CTJUS
is CSDIC/CLF/SD 7 (23 L:y 145).

REF. NO.: 72

Sub ject: Col. IUTELLI

235. Subject camo to me on 25 J_.nuary to tell me th:.t he was
concerned over his wifc and sist r. I made his note that there
was an :.ttempt madc witt- iNE(?) to effect an exchange and that
the frilure was the f.ult of the ,Partisans. 1ILI steted th.t
he h-.d zlrcady sent his ...... (?), who had verified that as a
result of thu latost a ction by the German forces the Partisan
bands had finally disappo.rod from this sector. Consoquently,
and exch.nge would be technically impossible within the next fow
weeks, or *.t least days. Ho had learnod from ...... (?) that the
two women aro in . pitiful condition. They get food only onco a
day and never anything hot to drink. It is supposod that any
.llowancc to P;dIE(?) for food or drink, or hot meals in the SD
j.il is forbidden. For all thoso reasons, ho fools under obli-
gation to givo himsolf up to PAE in oxchango for tho two woman,
who are absolutcly innocent in this matter and in fact urged him
not tc participate in the cause of the robols. Ho cannot bear tho
thought of whet those two women have to boar bocauso of him He
has-.sked me to point out . way of. solving this problom. abovo
all, h:: does not want to have ma involved in a trial through his
fault. Tho whole thing would be oesily solve.d by arresting
IN.LI again and telling him at wo have used him for other

reasons. Then the plan for .i;.LLER 3 would no longer intorost us.
The other side of the story would be the liberation of the women
by Hruptsturmfuohror aZERTI4 .fteur Lheir Live days of imprisonment
Personnaly I think that they could be froed because e.ording to
what agent W(ALLER) and ENlLI stato, the women have nothing to
do with this businoss.
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1: On this untraced character, seo a probable mention in Rof.
No. 51. It is also possiblo that the "Col W" cited in Ref. No. 16,
par. 53, is this NIIIELLI, and not the IDSCATELLI cited in note 4.

2: The only trace is one, Professor PANE, listed as a leador of
the Partito d 1.:ziono (Action Party) in thc liberated aroea of
Italy, 1943.

3: This might be tho EJLR(?) cited in Rof. No. 77, noto 1;
othorwise, no tr.cc.

4: This would bc SS capt Ott 'BERTI, of the SD Aussonkopmmndos
first at Floronec, later at Parma, being the C.O. in oach ir -0

Soo a.lso Ref. No. 51, note 1.

REF. NO.: 73
1

Subject: Prince BORGHESE

236. I have had a conferenco with ANDFEyS 2 regarding the
dcyclopment of the aff.ir. On this occasion ;.NDRE« tried to
lcarn the name of the party who had betrayed the FRa.NCHI or-
ganization.J He brought the subject up himself, stating the
facts quite correctly. He has learned these facts from the
broadcasts and has combinod them with the sketches he saw in my
possession. The report came, as is known from tho STEFANI
organization, Lt. F(ERRERI) . At first I was inclined to mention
the names in order to obt in through him other details on this
matter since he is supposed to bo in the Communist movement. Con-

sequontly FERRERI would obviouoly be denounced.

237. I did not, however, mention the sourco to ANDREAS be-
cause I did not trust him sufficiently. I merely told him that
at some future time I could easily reveal the namos to him if I
received a guranteo that this would not hurt the work and that

the FRANCHI no longor existed.

238. The next day Lt. F. came to see mo. He told me that
he would hear from the woman through whom ho had met TULLIO5 .
ANDREAS had made an accurate report to TULLIO's closest collaborator,

GL!NI. 6 He had told just'how the arrest had come about, how the
interrogation had procecded, why TWiLIO had to be sacrificed in
order to save what could be saved, and how during the interro-
gation he had had the suspicion that the agent L PL had boon the
direct or the indiroct informer. (That was really so.) He spoke
once more to the Lieutenant, who did not give him the name but
told him that he would certainly learn it.

S E C R E T
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1&RIA was subjoetod to . thorough intorrogation. Shc confossed
that she h.d talked vrith tvo persons. The first is FERREPJ, the
second is a C:pteain of the X AS.

-239. UgRIAM then wcnt to FERRERI and told him what had happ-
oned, accusing him of betrayal, bocauso the well-known ZTMER(?)
did not know about GL;NNI, or hc would have interrogated ANDREAS
on him. Ho did not know of GIANNI's existencec.

a

240. At this point AARIA stated the following: Bosides
you, me and Princo BORGHESE, no one also know tho name of TULLIO,
becauso this is a now name. When FERRERI asked what Princo
BORGHESE had to do with this, she replied, "You know perfoctly
woll that I have organized the fight against the Slays; that-is
how I am in contact with Prince BORGHESE. On the other hand,
the Prince is in contact with our.....(?) FERRERI ropoatod this
to his acquaint.nco, tho /m captain of tho X MAS. From him ho
learned that BORGHESEts courier from Rome(?) was hero and would
return about the 30th or 31st of the month. The courier is the
MIedical. Officer, 2nd Lt. BOCCACI.

241. It was reportod to FERRERI that the relationship ex-
isting between BORGHESE and Romo(?) was not to fight the Gcrmans,
but to fight the Slavs in Istria; therefore he w.s waging this
battle as .... (?) and fascism.

242. Through this clever game, in case of a Gorman with-
drawal, BORGHESE would not have to floe but could continue his
fight.

243. It was agrcod with FERRERI that MiARIA t s confidonce
must be regained. I denounced to the X K AS my suspicions ro-
garding the captain. Both the X iAS and the SD must for tho
presont refrain from meaking -rrosts.

For the inform.tion of Standfhr. R(AUFF).

1: Prince Valerio BGIEESE, C.O. of the Xth Flotilla, M...S.
Seo Ref. Nos. 44, note 4; 76.

2: On the ,bt Vi pin. agont, Andrcas 20LY0kY, see Rof. Nos. 16,
par. 60; 49, note 3; 84; 145; 149; 154; 162=3.

3s On Sogno Re.ta del V.LLINO, alias "Eddi FRNCHI", see also Ref.
Nos. 31, note 4; 50, note 1; 76, note 4.
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4: On Lt. Domenico FZRRER (also FERRARI), an Abwohr I(Luft)
agent and Secrct,.ry of the U.G.I.R. in kilan, seC Ref. Nos. 49,
note 1; 16, note 14.

5: On Tcrcsio(?) G,;FGE, alias "TULLIO", soo Rof. No. 49, note 2;
50, noto 2.

6: On thcPI..VL physician, Gianni LGGI, sc Ref. No. 50, noto 3.

REF. NO.: 74

Subject: STEFANI Lovcmont.1

244. About hrec weeks ago Engineer GIACOk=.T0L mot through
me Lt. F(FERRERI) and some of his closost collaborators. Since
GI.COKELLO told me that he has a good political background and
is well informed, I askod him to assist the movement with his
counsol. GIlACCEI.T.T has since had many opportunities to spe.k
with the members of the movement. He has told me the following.

245. The members, including FERRERI, are politic:.lly im-
mature. They have a program, but tboy havo no sot aims for their
organization. It- my be said that they lean a little too far
toard Communism, since they do not accept Fascism in its
present form, and on the othar hand support wide social reforms.
GIACOLT.LLI lectured to thom several times on Is L -

periences as loader of the Communist movement.

246. The young men accepted his conclusions, as a student
of Bolshevism in Rossi., 100%. He asked. them, "Now that I am
with you every day, do you want to accept from me a now political

idea, or did you expect me to adopt your?"

247, GIAC'LELLO admits that the young men have idoals and
plenty of good will, however, they do not have sufficient ..... (?)
and activity for their young movamont. The movement really
exists only on paper. You cannot speak of noighbourhood groups,
of foundations, of a. contral political dirocting group. They
mention cities hero and thero where they have one or two even
five of their men, but GIAC3OlLO could not verify that those
"members" wero trainod propagandists. It is even loss likely
that those men can incroeaso their numbers.

248. Summing up, GLIACO.T4) believes that the movement will
have no future until it gets a central leadership of strong,
energetic, well-trainod political men.

249. GI:.00iLLO continues to remain in contact.
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1: On the L.G.I.R., hc.dcd by Gino STEF..NI, soc Rof. No. 16, note
14.

2: On the W/T expert, Giacomo GIACGCL=L(r1so GIACCiLLI), sce
.lso Ref. Nos. 95; 151-2; 154; 164; 166.

3: On Lt. Domenico FERRERI(:.lso FERRJ.I), Secretary of the
N.G.I.R. in Uilan, sec Ref. No. 49, note 1.

E. NO: 75

Subject: GLCOL01

250. Aftor setting up the shop of GIACCiELO, I had the
opportunity of having long conversations with him. I thus
learned of his political past.

251. He is tho son of the highly respected director of an
Italian firm in Bucharost. At the agc of 14(s'c) he became ao-
quainted with the Communist philosoply of Karx and Engels And
became an enthusiastic disciple of Communism. His fa.th,.r drove
him out of his house for his Communist activities. For a year,
tillhe reached the ago of 16, he vrs penniless, forced to slop
in public parks and under the sheltor of bridges. However, he
was stubborn and would not give in to his faithor. Ho then be-
came secrotary to the loader of the Communist Party in Rumania.
He mado public speeches before crowds of 5,000 persons or more.
His political nctivity c.used his mother to commit suicide.

252. He received an invitation fronr?;LIN, together with
th- chief of the Communist Party of Runania. Thus he froquentod
the Bolshevik schools of higher learning.. Here he bc'.mc awareo
of th, duplicity of the Communist loadors. He roturned to
Rumani. cured of his Bolshevik beliefs. He did not conceal his
Russian experioncos. Ho left the ranks of the Party and exposed
himself to the persecution of the Pa rty. !!any attempts were mado
on his life. The last time the ba-3 of his cranium was broken.
The sc.r on his forehoad can still be socn. Consequently .fter
his m.rriago he came to Italy to stay.

253. Ihls ccror shows that GIACstEL is min of strong
charactor -nd that we can trust him perhaps more than a ny other
It.lian. We may also conclude that his political background
.unables him to a.nalyzo politie.l situations.
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For thcse reasons I ha.ve :skod him to acccpt the following
assignment for Abt VI which ho has accepted: He is to listen
every de.y until 3 em to every broadcast in the Rum.nian, Italian,
Spanish and French l.ngua-gos. He is to roport thc moat im-
portant ones to ;bt VI; ho is to give his opinion of the
political .aims t, <.sc broadcasts try to -.achievo; and hc is to

prop,.ro a woekly summe.ry for the section.

254. He is willing to undortakc any other assignment
suit.ble to him. As a secondery assignment hQ has been :sked
to supervise the IG.I.R. (STEF.1 NI movement).

1: On the engincer and i/T oxport, Gi.somo GIAC012LLO, soo also

Rof. Nos. 95; 151-2; 154; 164; 166.

2: On Gino STEF;NJI and the Liovimento Giovani Itali-.ni Repubblicani_
sc Ref. No. 16, noto 14.

REF. NO.: 76

To: Gruppenfuchror '1-. .RSTER

Subject: Prince BCOGHESl ; Allegod now tactic of tho
Italian Communist Party.

255. Enrclosed are papers on Princo BORGHESE.

256. In roforonco to the report bolow,, wish to rofor
again to th. rcport of Grcnz-Bofhlstolclost on tho Communists
and the Communist Party of Italy. *he now Communist tactic men-
tionod in that rcport - to carry out to a cortain oxtont pro-
Gorm.n activity; to pormit the Gcrmans to got their roports
(on non-Communist groups) so that they ma dostroy-them - sooms
very likely. It is very true that L(ioutenant Doonico FERRERI) 3

contactod the FR.;CHI orgniz-.tion4to obtain arms, but vre.s rofusod
becausc the FRMCHI organization did not h avo much frith in the
new movement. However, Lt. FERRERI's futuro actions should not
bc determined by his annoyanco at their. action in reg.rd to him.
There arc only two possible reasons why Lha FRiC I rciuscd ar=
to the 1.G.I.R. (FERRERIts group): they wore either considered
as too pro-Gorman, or they woro suspected of being Communists.
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257. Since FERRERI t-.kcs cvory opportunity to show that
ho is not a slave of the Gormans, but a free Italian, the charges
must h:.vo a diffcrent basis- If wc further considor GIACOLZO'S 5

oral report on the movament, there is just one deduction possiblo.
Even th. new report on Prince BORGHESE takes a spccial signi-
ficanco. If we adopt this as a basic thoory, we are forced to
continue our deductions on the ultimato political effect of the
action of- the Gcrman Police ag:inst all those who :re considered
"anti-Fascists but also ,.nti-Communistst. By destroyin~g thoso
cloments we are consequently indiroctly helping to a.chico
the aims of hoscow. This gives rise to the following questions:

a. Does this policy achiave its cnd?
b. Can the offects of this policy be neutralized?
c. If so, with what mean's can this Uoscow movement

bo fought?

258. Tho local VI section is a.ctually adopting this
tactic. The above theory has boon transmitted as an actual fact
to the local V service and to those porsons who are believed to
have direct or indirect contact with our non-Communist enemies.
Should this theory be orroneous, it will still confuse the onomy
end c.use difforences of opinion.

259. ie urge you to accortain Nether other Kommandos have
been able to observe the samc situation. In case that the a/m
suspicions arc confirmed it will be necessary to reach a decision
on what tactics to use in this matter.

i.

1: Prince Valcrio BORGiESE, 0.0. of the Xth Floti-, I.A.S. See
Ref. Nos. 44, note 4: 73. On Gonoral HRSTER, so Rof. No. 109,
note 2.

2: On this border-control Hqs for the Franco-Italo..Swiss frontiers
see Ref. No. 103, notes 2 and 3.

3: On this Socretary of tho L.G.I.R. in Milan, see Ref. nos. 49,
note 1; 67; 78, note 2.

4:- On the. "EAMd K1WiHT" organization. sec Rf. Nos. 31, nct c 4;
50, note 1.

5: On W/T export Giacomo GIACCLrTO sec Ref. Nos. 75 (osp)j
95; 151-2; 154; 1643 166.
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75 REF. NO.: 77

Subject: The W4LLER7(?) c:.sc 1

260. In reply to your letter we wish to inform you that
the Abt VI...? has informed us of the. residenco of Countuss
JOSS BOSS at our request. The countess lives in thet vill^.ge
complotuly isolated. ;,s . conscquence of this marria.gu, the
husb.'.nd h:s ended iis soryico in the diploma.tic corps ; nd is
now devoting himself compl~otly to taking care of his ostato.
There is absolutely no rcl,.tionship between thu JOSS BOSS and
the PARRILLI feanily. They do not cvn greet each othur Frith
the exeption of the Baroness PARILLI, who...... the young
brother :nd his young wifo. The -is no common social rc-
lationship, since the. B: rones9,;RILLI alwnys livcs either
at hur home, Villa Ansaldo in PEGI(Genoa) or at her parents t
home.

261. I have :lready reported oxtensively n Baronoss
PARRILLI. It is usaless to speak of her caga in. ishcn Baron
P:JRRILLI is in Lilcn he stays at Corso del Littorio 10, ;;pt, l.

262. We should mention that apparently abt IV, Verona,
reg ardless of the a./m facts, has ordered AK Genoa, to serch
the house of Baron PIRITI. In our opinion it is not proper
that three different sections should each handle the sae case
in its own way. On the one hand Abt VI is planning to send
the Baron to Switzerlcnd for a very important political mission;
on the other hand, VI/Z is employing men from Lbt V to spy on
the Baron; in tho meantime Abt. IV is ordering a search of his
houso. At least, provision siould be made that thesc things be
done one after the other. Through St.ndartonfhr. DOLLANN and
through the Japanose ;nba.ssa.dor, Baron P. yesterday obtainod a
visa for his passport to go to Sitzorland. ;Jtcr his roturn to
Gcno,. and after . final confcronce, he inconds to leavo immo- *

diatcly.4

263. In case he should havo some other important assign-
ment, please inform us immdi tcly.

1: If thi ard bi n ";T.T. E thin the ruference is to a gent
W;.LLE, which would seem to have been a cover-named by ZfliER
for Guisoppe Z..L3LLI, alias "TRE STELLE". Sec Rof, Nos. 1,
note 1; 16, note 3; 57;-9;113-14 (esp.); 150. Or. IJLER,
perhaps identical, soo Ref. No. 72, note 3.
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2: Sco rcf. Nos. 3, nctQ 4; 48. On her f:ithfullnces to her kin,
Countess JOSS BOSS, see Ref. No. 99, par. 317.

3: On Baron Luigi P.TRI.T.I; industrialist and GIS go-bctwoen,
see Rof. Nos. 3, notc 3; 31, note 1 (:sp.); 77; 99.

4: For Baron PdUIRILLI's part in the (Allied) Oper:.tion Sunrise,
soc Rof...Nos. 30, note 1; a.nd 28, note 1, for a cit.tion re
Col. Eugen DLLLLN. .-

REF. NO.: 78

To: FS COLO (Grenzbefchlstollo WEST)l

264. I will coio Lond.y at 0930 with Lt. F. to talk
about the STEFaNI c.so. 2

1: See Ref. No. 103, notes 2 and 3.

2: The reforenceo. is to Lt. Domenico FERRERI (also FERRidlI)
and Gino STEFANI, Secretary and chief, respectively, of the
1i.G.I.R. in il-.n. On the lattor, sec Rcf. No. 16, note 14.
On Lt. FERRERI, soo Rof. Nos. 49, note 1; 67; 76, note 3.

Re. NO.: 79

Subject: Galiardo do POHL

265. About 10 or 14 days ago I mot the abovo-named through
Baron PA.RRILLI 2. Count POSS told me in his presenco th.t Baron
PARRILLI had roccivod visits from robols in his villa at TAdRA
(cf. :bout these events, B Nr.:2727/944 of 11 August 1944). At
that time, I told tho Count that ho could not do anything olso
in his situation, being unarmod, but to delivor both money and
foodstuffs. I oven told him, jokingly, that I had denouncod
him to the rebels in order to obtain a cortificato that I was a
friend and supporter of the rebels. I ncodod such a certificate
on my trip through the country, in order to.be protected against
their harassing activitios. (A few days later Count POSS told
me that those people are to handc'V out such a ccrtificate
ag.inst payment of 10,000 liro). 4
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266. A fcw days ago the abovo-named told me the following:
Whon ho ontorcd thc villa the door wais opened not by one of his
servcnts, but by tho robols, who pointed a weapon towv.rd him z.nd
led him to . room in vhich all persons belonging to his domestic
sta ff were secmbled. The rebels askod for money. Theroupon, he
paid the roqucsted amount of 100,000 lire. Then he w.s cskod by
the rebols to ta ko up liaison with their lceaders in ilil.n.

267. ;fter that, POHL wont to sa Baron PARRILLI, who ad-
viscd him not to undertako anything for the time being, while
he would lot him know about the matter. PARRILLI, in fact,
told me about it; but I could not tako care of the matter, as
I st::yed for two days in Como.

268. Today, Baron PARRILLI let me know that tho above-namod
had boon intorrogatod by the Italian polico in Novara, and that
he, thorofore, bolioves thvt the mon in quostion woro not rebels
but....of an Italian formation.

269. Therefore, I believe it to be necessary to bring-this
matter to the attention of the competent It:.lian authorities,
without mentioning, however, the names of the Byron or the Count.

Distribution: To SS Hauptsturmfuohrer SAVECKE for information;
1L."-VI

1: See Ref. no, 165 on this charactor, who resided in G:JLIiTE,
Province of NOVRA. For more on the ; rmod-robel incident, soe
Ref. No. 99. It should bo noted that this jotting was out of its
chronological' order in the short hand notebook. It is the chrono-
logical and topical sequel of Rof. No. 99, below.

2: On B:aron Luigi PAT.RRILLI, so Ref. Nos. 3, note 3; 30; 31, note 1;
77; 99.

34 For another jotting on this character, se Rcf. No. 99.

4: Note how this passage dovetails with th3 developments
following the arrest of OSS ission chief ZICCARDI @ ZUCCA in'
.august 1944, when PARRILLI attempted, ovontually succossfully,
to secure a set of false Italian documents for 7TT..AR from

ZICC..RDI Is successor Maurizio RICCIULLI 0 -iJRE. This episode
confirms the tendency zpparont throughout these notes that Abt
VI inturests- ran counter to those of Abt IV in many cases and
that in fact, tho bt VI representative in ~ " i through PARRILLI
was in touch with many lcmonts of the alli om h did not
report to Abt IV bocauso he could not blow (that is until tho

-CRER arrests, so above rof. 31) his channol (see JZX-8024).
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Subject: J-Scrvieo of ;gont UGO

Rofcrnco: Conversa.tion betwoon (?) and ZBl=ER

270. I include the plan as elaborated by UGO and his
first four rop--ts. The work scoms very serious, but it is
not sufficiently centorod around counter-ospionago.

271. I request communication of tasks for UGO and of
proposals for his activities, so that this contact may be
started with ustuful results for VI.

1: Ug OSTERIA 0 Dr. Ugo PJEDI who had been active for both the
Partisans and the SD, Aussenkommando Mil.n. The completost
discussion of him, rc his attempt to penetrate Allied Intelligeneo
Services in SwitzcrrI-nd, may be found in tho IR on Hauptmann
Theodor SAEVECKE, CSDIC/CF/SD 30 (24 June '45). Not to be con-
fused with Ugo LWDESTI, also and ex-OVR. official.

REF. NO.: 81

Subject: Investigation about the true Political Situation
.in England and 2.ria

Refcrenco: Conversation between Stumbannfuchrer A.H. and
Oborsturmfuehror Z(I-LER) - 18 November 1944

272. On 18 Novcnbor 1944 a conversation- took plae.c with
Baron X. in which Obersturmfuehrer Z. revealed to the B.ron
that he nvcr me :.ny daands upon him so far, in the first
place bccauso he thought that the Baron would take care of an
English a Spniish-French matter, and secondly, in tho eon-
victio I hat at sonic tine a really important political mission
would mako his collaboration essential.

273. The Baron was told that a number of symptoms point
to th, fact that Engl-.nd as well as America are about to get
themsclves into a blind .lley. It is supposed that England
and !amcrica are awnre at the nrescnt time that a victorious
..nding of the war has been put off .o a far future,. and that
this situation is not advantaguous oithur for Germany or for
Engl.nd and ;meric., whilo it has decided advantages for
Communism.
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REF. NO.: 81 (contd)

274. Hc wa.s further told: Our attitude toward Conmunism
is well-known, while it is doubtful whether England and ;Jorica
have already understood the real dimensions of thc Conmunist
danger. For this reason, it is necessary to find thoughtful
persons who have a sufficient number of personal contacts with
leading personalitios in tho opposite camp at thoir disposal,
in ordor to find out how the opposito camp judges the political
world situ.tion and possibly in order to engage in politics.

275. Baron X showed himself highly pleased about this
matter and about tho possibility of being helpful through his
activities in the pursuit of a really groat aim. Ho also
confirmed the above analysis of the political situa:tion, and
summarized his opinion by saying that Germany had beaten tho
Communist danger-drum for too long a time and too violcntly
for thc sensitive oears of the world, whereby the world public,
out of antipathy against this propaganda drum, had actually
lost a clear view of the giant-size of that danger. ;,sa big
industrialist and financier, he has boon able to m.ko precise
observations of the growing Communism in northorn Italy during
his political .ctivity.

276. The : bovo.aontionod collaboration with loading
foreigners is secured, as personal friendships, all of them
more than twenty years old, exist between ron X and the
following persons:th

GrINNES, an Englishman living in Switzorland,
big industrialist and financior, personal
friend of CHURCHILL's.

2. Lord JONES, Sheffield, London (sic)

3. 'd.P. JackiROZISON, married to the
daughter oMOOLWORTH, who is a friond
of Baronoss X.

4. In ;Jmerica:

Hovard ;.. LEWIS, a big financier and special
advisor to-16SEVELT. Lewis is of Jewish
descont and is an intima.to friend of ROOSEVELT's.
Thbir friendship stems from the fact that they
are neighbors, as both have their country homes
in Kingston, Now York(sic).
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WIS was in very close contact with Baron X, as they
worked much together in business. In general, LET.IS is com-
p.ctely informed about the political situation, which can bo
deducted from the fact that he tipped off Baron X weeks be-
fore the outbreak of the vwar to liquidate his business con-
nections and at lcn st to quit his Paris %p: .rtmont and to move
for the coming years to Sitzorln.nd.

The two wcre still in contact after the outbreak of the
war and had a last talk by telephone from Berno during 1941,
during which LEIS assured B,%ron X that he remained his per-
sonal friend in srico of the war that had broken out and in
which he gave -him cvcry gu.rantee for the post-war period.

277. Baron X proposes the following procedure:

1. Entry into Switzorland, whcro he would innodintoly
takeu contact with GINNES, who in turd would take up contact
with- IELD ic) and ROBINSON. The latter, in particular,
.s toet use~d .... W-

2. Baron X would take up immodiato telegraphic
contact with LE'iIS and would even attempt to induce the latter
to come to Switzerland4

Baron X- speaks English better than French; but
in addition to French, Gornan and English, he masters a number
of other languages. His huge wealth and his truly international
family relations are going to stand him in good stead.

1: Soo Rof. Nos. 28-9, for cxtcnsivo jottings on foolcrs of a
similar but more definite nature. From the context, it would
seem that "Baron X" we.s the North Ita 'an industrialist and ,
English-spoakor, B.ron Luigi PARRILLI ref. nos. 30, note 1;
31, note 1). This then can be taken as the initial step by
ZIiMER to put into :action the decision ("Oporation Wool")
taken at the ;bt VI m-uting Verona on 26 October 1944, following
the failure of "Oper ation Westwind." ZI1ER had suggested at
this meeting, prosid:d over by HUEGEL that PARRILLI be used
as the channel for a renewed attempt to contact the ;JAlies in
Switmrl and (sec 6th WTP.flRT, interroga tion. CSDIC/CMF/SD 25).

2: This unidentified character has the same rank and initials
as that of Ref. No. 16, note 6.
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CERTIFICSTS

278. This is to cortify that Mr. Jak(?) OBRIST1 it;
traveling to the TRENlT Provinee on official business.

279. The Ge rman and Itqlian authorities are requestod
not to ca:use any difficulties to Mr. OBRIST, but to gran;it him
overy nocessary assistanco. (25 August to 15 Soptombor 1944)

1: For other jottings on this untraced character, sa Raf.
Nos. 138-140, 143.

REF. N0i: 83

Subjoect: Aldo OLL

Referenco: F.S. Information 1662 of 12 June 1944.

280. The communication of th:, above F.S. is being rocallod

to your attention.

REF. NO.: 84

Subject: Lucio aMPJI, Eilan, Porta NUOVA 16 (IL AN)

281. The abovo-n.mod has boon arrested by the Italian
police becauso of black-ma.rket dealings in medicinals. Be-
cause of the carrying'out of a special mission(ponotration
rot o.f agent 4,NDREAS), Standartenfuohror-RJJFF has ordered
'That the above-namod be frood through us. 3

282. AK Mil-.n is to find out immodiately which Italian
authority has ar.s".ed I and is then to ask for the
files. Should the It.i .n autho-ity make any difficulties,
it should be pointed out that the circumsances of tho caso
arc of a special n::. ,

1: On this frind of the pin. agent, AiDRE,.S ZOLYOMY, soo
Rof. No. 163, note 4.
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2: ZOLYOMY claims (o2 cit.,par. 48) that LJUNI and his
brother Renzo had boon ing the local Partisans by supplying
themr with medicines and pharmaceuticals.

3: This fact also jibes with ZOLYOMY'Vs statomonts (g. cit.,
par. 50).

REF. NO. 85

To: RSHA, VI/B4

Subject: Agent 338, covor-name: DRakGA1

283. The abovo-namod roportod to VI in order to communi-
ca te the following information: Tho Spaniards aro being transe-
ported through the French Goneral Consulate. Ho is probably
starting on his trip on 8 or 10 august 1944. He has also
taken up contacts with the former Spanish Consul, who will
probably obtain for him the Spanish Foreignor's passport for
the entry into Spain.

284: As DR., has stayed in ilan with his wife for an
unexpectedly long timo, he has remainod without funds and I
would thoroforc, considor it adequate to hand him the sun of
90,000 lire.

1: "DRAGA" wa.s one of tho aliases of the Jugoslav, Miodrag
JEVRAOVIC. See Rof. No. 4, notes 1 and 9.

REF. NO.: 86

To: Aussenko;~mndo MILAN, (Hauptsturmfuhrer Theodor) S;ZVECKE

Subject: ...... (?) FM.NI (Venice) 1

285. Wo include an interrogation report and two notes for
information and rpuost that, according to directive of Standar
tcnfuehreriJFF F:JNI be sent for work to Germany.

1: a.nother prosumod refernce to this untraced eharactor is
that of Ref. No. 69.
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F.S. to RS[A VI/B, Attention: -auptsturmbannfuohror NOZECKl

Subject: Agent Alfred P;T.RI Willi B;,UER), Jacqueline
MNER 2

286. PIJAERI a.nd PORTNER have moved rocontly from their
former address to an unknown destination. They wore to be
sent to . reception camp in Germany, but PJYiERI refused that
indignantly and gave his SD papers and his pistol back.
Should they show up again, they are going to be a skod to give
us a moans to rach thom.

1: On Dr. Roleand"NOZECK (or NCSECK), eco Ref. No. 144, note 2,

2: See Rof. No. 144, noto 1.

REF. M~.: 88

Certificato

287. Captain F. C:ARNZI 1 is assigned to special casks in
the Italian area and vworks for the authorities of the Fascist
Party and of the Italian agcncics. The Italian and German
authorities are requested to hand him letters of safe-conduct
and to grant him, if nocssary, aid and shelter.

1: On Capt Franco C;.ENZI, alias "GIORGIO", so Rof. Nos. 16,
note 8; 112, note 1.

REF. TIO.: 89

5 November 194

To: .ussenkormando, i .IL:N, to Outpost PisWL, to BERGdi0 and
to ;,bt. 3

288. For the IDA work, addresses of persons (Gorma.n,
Italian and others) who ill not leave the area at the doparturo
of German troops,aronoodod. Only addresses of roliable per-
sons should be given.
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For security rol sons, it is not advisable to nano addresses of
persons who will probably be persecuted later on, on account
of thcir prosont position in tho party.

1: On the "ID.:" p/o network, see Ref. No. 16 and notes,

REF. NO.: 90

To: B.d.S. and VI Verona

Subjcct: Swedish Consulate in Milan.- Perl Hotol(?),
U:.gnus LY3ECK 1

289. ;,t Milan thoro is . Swodish Consulate in Vi. Boccollo
2, where several formor Swedish employoos ar4 woring. It is
known that Mr. k. L. is not very active and that he has not boon
in Milan for the past two years because of arthritis.

290. It is recommended to collect information about him
through SCHENDL in Verona, as contact, between the two is pro-
bable. Oborsturmfuohrer ZIPER hs proofs for the fact that
LYBECK is in contact with both agents (sic)

1: No traces on this character. ZTWRta oxtensivo interest
in another Consulate in Milan, the Spanish (soo Ref. Nos. 14
of al,), would make it appear that such investigation formod
a routino part of his spheres of interest.

Ra. NO.: 91

Subject: Preparation of Identity-Cards

291. The procurement of small identity-cards, i.e., without
stamp, etc., is probably without usefulness for the planned action.
The preparation of identity-cards with false names could be carried
out at the local.....(?) However, this can be done just as well
in Verona or in another locality near Verona.
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REF. NO..: 91 (contd)

If the cards are for agents who are to go south, cards of a
horthern and heavily destroyed town such as Treviso, should

be used; should the agent be destined for northern Italy, the
cards should come from a southern town, so as to avoid in both
cases detection of the faked nature of the cards. The for-
geries cannot be carried out here, however; and it is re-
commended to contact VI/S in order to place orders for
cards and stamps with Professor B.(ENVE ft).1

292. As far as known here, such ubjects can also be
ordered at Amt IV/III-F.

1:- On this Italian forged-documents expert, see Ref. Nos.
38, note 6; 22:, note 3; 156, note 2. He was to co-operate
with Dr. Otto BEGUS, head of Abt VI/S.

REF. NO.! 92

Subject: -HildegardAAS

293. ..... All this informatidn from this person MAAS
are lies 5 Her information about the three British officers
is probably just the same sort of lies and inventionsshe gen-
erally puts out. The Obersturmbannfuehrer.asked MAAS to tell
him the name of the engineer in question and his remarks at
..... (?) She obviously didn't like this request at all. Al-
though she promised to bring this information on the .following
day, she never showed up again] In addition to that, it. -s
strange that MAAS does not want to make her domicile known.
The probable reason is that she wishes in this way to escape
surveillance or control.

1: For an earlier reference to this otherwise untraced character,
couched in the same .vein of distrust, see Ref. No. 155.
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Subject: General Ezio GARIBALDII

294. There is considerable interest here to find out
about the truth of tho rumor according to which the abovo-
named is under arrest in Verona. This fact has been inten--
tionally withheld by the Italians, as it is feared that he
would.. be arrested by the Germans for his work.

1: This character was known as a prominent Fascist and close
personal friend of MSSOLIN4 whose private secretary he was
before one CHIAVOLINI took the position. The General is the
brother of Riceiotti and SaAte GARIBALDI. See alse Ref. Nos.

93; 123, par. 343.

M. NO.: 94

Subject: Meeting with HOLZ1

"

295. By order of RAUFF, I met today the above-named
at 1930 hours in the Scala. in order to tell him that the
Standartenfuehrer is prevented from meeting him and would call
him at his next opportunity. HOLZ seemed very hurt and em-
phasized that his trip to Switzerland was ,....

296. Then HOLZ started to talk abou 5Wi ZI, saying
that because of him they cannot go anymore to the Regina Hotel..
(this part could not be entirely deciphered.2

297. He said that he believed that the man was lying and
that he wanted to find out more about him. He wanted to tell

me at length about him; but I emphasized that I had come only
to tell him about Standartenfuehrer RAUFF. The other matter
he should talk over with UFF himself, and I added that I
could not say definitely when' the Standartenfuehrer could be
reached!

298. HOLZ then started to talk about the lack of working
zeal in Milan, whereupon I had to tell him. once more that he as
a civilian had no right at all to question the sense of duty of
the leaders. I told idu Lilts in a very frank tone, whereupon
he was very resentful. He said,lNow at least I know what the
score is. I said previously in Verona that you do not have any
interest in carrying out Verona's orders".
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299. I told him that this sentence of his also showod his
lack of trust and dubious conduct, whereupon he denied to have
intrigued against me in Verona and actually said that ho had
worked for me.

30.0. I reproached him on account of his double game,
which I considered now as proven; and we took leave of each
other.

301. HOLZ will call Standartenfuehrer RAUFF during the
next few days.

1: Only trace is on one Viktor HDLTZ(8ie), a civilian employee
of the Dienstelle Col von "ENGELMANN, of the Bolz ano Abwehr
(21 May '45).

2: For another mention of the OVRA informer, Valerio BENUZZI,
and the Regina Hotel, Milan, see Ref. No. 104.

REF. NO.: 95

Subject: W/T Shop GIACOTELIfl

302. As h, d +een agreed previously with N.H., somebody
who is acquaintea with the former history of the case should
accompany the....from Verona in the eventuality of my trip to
Berlin. For this reason O.M.J. (?) was ordered by me to fly
to (?). I started the trip on 3 December and was back as early
as 4 December. Tho following can be reported about the con-
versation with SIEBER. 2

303. The W/T set of GIACOkLO is recognized in its
officiency. Howover, in Germany there oxists alreay 170 models
of such sets. The models used by VI/F aro entirely sufficient
and there is no reason to start production of a 171st moc-l.
It should be added that the model of GIACOM.0W is twice as
large and many times as heavy as the model in use.

304. O.U.J. roceived at this occasion a radio-message
1 vu *.flfl tJ'L UtrAL V;4 hUj&JZLICI U*J VV fl. $d4 ~ 'A~ S J4W W Y a ra V f +

An order of 500 sets vas not givon~~as the mesage contained only
the beginning about the 500 sets.
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305. Although the set has, thereeore, to bo considered as
unu e, it is reported that it has already been paid for here.

R,3 who fomorly bought it, will receive a message from
SIEBER to contact Obersturmfuehrer ZlIER on this matter.

306. The tub s for tho new invention of GIACOMELLO, which
were given by WO to mt VI at the beginning of August and

from there supposedly to SIEBER, could not be located at VI/F
and are completely unknown.

307. STEBER offered GIACOMELLO to come to Med, as a tech-
nician on the condition that Amt VI authorizes the work of a
foreigner on secret technical mitters. However, as Mrs.
GIACOILLO would not be able to come along, GIAOkEL0 is not
going to accept the offer.

1: Giacomo GIACCU21LO. For another discussion of this subject,
see Ref. No. 152.

2: This would be the Sturmfuhrer SIERER cited in Ref. No. 152,
note 4.

3: Alias of ' JCUTZ, FAK 150.

4: On Sturmbannfuhrer Reinhardt WOLFF see Ref. No. 16, note 1;
152, note 3.

REF. NO.: 96

Subject: Miss CAPRANO&-

308. Miss CAFRNO has talked to me in the meantimo and
l;ts me know that she was-already presented to this former
acquaintance of hors, who, however, did not recognize hor.
The ...... she did not find so far. Wo.agrecd that she should
report nightly about ij0....Z.

1: This surnamo was a pseudonym of KatrinaWEILBACHER, a
secretary and confidential interpreter for Aht IV, Verona.
An IR in Italian by the Italian inistry of 1War, for 23
Feb 146, is cited. Soo also Ref. No. 16, note 10.
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89 REF. NO.: 97

Subject: Restaurant GRILLO (Milan, Corso Littorio 2)

309. The above-named restaurant has been used regularly
by thc locarlAbt. VI, for meetings and appointments. As the

owner has already suffered by this situation and as good
gasoline-supply possibilities are given in the proximity of a
large Organization TODT agency, it was agreed that ration-
coupons should be given to all those who would be authorized
by ZIkTMER.

310. It is asked, a) that the restaurant should not be
closed, and b) that the foodstuffo be immediately unblocked.
(Telephone call to Major BEL.I 1 should be entirely sufficient).

1: Perhaps the Italian L: jor 'BELLI of Milan who had contact
with an "Ettore iJUTIu Logion member named de U. Sea the
C.L.N.. Bulletin No. 20 (10-20 March '45).

REF. NO.: 98

To Verona VI

Subject: Funds for "IDA", "TRE STETLE", "GIORGIO" 1

Reference: Conversation of 5 September 1944 between
Stunnbannfuehrer HUEGEL and ZTWRER.

311. Payment of 15,000 ( marks ?) equals 120,000 lire for
Agent "TRE STETLE" and of 10,000 (marks ?) equals 80,000 re
for Agent "GIORGIO." For the first four months the amount was
paid in lire by the cashier of the Group Oberkommando der
Wohrmacht.

1: On the "IDA" p/o network see Ref. No. 16, note 1. On
Guiseppe ZC.BELLI, alias "TRE S'ELT.E" see Ref. No. 113. On
C apt France CjRENZI,7a.s "GIC RGIO," see Ref. No. 16, note 8.
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90 REF. NO.: 99

VI 2727/49 11 August 1944

Subject; rovs - Count s. WERLEN (?)

312. According to a irective of Amt VI, ent-m t a-}.AA
be taken up cautiously with Counts .Tect"WSS. 2 In additon,
t ho question should be thought over whether the proi'nal ac -
quaintance between......(?) and Count Ed POSS and ..... (?) is
not disagreeable for Countess JOSS.

313. Countesa.'JOSS-POSS is not personally acquainted with
me. Count Eduardo FOSS is known to me through Baron PARRTTLT,
who is married to the sister of Count POSS; I have met him a
f ew times. I do not know his political attitude. He speaks
German and is greatly interosted in our cause. 1

314. Two days ago, he told me the following story, with
Professor PARI(sic) 3 and Mr. de POHL4 present: Heavily armed
rebels came to his house in Tatra and asked for foodstuffs
f rom him. He could do nothing but give the rebels what they
asked for. He asked me whether I would see >ther possibility
ar.d whether, according to my opinion, he ha: committed thereby
a punishable offense.

315. As he thought my question amt(...(?) to be poli-
tical and answered accordingly, it seem'c that he never takes
definite sides. If one needs him, I could make him believe
that behind these methods there is nobody but .... (?), to
please the wishes of ....... (?)

316. Before I contact Count FOSS, I believe it, therefore,
nec-:>ary to meet hin a few more times in order to work myself
into the case slowly.

317. Countess JOSS POSS lives at present in the small
village of Boltiere at Oslo, near Bergamo. In order not to
start suspicion, I shall need a pretext, as I have to count with
the probability that visit will not remain hidden from the
husband., The rest of the POSS familycuts Countess JCSS, as she
has not been forgiven for having brought the 27-year-old Count
1-OSS to marry her, a commoner of 40 years with two sons at the
ages of 19 and 20. According to the conception of these people,
a marriage with a divnredA woren is blutely belw any di
cussion. The only family member who has protected this marriage
is Baroness PARRILLI 5 nee POSS, whom I do not see very frequently.
I shall try to establish contact through her with Countess JOSS
in a discreet fashion.
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Distribution: Standartcnfuehrer RAUFF for information:
WERNER, BOSS.

1: On Count Edward POSS, see Ref. No. 79. It is clcar that this
memorandum is the immodiate precedessor of Ref. No. 79. It is
clear that in para. 315 7'01-1 ER is asking .o approval to make the-
statement on para. 265, above, and to re {ue. -.id in soecuring
false Italian documents. ZIOER's characte .Ysation at para. 315,
is not without interest.

2: On Countess JOSS POSS, see Ref. No. 77, par. 260.

3: On Professor Ferruccio PARRI, former (1945) Premier of
Italy, see Ref. No. 18, note 1.

4: On G-iardo do POHL, soe Ref. Nos. 79 and 165.

5: On Baroness Luisa PRRITLI, see Ref. Nos. 3, note 4; 77,
pars. 260-261.

REF. NO.: 100

FS BdS, Verona; VI

Attention of Stunnbannfuehrer HUEGEL

Subject: Agent BSILIUS1

318. BASILIUS is going to call shortly at your office.
Please pay him 100,000 Lire. which he nceds for the carrying
out of several missions.

1: See Ref. No. 101. This was the aliars of Basilius\SADA-
T HIERASHVILI, a Goorgian journalist, 'who, during the Spring
and Summer of f44, was employed as an agent of the SD in
Rome and who later became a Sonderbeauftragter and recruiter
for Kornmando 211 in Milan.
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92 REF. NO.: 101

FS, RSL:,VI.: SS Hauptsturmfuehre PEISNER(?)

Subject: Agent BSILIUS

319. BZSILIUS communicated that ho has taken up contact
with Cardinal SCHUSTER in Milan, and explained to mc.today how
he intended to transmit 300,000 Lire through Cardinal SCHUSTER
to the well-known .... (?) in Rom This amount was dostined al-
ready by......(?) for STENNLE and was to be paid by BOLS in
Verona to B,SILIJS. Should this be right, I ask for an imme-
diate order from Verona to pay BASILIUS this amount. I am not
ablo to do this from here.

1: The alias of Basilius SdkDTHIERSHVILI. See ROf. No. 100.

REF. NO.: 102

Subject: Funds for "IDAe Proparations 1

320. During the conversation of 5 September 1944 in
Verona, I received the directive to ask for twelve monthly
s alaries for agent "TRE STELLE"; 2 four monthly salaries to
be requested in lire notes at the and eight monthly salaries
in ....... (?). According to this directive, the included pay-
ment requests asks for four monthly salaries at 15,000 (60,000)
f or- "TRE STELLE", and four monthly salaries at 10,000 lire
(40,000) for "GIORGIO". .3

1: For anothor jotting on the funds for the "IDA" p/o network,
s ee Ref. No. 98.

2: Guiscppe ZA}MBELLI. See Ref. No. 113.

3: Capt Franco CARENZI. See Ref. No. 16, note 8.

REF. NO.: 103

Subjcct: "RE0LI

Reference: Conversation of 3 May 1944
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321. On the bs's of a W/T message of 17 April 1944
of Untersturmfuehrer NATZ, 1 which was found when he left the
service, a meeting with REGOLI was arranged for 2 Lay 1944.

322. In the mantime, technical matters could be taken
up already with Hauptsturmfuehror VOETTERL. 2 The communication
of intelligence through letters is probably not going to make
any difficulty. V. does not believo it dangerous to send him
to Switzerland if REGOLI can obtain beforehand a Hungarian
paseport. I now ask to request funds from Amt' V; I believe
that 15,000 Swiss francs are absolutely necessary for living
expenses and for expenses connected with the intelligence work.
In addition, I request a sum for replacement of his wardrobe,
which was lost, as alroady reported orally, during his do-
parturo from Romo (17 suits).

323. A detailed conversation about HEGOLIts mission is
going t3 take place betwoen Hauptsturmfuehrer VOETTERL, Mr.
Y RkGER and mysolf. I request an early repy so that I can
inform REGOLI.

1: This German merchant and businessman had a home in Como
which was taken over by the SD as an agentts hqs., undor the
charge o VOTTERL. Enployed by the SD -for economic intelligence,
Frit j AZ was also a courier for Abt VI and currency -
smuggler between Milan and Lugano.

2: S .lso Ref. Nos. 118 and 139 for other mention of .Capt
Josef/VOTTERL, 0.0. of Grenzbefhlstelle WEST, at Cernobbio
(near Como). IR on is CSDIC/CMF/SD 4. VOTTERL, whose unit con-
t rolled the border from the Brenner to Ventimiglia worked
closely with......'

3: "The ing of the (Italo-Franco-Swiss) Border," Sonderfuhror
J ohaw.. RAGER, a Vienncse Jew who, nominally an agent of the
Grenzbefehlstelle, was stated to be actually the "Grey Eninence"
behind its activity. Sec Ref. No. 118; SCI/Z, JRX-648
(1 Nov 145) and -648-8 for IRs on PRAGER.

REF. NO.: 104

Subject: (Vlerio) BENUZZI'
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324. On 4 April I had a conversation with Dr. WDTKE,2
who told mo that ho met in the Regina Hotel (Milan), where he
wanted to call on me, a certain BENUZZI, who moved freely in
the hotel and cvon used the telephone. ODTIKE said that ho
did not like this at all, and he bolicycd it to be his duty
to warn 'us against the man, who has a very bad reputation.
He told me more about it, but I cannot remember it.

Distribution: Hauptsturmfuehrcr (Thedor) SAEVECKE

1: On this important'OVRA informer, see IR on -- CSDIC/CMF/Z/
165; also Ref. No. 49, note 4; 94, note 2.

2: Dr. Kla$h~' DTKE, German civilian lawyer, and so-callod
Kriegs-assessor, was at first allegedly a liaison between the
German and Italian Ministrios of Justice, later allegedly
directly under Amt VI, Berlin, to prepare stay-behind nets
in Italy. See Elso other montions in Ref. No.s 120, note 2;
154, note 1.

REF. NO.: 105

To: B._d.S.for Stabaf HUEGEL

Subject: Information Service in Switzerland.

325. Enclosed is a report of the i.K.M.(nussen-Kommndo,
idilan) to be forwarded to the VI office.

1: On Sturmbannfuhror Dr. Klaus HUGEL, the '.eitor, Abt. VI,
B.d.S., ITaLIEN, and ZILI3R's immodiato supo or.,see Rof. No.
37, noto 1.

REF. NO.: 106

To B.d.S.. HUEGEL

326. Enclosed as agreed with S.S. St......, is a report
on the SENIl incident. Obersturmfuehrer Z(IkMER) has admonished
S . for talking too much. He has also advised him to bo soon
publicly in Verona as little as possible.

1: This charactor may be either Count Livio SENNI of Rome, or
his son, Count SENNI, since both were agents of the B.d.S. Verona.
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Subject: SJRDI 1

Reference: Your VI No. 1/ILy 120- Stc/GR of 6 Apr. 44.

327. S. has arrived and has been supplied with new
documents.

328. Enclosod is statement madc by us. We request you
to send us very detailed report on the work S. has done for
you to date. I have learned that whon S. requested permission
to cross the frontier, hc stated on the form he filled- out that
he was a German citizen; besides the C.D. registration, D.K.W_.

(?) is missing. Plcase explain.

1: This is probably the Frenchman, )ax Guiseppe SARDI DISSAR
an agent of Abt VI, ilan, and before that an SD agent in
karseilles :n=INice. He became an agent-recruiter for Abt. VI,
Venice, and subsequently a recruiter for Abt. VI/S at Vorona
and Ortisei. This charactor was apprehended by SCI/Z, Genoa,
at Alassio on 18 Uar 146, interrogation, SCI/Z, JRX-707.

REF. NO.: 108

To: Sturmbannfuhrer HUEGEL

Subject: k.C.:ONTE (?)

329. The a/m, age 20, has fought for two years in Greece.
Ho can write and speak porfoctly both Greek and Italian. He
knows several places in Greece where Partisans are in hiding.
He would like to work for the Germans in Greece.

330. He turned to the German police in konte, w"ho in
turn sent him hero. Please ask'the R.S.H.A. whethor it will
be impossible to employ him. (I urge you to answer nmo soon,
b ecause at present ho is unemployed and in case of an unfavor-
able reply would report for work in Germany.)

REF. NO.: 109

Subject: FERRJfK), Italian citizen born 30 June 1887 in
SJ..ANO MICCA.
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331. Following the striko of March 144, the a/m, who had
been kept in protective custody, was sent to Ggrmany by Aussen-
komando, Turin (SS Scharfuehrer HORNGACHER).

332. While I was working in Turin, I mas asked by.....(?)
to bring "P, back; because he had been taken to Geznony despite
the fact that he was innocent. I went over his case and found
this to be true.

333. I would like to have F. come to ..... (?) for _Mt VI
for the three following resons:

1. F. and his family live in Biella near the Swiss
frontier. Ho also has business interests to
protect.

2. As president of the FIUiE GIOVMNI VOIELLO firm
of Naples, he has connections in southern Italy.

3. I was offered 250,000 lire for his liberation,
payable in gold or foreign currency.

334. It is possible that these people think that I will
accept and use this money personally, so that later they can
place me under their thumb. I hope that in this maer I can
contact a group of informers.

335. During the course of the meeting in Floret. I
s poke to Sturmbanfuchrer HUEGEL and ObersturmfuehrerSCFMLD.
S. knew the case woi and stressed that he would feel relieved
when the F. case was closed. He knew that Oberstumfuchrer F.H.
would be very ........ (?) becuase of the transfer of F. to Germany.

336. Sturmbannfuchrer HUEEL contacted HARSER2 and told
me that he was trying to have F. returned.

3:37. In the moantimo I tried to learn where F. was.

338. The transport on which he- was, was headed for
Lauthausen near Linz on 17 Miarch 144, but it is not likely that
the workers were interned in that concentration-camp. 3

1: Obcrscharfuhrer Kaspar RNG.ICHER, of the SD, Aussmhkomando
Turin, was in charge of an anti-Partisan bureau and is scored as
having boon a most neglectful jailer of his prisoners.
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2: Grupponfuhrer and Gcnorallcutnant(equals Maj. Gen.) Dr.

Wilhelem-ftRSTER was the CG, B.d.S., ITaLIEN, W. his hqs at
Verona (Summer 144). Soo Rof. No. 76, note 1, for another
mention of him.

3: For the follow-through on this matter, see Ref. No. 110.

REF. NO.: 110

FS , re: FERPM

To: STAP0, LINZ

339. On 17 Larch 1944 at 1400 train No. 7869 left Borgamo
with transport No. 6395035 containing 307 prisoners, including
18 strikers. The train was destined for Mauthausen via illach.

340. The prisoners were to work in Germany. They had been
arrested during the strike in Turin. There was no intention to
intern them in tho Mauthasen concentration-c mp. Could you
please find out whAt the ultimato destination of the transport

was. At the same time, please find out where FERRARO is. He

was placed aboard this transport by mistake. A prompt reply
will be appreciated. FS

1: On the occasion for this jotting, see Ref. No. 109.

REF NO.: 111

T 0OP SE C RET

T o: ;turmbamnfuhrer HUEGEL

Subject: Dr. PROFILI 1

Reference: Your FS 6068 of 6 May

341. P. has accoptod employment in a Roman newspaper, so
that the project planned must fail.

1: Only trace is on a Dr. ROFILI, of the Vialo delle Milizie
140, Rome, who had formorly been a Gestapo agent at their Via
Tsso Hqs (report dated 10 June ik4J
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Subject: CaRENZI, C 0 "GIOF-M0"

342. Contact with Franco C(ARENZI) was established today
through S. Fuehrer-MDENHAUS. C. was active in the .... (?) S of
the SIL transpo until the ..... (?) for M. (Milan?) and Lombardy
was dissolved. He has a group of collaborators and many agents.
His most important duties were explained to him; he will soon get
to work. The financial quostion was settled as follows; Ho
cannot received a fixed salary because he receives a pension,
admittedly small, as a captain. His expenses will be reimbursed.
He will receive an advance of 5,000 lire for which ho will have
to account to me. "GIORGIO" Tel. 5743.

1: On Capt Franco C.JR4ZI, a bona-fido CLNAI pin agent whom
ZIUER himself cover-named "GIORGIO", see Ref. Nos. 16, note 8;
88; 123, note 2; 147-8; 154, note 6.

REF. NO.: 113

Subject: Giuseppe ZiBTTLI, @"TRE STET.E" 1

343. Contact was established today with the a/m whose
cirriculum vitae we are giving you. He was formerly the ad-
jutant of Gen. Ezio GARIBALDI. 2  He is, consequently, accepted
in enemy circles. He lives in Cocquio Trevisago, near the
Swiss frontier and is in touch with various persons who koop
in constant contact with Switzerland.

-'J,. He has also clerical contacts through a Jesuit
. * .... (?).

345. Z has been informed of his duties and will imme-
diately start working. p "TRE STELLE", Tel. - none.

346. He lives in Cocquio Trevisago on Via Provinciale.
In order to work without interforence, Z. will abk for a
t ravel permit and for a document needod for the Gormcn control. 3

347. Finances: Z. is married and has a son. He has no
fixed income. In order to enable him to maintain his customary
living standard with the present cost of living he will receivo
5,000 lire for food, bosidos his salary. In addition ho will
receive as an N. item 4 10,000 liro for which he will have to
account.
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1: See Ref. No. 16, note 3, on agent "WIJLE", supposod the same
man.

2: Though th may have been a cover-story; see Ref. No. 150,
note 3. On General GRIB.LDI the Fascist see Ref. Nos. 93 and
132.

3: For this document see Ref. No. 114.

4: N-Zwecke (perhaps an abbreviation for Not-Zwecke: "emergency
purposes") was a GIS term for agentts bribes of any nature.

REF. NO.: 114

348. H. G. Z. (Horr Giuseppe ZAMBELLI) is officially
employed by thc O.J.W. group of the B.d.S. and of the S.D.
in Italy. He is authorized to travel freely in he zones of
Lombardy, Piedmont, and Liguri4..

349. All authoritis concerned and all German and Italian
offices are requested to give their assistance whenever nec-
essary and to place at his disposal in urgent cases the moans
to telephone the S.D.

1: See Ref. No. 1.3 for more data and notes on this agent.

RE. NO.: 115

Subject: Kurtoe VREISE
of the OLOP firm (Telefunken)l
Piazzo - Loonardo da Vinci, 5
Tel. 293041 - 46

350. V is the director of a plant of the above-named firm
belonging to the Tolofunkon group.
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351. The firm produces wireless communication materials.
V., as a German citizen, naturally declares that he is ready
to give any information requested.

352. He does not know about technical discovcries which
are still in the expcrimontal stage. He deals only with toch-
nical inventions which have been perfected and are being put
into production. He has promised, howevor, that he will try
to contact enginoers from the research department and will pay
particular attention to new discoveries.

1: For other ZIER interests in industrial espionage, see
Ref. Nos. 116-118, 126-130.

REF. NO.: 116

Subject: Engincer DREIBER of the firm "CARBURATORI MEANI", 1
Via Rondo, SESTO SAN GIOVANNI; Tel.-289216.

353. The a/m firm is at. present engaged exclusively in
the production of carburetor-pumpa for new motors using
...... (?) fuel oil. Production has just begun. Subject de-
c lared he was ready to collaborate with the technical intelli-
gence section of the S.D.. The TMT4NI firm is in reality a
German firm camnoflaged to appear as an Italian firm. The
personnel, however, is exclusively Italian.

354. DREIBER is the manager of the plant. Any questions
regarding the motor industry may be referred to him. He will
pay particular attention to new inventions and will duly inform
the S.D. thereof.

1: For other ZThT.R activities t in the field of technical-
intelligence agents, see Ref. Nos. 118 and 126-130. For
another reference to this firm, see Ref. No. 117.

REF. NO.: 117

Subject: Gen. Engineer HIEBSCH, owner of the firm "MEb7NI" 1

355. HIEBSCH is the owner of the a/m firm. He is also
a specialist in the carburetor field.
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He has placed himself completely at the disposal of the S.D.
f or all matters regarding the technical intelligence. In the
c ourse of his business ho comes into frequent contact with
Italian industrialists in the motor industry, such as Fiat,
L ancia, Caproni.

1: See Ref. No. 116, note 1.

REF. NO.: 118

To: 1. HUEGEL
2. ALK MiILA1
3. COMO, SS-Hauptsturmfuehrer VOETTERL1

4.-TRIN-

Subject: Engineer MUZZOLI of RIV Wnrks, T 2

356. A collaborator of gat VI, during a conversation on
the subject of explosives and sabotage, mentioned that he had
b een told that k1JZZOLI of the RIV plant in Turin had been seen
a long time ago with the British consul in Lugano.

357. As you know, the RIV plant in Turin was destroyed
by aerial bombardments. I think that MUZZ0LIts trips should
be checked.

358. Addendum for Turin:

Verify the number of times MUZZOLI went to Swit-
zerland. Also please inform us on what day the RIV plant
was destroyed by serial bombardment.

359. Addendum for Milan

Ask Pruefstelle IX (at Bolzaao: contro of closed
frontiers) of the O.K.W. (Oberkommando der Wehzmacht)to stop
MUZZOLI's trips abroad.

360. Addendum for Como

Could the information be che(*ed through Signor
F RAGER? 3
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1: On SS Capt Josef VOTTERL, C.O. Grensbefehlstelle WEST,
CERNOBBIO, see Ref. No. 103, note 2.

2: For other 7TiRR interests in Italian industry, see Ref.
No. 116, note 1.

3: On Johann PRAGER, agent of Grenzbefehlstelle WEST, see
Ref. No. 103, note 3. This is another indication of Abt VI
Milan's dependence upon PRAGERIs services.

RE. NO.: 119

Subject: Query from the DUCE 1 on the establishment of an
SS concentration-camp in the Province of PAVIA.

361. Through an agent (highly trusted), I recently met
in Novara the local P. representative who was establishing his
residence at the time at ..... (?) where he has been staying
since 15 May.

362. Today agent telephoned and told me that yesterday
the DUCE had telephoned Pr(INZING ?) and had asked him
whether he had heard that the SS intended to establish a con-
centration camp in the province of PAVIA. Pr. asked me for
information on the subject. After talking with H(auptmann

Theodor) SAEV(ECKE) I learned that the rumor was incorrect.
Perhaps it was due to an error of the DK in PAVIA. I informed
Pr. accordingly.

1: On two references to Vittorio MUSSOLINI, see*Ref. Nos.
53 and 57.

IEF. NO.: 120

Soonest (Blitzt)

Verona

Subject: Contact established with Col. BASSI

2
363. During his last trip t Turin, WODTKE, in accordance

with orders received from ALWENS, established contact with
Col. BASSI of the Italian (Republican Air Force) Command at
Turin.
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364. BASSI declared he was ready to collaborate in the
f ollowing fields. B. was formerly at STA and had occasion to
meet ALEXANDRINE. ALWENS, Turin, requests to establish con-
tact with the proper offices as soon as possible, to start
BASSI's collaboration immediately. He requests to be informed
on the progress of the preparatory work of Dr. WODTKE.

365. BASSI believes that speed is essential, because later
the use of these means may prove dangerous.

1: On Lt. Col. Maurizio BASSI, see Ref. No. 1. A definitive
history of the Italian Republican (Fascist) Air Force, from
its beginnings in North- Africa, has been prepared by the
POW Sect, G-2 War Dep't, under the direction of Maj Frederick
J. HAAS, AC.

2: On Dr. Klaus ;WODTKE, see Ref. No. 104, note 2.

3: The lawyer Alberto SACCA, alias ")r. 'ALWE2S", an agent of
the SD in Turin and pro-German oEle agent. Other mentions
in Ref. Nos. 125, note 2; 135, note 1.

REF. NO.: 121

Subject: Signora STENGEL of the Italian RUK Establishment,1
Abt. Luft-Hansa

366. Signora STENGEL prepares all official trips of the
RUK establishment. The trips of Italians who travel to Swit-
z erland for RUK are also prepared by her.

367. Signora STrENGEL has agreed to inform me immediately
of all trips to Switzerland so that I may take the prcper
measures when necessary.

368. Furthermore she will prepare for me personally memos
on who has gone and what the purpose of the trip was. In com-
pensation I will see to it that the revision by the S.D. Conmand
in Milan be done as quickly as possible.

1: The Rustung und Kriegsproduktion under Gen. LEYERS, set up
ofrices in Milan in late October 1943, with 1EYERS? personal
residence at Como. For more info on the General, see Ref. No. 28
note 4; SCI/Z, JRX-648 (1 Nov'453, on Johann PRAGER, paras, 19
and 28-9.
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To: SS Brigadefuhrer- SCHE LENBERG,I personally
R.S.H.A-, Am VI, by eourier.

Dear Brigade-Fuehrer.

369. After a long time I finally had the opportunity to
speak with my brother, on the occasion of a visit of Dr.
SCHIEBER, Councillor of State.

370. What he told me during this visit here seems of
enough importance for me to report to you. Wy brother asked
me why did the S.D. want to uclose~(?) the Council of State.
When I asked him what made him think so, he replied that the
S.D. commander, Dr. SUDEK, 2 had told him that he was collecting
information against SCHIEBER. I am in no position to-judge how
much truth there was in SUDEK ' s statement, but I think it is an
e rror to infom the Flug-Kapitaen3 of the Councillor of State,
who is his confidant.

371. Furthermore, from what I have learned, SUDEK has made
a poor impression for two re onp . It has been stated that once
he put out Hauptsturmfuehrel ;LAKfs family so that he could take
over their apartment. POLAK, who is now at the front, has been
the right-hand man of the general staff. Once he asked
ZELLSOLLE(?) to give a job to one of his acquaintances. On
this occasion he stated to the director in the presence of several
persons that he should not worry about the new employee fs in-
tentions of taking his job away. All he wanted was a small job,
because any job would be better than going to the front.

372. I hope I have done well in reporting the above to
you. I want to emphasize that I do not know SUDEK and that I
have no other ends in mind, Brigade-.uhrer, other than to keep
you informed.

1: The CG of Amt VI, RSHA. For another probable reference to
SCNFLLENBERG, see Ref. No. 133. This memo is an excellent ex-
a::ple of the behind-the-scenes knife-throwing in Abt VI.

2: Dr. SUDEK (or DECK) is also listed in a trace as an
"agent" of the SD, probably for plo work. He is stated to have
had Vatican connections.

3: Flugkapitan is the German title (commercial aviation) for a
senior test-pilot.
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105 REF. NO.: 123

To: B.d.S.; HUEGE

Subject: AME 1

373. Through an agent (highly trusted) I have learned the

followings A. was iot the tcp man in SIM, but the second in
rank under CARBONI.± Bltb men are at the present out of Italy.
AME has taken with him the SIM funds amounting to 60 million

lire.

1. SCHMIDT

2
2. CIORGIO

1: General Cesare'AME, one-time CG of the Servizio Infonmazione
Meilitare, the intelligence service of the Italia Arny. Since
he was believed to be pro-Allied, and had declared his re-
s entment at the presence of the Abwehr in Italy, he was replaced
as the head of S.I.M. by General Giacomo'CARBONI at the time
(July 1943) the BADOGLIO Government took over the contwl-of
the country.

2: On Capt Franco CAR24ZI, alias "GIORGIO", see Ref. Nos. 16,
note 8; 112, note 1.

REF. NO.: 124

Subject: WilfredoRICCARD, Spanish citizen, Chief Engineer
of ALFA-ROMEO

374. On 23 May 1944 Subject established contact with us
in the city of Novara. RICCARD is one of the first Falangists
(membership card No. 6) and is a pro-German Spaniard. He comes
into professional contact with many foreigners, including members
of the British and American embassies in Madrid and Lisbon.

375. Politically speaking, he knows his business. For
a few years he was in the political service of his country.

376. I was told that shortly he was going abroad, so I
got in touch with him. During our conversation I learned that
he merely intended to take an automobile trip from Midlan to
Liguria.
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106 REF. NO.: 124 (contd)

He stated that he was willing to prolong his trip and go to
Lisbon, where he could easily learn things of interest. It
was agreed t( prepare for him a......(?) (possibly woman).
He will also received a letter of introduction to the political
department of the Embassy at Madrid, so that when necessary he
may transmit important news rapidly.

377. Since RICCARD is known as an inventor in the motor
industry, I have engaged him to collaborate in our technical
information service. The, only way we can work with him is to
keep him always at our disposal for clarifications.

378. Contact with RICCARD is maintained through agent
"GIORGIO".2

1: For a later reference, see Ref. No. 19

2: On Capt Franco CARENZI, alias "GIORGIO", see Ref. No. 16,
sect. (2).

REF. NO.: 125

Subject: Col. Dr. Maurizio BASSI-

379. On 25 May 1944 at ALWENS,2 office in Turin there
was a meeting with Col. BASSI. Present at the meeting were
Obersturmfuehrer ZTER - HINES(7).

380. Col. BASSI eWqplained his plans in regard to sabotage
work for us. Besides the activities of his office, he believes
there should be inaugurated an strong propaganda program, and
aetivities should be undertaken in southern Italy and among
t he Italian troops in the Balkans.

381. At present, he does not have any agents available,
nor men to put the plan in action; but he is sure to have the
personnel when he is ready to begin these activities.

382. Oberstunnfuehrer ZIE.suggested to find someone from
the existing Italian sabotage school who had attended radio
s chool, who was trusted by the Colonel, and who reciprocated
this trust. The first objective for the work should be
southern Italy.
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107 RE_. NO.: 125 (contd)

383. It was also mentioned that the Gino STEFANI and
the BECOCCI groups of Florence 3, which are being placed
under Col. BASSI for greater efficiency, have already worked
in southern Italy and know a good place for an aerial drop of
p ersonnel.

384. BASSI's plan is to undertake a persistent stream
of propaganda through aerial drops can be combined with drops
of agents. This will serve to camouflage the flight, because
when the enmy sees the leaflets the next day, he will never
suspect that agents were also dropped. In order to start this
work, the following has been decided: Col. BASSI will go to
SALSOMAGGIORE for 14 days (Bologna Section); then he will go
to take charge of ...... (?) from the 8th to the 10th of June,
and finally we shall inform him of the exact date he is to go
to Verona, 4 where the final decision will be made on all
questions regarding this'matter. Meanwhile V. (Verona?) will
request BASSI:s transfer, through ColTHECKEREINER, from
GRAZIANI's detachment. At the same time a meeting of the
S TEFANI and BECOCCI groups of Florence could be arranged with
BASSI.

1: Oh Lt. Col. BASSI, of the Italian Republican Air Force, see
also Ref. No. 120, note 1. On his co-operation with the "CYPRESS"
sabotage network, see IR on Dr. Otto BEGUS, o cit., sect. 3(b),
p. 9.

2: On Alberto SACCA, alias "Dr. ALWENS," see Ref. No. 120,
note 3.

3: Gino STEFANI and Arganted'BECOCCI were leaders of the M.G.I.R.:
and particularly during its Florence phase BECOCCI was outstanding.
Both he and STEFANI, chief of the Movement, made a tour of North
Italy (including Milan) around June '44. On the MGIR, see Ref.
No. 16, note 14; the SCI/z Rome, Key, oE. cit., pars. 4 and 9.

4: Since it would seem from the context that Lt. Col. BASSI was
planning to cooperate with the Germans in the sabotage field,
t hen he would parforce go to Verona, since this was the Hqs of
Dr. Otto BEGUS8 "CYPRESS't p/o sabotage network. See Ref. No. 37,
note 4.

5: Marshal Rodolfo'GRAZIANI, the Fascist Minister of War. The
(presumably German) Gol. 'HECKENREINER remains untraced.
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108 REF. NO.: 126

Subject: Wilhelm '1SFNFELDER,1 Turin. FIAT MIRAFIOIE-mABO
(Marelli-Bosch), Via Amerigo Vespucci, 52.

385. The a/m has been assigned by the Reich to the FIAT
automobile plants as technical manager. He has been colla-
borating with the S.D. for a long time. (He is completely
A ryan).

386. On 1 June 44 a meeting was arranged with ROSEFELDER
to take him into the technical intelligence service. He re-
gretted that he had not been working with the IS all this time.
For private reasons (and probably also in the interest of the
BOSCH firm) he is informed on all new developments in the ele-
ctrotechnical and motor-construction field. Consequently he
has not only given us his worthy promise of collaboration, but
he has made three denunciations in this field. Furthermore,
he stated that he was ready to order the production manager
of LANCIA o work exclusively for our interest (see SOLA
proposal).

387. The alias of "1STAHL" has been adopted for 1SENFELDER. 1

Collaboration and transmittal of information at A.R.T. is rapidly
developing.

1: For additional on this agent ("STAHL"), see Ref. Nos. 127
note 2; 128, note 1; 129, note 1.

2: On Guiseppe SOLA, see Ref. Nos. 127, note 1; 128, note 2.

REF. NO.: 127

Subject: Ciuseppe SOLA, Turin. ASTELLADNTE construction-
chief of LANCIA firm.

388. SOLA is the construction-thief of LANCIA in Italy.
He is known in this country as one of the ablest designers and
inventors. He specializos in airplane motors. After Mr.
LANCIA's death he had some difficulties with the firm. The
children were still minors. His widow, took over the plant,
and limited the activitios of the firm exclusively to the manu-
facture of passenger-cars.
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109 REF. NO.: 127 (contd)

389. At that time SOLA received many offers, particularly
from FIAT. SCLA felt that if he went over to FIAT, which is
the main competitor of LANCIA, he would have been betraying his
dead omplcyer. He decided to remain and try to do things his
own way; he occasionally runs into difficulties.

390. Our agent (highly trusted) STAHL2 has known him for
a long time as representative of the Bosch firm. Besides this
business relationship, a personal friendship has developed be-
tween the two. Our agent suggests the following:

We should pay 10,000 lire monthly; in return SOLA
will give our agent imediately ai information on new in-
ventions and techniques.

our agent will give SOLA any orders for production.

391. A meeting was held with Sturmbannfuhrer HjEGEL: tho
plan can be put into practice imediately. Our agent has been
notified to approach SOLA to conclude the agreement.

1: See also Ref. Nos. 126, note 2; 128, note 2.

2: On Wilhelm ROSENFELDER, alias "STAHL", see Ref. No. 126.

REF. NO0.: 128

VI/Wi (Technical).

Subject: Construction of new airplane engines for high
altitudes.

Reference: Conversation with SS Sturmbannfuehrer HUEGEL on
2 June 1944.

1
392. A collaborator in the technical intelligence branch

informs that SOLA, 2 chief constructor of IddlCIA, is working on
a new airplane engine which works on two movements and which
can operate at altitudes which were previously impossible be-
cause the efficiency of the propeller was nullified by the
lack of air. Another new feature of this motor is the car-
buretor pump, also invented by SOLA. This invention has been
already given to the~Bosch firm through our agent and is being
manufactured by them.
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The local collaborator, following a conversaticn on 3 June 44
with KRAMPEN (?) of .... (?) wanteu to turn the invention
over to the JUNKERS plants. Obersturmfuehrer Z(Tl'MER) told
him that all new inventions were to be forwarded to the
special department of Amt VI, where they would be imediately
examined and if suitable mould be immediately exploited. Our
collaborator, consequently, dropped his plan. Within the
next few days he will forward to u" sketches of the invention,
accompanied by a written report.

393. It is now necessary to cover this error immediately

The documents on the invention must be translated
immediately by a specially qualified translator.

We mist make sure that the invention is immediately
utilized.

394. Sturmbannfuehrer H(EUGEL) has advised to give the
document to FELIClTASS to translate. V. should find in the
meantime a good technical dictionary.

1. Copy of SOLA documents
2. Copy of STAHLI documents.

1: The reference is to the representative of the BOSCH firm,
Wilhelm ROSENFELDER, alias "STAHL," on whom see Ref. Nos.
126; 127, note 2; 129, note 1.

2: On Guiseppe SOLA, see Ref. No#. 126, note 2; 127 (esp.)

3. A reference to Frau HildegardBEETZ, whose major
assigniaent during this period was the recovery and translation
of the CIANO documents.

REF. NO.: 12:9

Subject: Two inventions in the electro-technical and radio-
technical field.

395. For a long time our agent STAHL, representativI
of the BOSCH firm, has had personal contact with DE QUARTI,
owner of a large radio factory.
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D.Q. is a self-made man. He started out as a low paid
employee and through his genius in the radio-technical field
has become an important manufacturer.

396. L4 ely he has made two important inventions.

397. Thj usual transformer requires a ball-bearing and
the use of a considerable amount of raw materials. D.Q. has
developed a transformer based on an entirely new principle.
He has already constructed it and is testing it. The main
features are:

1) The absence of a ball-bearing

2) Decrease of raw materials required and of weight
by 50%.

3) Increase in durability by 50%.

398. The agent will send us the sketches and descriptions
this week. This invention has already been submitted for pro-
duction. We do not know whether production has already
started.

399. The other invention has not been put into pro-
duction, but the experiments have been successful. It is a
t ransmitting receiving apparatus for Morse wireless which
enables the sender to change the wave-length of the trans-
mitter while sending by merely moving a lever. Automatically,
when the wave-length of the transmitter is changed, the re-
ceiver adapts itself to the new wave-length. This would make
it impossible for an outsider to listen in. Furthermore it
becomes unnecessary to inform the receiver of the message,
when and on what wave-length the transmission will be.

400. The sketches will be sent this week. According to
SS Sturmbannfuehrer A. s instructions, the translations will
be done by FELICITAS. 3

401. D.Q. 1s plant was recently completely destroyed by
an air raid. It will be impossible for him to put his in-
vention into production. We have promised our collaborator
that the inventor's interests and rights wi2l be fully pro-
t ected.

402. D.Q. does not know to which German office his
invention will be sent.
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112 REF. NO.: 129 (contd)

1: For other references on this informer on technical
matters, sec: Hef. No. 126, note 1; 127, note 2, 128, note 1.

2: For anth-r reference to this character, see Ref. No. 130.

3: See note ?, rof. no. 128.

REF. NO.: 130

Subject: DE QUARTI

403. For the past three years DE QUARTI has been living
with ALTMAN, a German woman, on Corso Italia, 122, Turin.
He tells everyona she is his wife. They are planning to
really marry soon. At present the Ak.T (Aussenkommando Turin)
is engaged in investigation of MissTMAN's race.L
Vr. and Mrs. ALTAN are pure Aryans living in Berlin. Miss
ALTMAN, however, was adopted by them shortly after her birth.
Slhe is aware of the fact that she is their daughter by adoption
only. Of her true parents she knows only that she was the
illegitimate child of a woman from Frankfurt who is now in a
prison camp in Russia (Tartar). According to information re-
ceived from the German Consul General, Miss ALTMAN must be of
mixed breed in the first grade. The Reichssittenamt is con-
tinuing the investigation of her race to obtain proof that
she is Aryan. Meanwhile the Ak.T. has ordered that Miss ALTMAN's
citizenship be discontinued.

404. I would like to avoid irritating DE QUARTI at this
time to insure his collaboration with the technical intelligence
branch. Therefore the Ak T. has decided to withdraw the order
to discontinue her citizenrhip. Furthermore, the measure would
be of little value, since-he will shortly marry her. D.Q. is
the inventor of the transformer without ball-bearing and of
t he device which changes the wave-lengths on transmitting and
receivii:g radio apparatuses. Both inventions are of great in-
terest to us.

1: See Ref. No. 129 for more info on this character.

2: For other ZTWrER references to persecution of Jews, see
Ref. Nos. 57, note 4; 134, note 1; 137, note 2.
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To: Aussenkommando GENOA

Subject: Giovanni RIBERO, 1 flower-merchant of VENTIMIGLIA

405. Subject is from 40 to 45 years old, 1.7 6 m high,
has greying hair, often stays at the Hotel Plaza Oneil(?).

406. He has told the local agent that he is collecting
information for the German Command at Savona. Please vetify
and inform us whether RIBERO is really working for that German
office. If this is so, please inquire why RIBER0, who is a
flower merchant in Ventimiglia, is working at M in IV. We
suspect that he has merely offered to collaborate with some
German office to be able to use his automobile for business
trips.

1: Giovanni Battista RIBERO, one-time Political Secretary for
the Fascist Party at Ventimiglia, described as an ardent
Fascist and very pro-German collaborator of the Nazis.
Gathered information 'on matters of Naval interest along the
Riviera from Genoa to Marseille, under the direction of
Kapitanleutnant George'SESSLER of the Abwehr. I(M), and of
one Werner (probably Karl WERNER, one-time Leiter, MK San Remo).
RIBERO was arrested on 6 Jan. t46 by the Italin CS and has
been interrogated by SCI/ Z. See JRX-701 (11 April 146.)

RPM. NO.: 132.

To: FS Florence - Rome, Urgent

Subject: Gen. Ezio GARIBALDI 1

407. Please inform A VI as to where the a/m resides.

1: For other jottings on this character, see Ref. Nosh 93;113/
par. 343.
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To: VI, R.S.H.A.
To be handed personally to Obersturmfuehrer SCHETJNBERG
Berlin.

Subject: Simplifying radio communications with agents.

Dear Obersturmfuehrer:

408. A conversation I have had with a local radio-
operator has made me ponder on several prcblems which have
caused trouble until now. The recruitment of agents is
especially difficult because we have to inform them that
they have to receive their radio training for several weeks,
and possibly years, in that part of Germany threatened by
air raids. Aside from the fact that the local population
does not go willingly to that part of Germany under danger
of air raids, the thought of staying away from their
families for many weeks is a great obstacle.

409. The first reaction of the experts to the below-
mentioned innovation will be that by its applications it
will be impossible to transmit messages from Berlin to the
a gents.

410. I have been working in Amt VI a long time, so you
can rely on the accuracy of what I say. Once an agent has
been instructed as to what we expect, he can work without re-
c eiving constant directives. The only information he needs
from the office receiving his messages is the confirmation
that they have been received. This can be done by a pre-
arranged plan, whereby an announcer announces a musical
selection over a public radio system at a fixed tin.and
misses on one word, which he immediately corrests. The agent
sets his receiver at the established time; and if he gets the
signal, he knows that his message went through.

411. Let us new consider the agent's transmitter:

Externally it is constructed like a radio receiver.
Behind the loud speaker is a telephone dial. The agent who
is equipped with a code does not transmit letters, but numbers.
He does not touch the numbers, but merely turns the dial. By
this method any man can be trained in an hour. The transmission
of the message will naturally take longer than by worse code.
However, the contents of the message can be shortened by use of
t he code. For example, a form with 200 of the most important
questions can be prepared.
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The agent chooses one of these 200 numbers so that we may
know what the subject is. Another form could be prepared con-
taining all the possible answers numbered. In addition,
another code could be prepared similiar to that used in the
commercial telegraph, whereby complete sentences can be relayed
by a group of fi4e numbers.

412. I am not a technician, nor am I specialized in radio;
but I think that these suggestions could be useful. The dial
could be constructed so that it returns to position much
faster thar a telephone dial. I am convinced that if this
system has some technicial disadvantages, the advantages
would amply make up for them. There would not be any more need
for long training in Germany. Furthermore, an agent would feel
more secure when he would see how simple it is. I would be
happy if my suggestions could aid the work of this office.

With highest esteem,

Obersturmfuehrer...

1: Both from the tone and context of this jotting, it- would
s eem that Brigadefuhrer- SCHELLENBERG, the CG of Amt VI, RSHA
(see also Ref. No. 122), was indicated. Unless Obersturmfuhrer
be a mere deciphering error, ZTWERIs saluation is esoteric.

REF. NO.: 134

To: VI/ii (Technical)

Subject: GABBAI, Jewish radio-technician

413. In accordance with measures taken against Jews,
subject has been transferred to the SD Aussenkommando jail
in Turin.

414. Since G4BBAI is a well-known specialist in the
radio-technical field, it is ordered that all technical
publications and necessary equipment be placed at his ris-
posal in his private cell, so that he may continue his work
in jail. The results of his work will be trcnsmitted to
s ection VI of the ojw group. 2
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415. You are requested to issue orders for the future
treatment of GABBAI.

1: For other ZTWR jottings on persecution of Jews, see Ref.
Nos. 57, note 4; 130, note 2; 137, note 2.

2: For other ZIMER interests in technical intelligence, see
Ref. No.s 116-118, 126-130.

REF. NO.: 135

T o: 1. F.S., TURIN
2. ALWENSI

416. Either Wednesday or Thursday, Obersturmfuehrer
MADER and Mr. VIDAS will come to see you to speak of matters
regarding the service.

Z TMR
SS Obersturmfuehrer

1: On Alberto SACCA, alias "DR ALWENS," agent of the SD in
Turin, see Ref. No. 120,note 3.

2: On this Abt V officer, see Ref. No. 58, note 1.

REF. NO.: 136

To: B.d.S., VERONA

Subject: Your proposal

Reference: Meeting on 2 June between HUEGEL and ZIIMR

417. Enclosed are notes requested by you regarding a
plan received by ZIl ER on the establishment of a chain.
We urge you to examine these notes and send us your decision.

1: See Ref. No. 137, note 1.
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117 REF. NO.: 137

T o: VT 1870/44 .
VEAONA

Subject: Proposed plan for the establishment of a chain1

4l" Today there was a conference on the a/m plan be-
tween DI PAOLO and 7TW.R. ZIMMER asked for some guarantees
which would enable him to remain in the country after the
German withdrawal. DI PAOLO declared that he had enough
funds for this purpose and was able to protect him at any
time from the British and Americans. He has at his disposal
a house in PINEROL which is completely isolated an uninhabited.
ZDWER can stay there when the time comes, completely unobserved.
With the help of his friends he could put the plan into practice
even in the city of Turin. For example, there are today more
than a hundred Jews hidden in Turin. DI PAOLO suggested ac-
quiring now an Italian passport and identification-papers for
ZTh3WER. This should not be difficult because Jews are doing
it too. 2

1: For other references to the establishment of a p/o net,
viz., IDA, see Ref. Nos. 16 (esp.) 57; 61;63;89;98 and 102.
150-51.

2: For ZTWR references to the persecution of Jews, see Ref.
Nos. 57, note 4; 130, note 2; 134, note 1.

REF. NO.: 138

To: VERONA
VI/B-3

Subject: S7 BIRST 1

419. Enclosed is copy of a letter from subject who
has since returned from his trip. From the letter it appears
that OBIRST worked very intensely in the short period of 14
days. It is likely that his report will shortly result in
useful information.' Other information he has collected is
of no special value, but reveals his capacity of observation,
Wo are sending you these reports so that you may form youi own
opinion.

1: Other Ref. Nos. are 82, 139-140, 143.
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To: Hauptsturmfuehrer VOTTERL

Subject: Agent for Switzerland.

Reference: Local F..S. No. 1227 of 20 May 44.

420. I have received the enclosed letter from subject
on his return from Switzerland. It is essential that OBIRST2

be provided with some names of persons in Switzerland to
whom he can transmit information and denunciations.

421. OBIRST was instructed to give the address of the
SD only to his most trusted collaborator, and to give this
collaborator's address to the others so as to reduce the risk
of leaks to the minimum.

1: On SS Capt Josef VOTTERL, 0.0. of Grenzbefehlstelle WEST,
CERNOBBIO (near Como), see Ref. No. 103, note 2.

2: Other Ref. Nos. are 82, 138, 140, 143.
r

REF. NO.: 140

Dear Mri BIRST: 1

422. I thank you for your letter and your report.
Your letter in particular has given me the bope that we shall
receive a continous stream of news from your friends. The
addresses you furnished cannot be used at all, because soon
the Italians as well as the Germans will become aware of
these letters. This must be absolutely avoided. Please in-
form your friends that HUEGEL's address was an error. I
will give you shortly some addresses in Switzerland to which
letters can be sent. I hope to s.ee you within a few days.
Please accept my regards

Y ours

1: Other Ref. Nos. ard 82, 138-39, 143.
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119 REF. NO.: 141

To: Signor Franco COLNAGLI
Via Borgazzi 17, MONZA

423. Please come innediately. In any case you can turn
to Miss-MEKINA.

REF. NO.: 142

424. Signor CAVALLI, owner of the Albergo ROMA on
Corso Vittorio Emanucle, is a dangerous defeatist. He is
engaged in enemy propaganda and has allegedly aided persons
sought by the Germans to go to Switzerland. He owns a villa
on the Swiss frontier. He states that he brought to Switzer-
land only one woman, who had been beaten by the Germans and
still bore the bruises. When he learned of the Allied
landings in France, he was convinced that the Germans would
be soon defeated. He has some Fascist relatives whom he uses
to hide his true activities. I think it would be wise to
take some precautionary measures. 1

1: For another specimen of this ancillary Intelligence in-
terest of ZIMMER - petty informing - see Ref. No. 161.

REF. NO.: 143

To: B.d.S., VI

Subject: Summary of OBIRSTts trip 1

425. Enclosed is a summary of OBIRSTIs trip which I
urge ypu to examine. The Jast part of the summarr seems a
little peculiar and might be an attempt to find out what the
German viewpoint is on the development of the war. At a
meeting today OBIRST was asked whether he would be willing
to take over the local informatign-chain in case the territory
were evacuated. OBIRST seemed very doubtful. A few hours
later a copy of the enclosed letter was given to him.

426. This poor reaction on his part as well as the
final section of his letter seem rather strange.

1: Other Ref. Nos. are 82, 138-140.
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120 REF. NO.: 144

To: FS Soonest
RSHA - VI/B-2

Subject: Jacqueline PORTNER, born in Paris 14 Aug 1918,
nationality French;

Alfred PALMERI, born in Naples 24 Mar. 1898,
nationality Italian;

Will1ia iiUER, citizen (forged German passport) 1

427. The a/m have reported to the local Abt VI and have
asked to see SS Hauptsturmfuhrer NOZECK or SS Sandartenfuehrer
BICKLER for whom they worked in Paris as agents. They wish to
receive instructions for the future. They would prefer to go
to Switzerland (note: trip inpossible). Please inform whether
these persons should be furnishod with new documents, or should
be sent to Germany, or should be left to their own devices. If
they are to be sent to Germany, please give me the addresses
they have to contact there.

428. Their present address is Via Carlo Ravizza, 47,
l1an; tel. 495028.

1: For another- jotting on these two characters, see Ref. No, 87.
Alfredo PALMERI, half-French and half-Italian, was chief of the
so-called "PAIMERI Group" of thugs employed by Sachgebiet IV/N-1
of B.d.S., Paris, and for Abt VI, B... Paris.

2: Hautsturmfuhrer Dr. Roland'NOZECK (orSECK) was in
c harge of a specil political section in Abt. VI, B.d.S. Paris,
the Leiter of the Abt at that time being Standartenflhrer
Hermann BICKLER. On the latter, see Ref. No. 4, note 4. For
both this note and note 1, above, the IR on Miodrag JEVREMOVIC
(see Ref. No. 4, note 1) is a pertinent citation.

RE. NO.: 145

To: FS Milan, VI/S, staff BEGUS 1

429. Enclosed are means of communication for ANDRFjiS. 2

A meeting between him and STEFANI 3 is possible in Milan.
I urge you to inform me of the day set as soon as possible.
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121 REF. NO.: 145 (contd)

1: On the p/o network sabotage chief, Sturmbannfuhrer Dr.
Otto BEGUS, see Ref. Nos. 37, note 4; 163, note 1.

2s On the Hungarian pin. agent, Andrea ZOLYOMY, see Ref. Nos.
16, note 11; 162-163.

3: On Gino STEFANI, heqd of the Milan branch of the k.G.I.R.,
see Ref. Nos. 16, note 14; 74; 78; 125.

REF. NOr.: 146

To: Consul C.G. MARINGOFF

Subject: Refurnishment of photographic material for secret
service work.

Dear Consul:

430. I wish to thank you for your prompt handling of
my official request. These four cases were packed so well
that I did not open them. Since your letter of 19 August re-
fers to a letter of 13 August, and since I have not yet re-
ceived any bill of lading, I imagine both items are in one
of those cases. I have made a note of your reference to
colored film. If the FRARNIA(?) 1 colored film is still in
an experimental stage, I think it is better to send back-the
supply, because I am aware of the purpose of these films,
which require siliful reproduction, especially with deli-
colors.

431. There must be a mistake, because it was assumed
that the FRARNIA firm would produce a product of such a high
level. I am not an expert in this field, so I will forward
your statement to the office which gave me the order.

432. In the meantime, I thank you for your promptness
in this matter. Please accept my greetings.

Yours

To the SAARE detachment, with request to forward to G. MARINGOFF..

1: Probably a garbling of the name of the large Italian photo-
film concern of FERRANIA.
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122 REF. NO.: 147

433. A new address has been selected for the preparatory
work for "IDA"/GIORGIO."Il The address is Via Correggio 23/III.

1: On Capt Franco CARENZI, alias"GIORGIO' see Ref. Nos. 16, note
8; 112, note 1. On the "IDA" po network, see Ref. Nos. 16, and
notes; 137, note 1.

CERTIFICATE REF. NO.: 148

434. It is hereby certified that Guilio GASPARINI re-
quires an automobile for the accomplishment of his duties.

1) Automobile for GASPARINI
2) The bicycle is for GIORGIO 1

1: On Capt Franco CARENZI, alias "GIORGIO", see Ref. Nos. 16,
note 8; 112, note 1. m

REF. NO.: 149

To: B.d.S. VERONA, VI

For: (Sturmbannfuhrer Dr. Otto) BEGUS 1

Reference: Conversation between BEGUS and ZInLER on 16 Aug 144.

Subject: ZECR .. ITALIEN net and Agent ANDREAS 2

435. You are urged to give an order for the dynamite and
arms to prepare for the above-mentioned ZECR chain.

1) 2 Italian automatic-pistols
2) 15 to 20 army rifles.
3) 10 pistols
4) sufficient ammunition for the a/m weapons
5) a few Ary hand-grenades

6) 20 Italian helmets
7) 265 kgs of dynamite, with fuses.
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123 REF. NO.: 149 (contd)

436. It does not matter if these arms are defective. They
are required for the purpose of .... (?) and to satisfy our agent,
In addition, to carry out the plan of SS Sturmbannfuehrer B.
for an attempt, a German uniform is necessary, pre erably an
officers. We would like also to know whether it is possible
to obtain in Verona suitable propaganda material to arouse the
population. 3 If there is some, please send it to us.

1: On this character, who had his hqs in Verona, see Ref. Nos.
37, note 4; 163, note 1.

2: The original title of BECUS' p/o network, the Unternehmen
"CYPRESSE," was"ZER ITALIEN": Zerstorung-Sabotage, Itaien
("destruction-sabotage, Italy"). On Andreas ZOLYOMY, the
Hungarian Jew who, through 7.MMER, was to head the Milan
section of the network, see Ref. No. 16, note 11; 162-163.

3: In this connection, see IR on ZDLTOI, o. cit. par. 49,
p. 11.

REF. NO.: 150

To: B.d.S. VERDNA, VI - "IDA" 1-- VI/Z

Subject: Preparation of "TRE STELLE" 2 for "IDA" and
demolition work.

437. Enclosed are two reports of agent "TRE STELLE" on
meetings held with important enemies for the carrying out of
demolition project "IDA".

438. As these reports show our enemies do not have clear
objectives and points of view (rebels, monarchists, liberals,
communist). "TRE ST3LLE" is posing as a ... (?) GARIBALDI 3,
consequently we doubt whether later on he and his 2 V group can
be utilized. It appears from discussions held between Guiseppe
ZiMELLI (0 THE STELLE) and ZIMER that the agent believes the
main effort should be dedicated to the "IDA" plan.

439. To insure the success of this plan, "TRE STEElE" must
establish contact now with skilled W/Ts, to guarantee later on
the transmission of information. "TRE STETLE" will personally
look after the installation and the camouflage.
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124 REF. NO.: 150 (contd)

1: On the "IDA" p/o network, see Ref. No. 16, note' L.

2: On Guiseppe ZAMBETJ., alias "TRE STELLE," see Ref. No. 113.

3: "...as an Adjutant of General"Ezio" GARIBALDI? See Ref. No.
113, note 2.

REF. NO.: 151

F.T. to "IDA", VI 1

Subject: Order of telephone-equipment from GIACOMELLO 2

440. Since GIAC0ELLO lacked the financial means, the
sum of 100,000 lire was paid for the installation of the
telephone-equipment ordered there. Reimbursement of this
sum is requested.

Signed: R:.UFF, Standartenfuehrer

1: On the "IDA" p/o network, see Ref. No. 16 and notes,

2: On the engineer and W/T expert, GIACOMELLO, see Ref. Nos.
75 (esp.); 95; 152; 154; 164; 166.

REF. NO.: 152

Subject: GIACOMELLO radio-shop1

441. GIACOMELLO told me orally that he must establish a
shop to build radios in Milan by order of Standartenfuehrer
von HASS 2 and requested greater financial assistance. HASS
informs in a letter dated 27 June (1944) that the order to
assist GLIOMELLO is based en a counter-order of HUEGEL. In
regard to technical supplies, GIACOMELLO has been housed with
Unterscharfuehrer ''U1(?) who, being himself a W/T specialist
and being very much interested in this matter, has been of
great assistance to GIACOMELLO. On 18 June 1944, G. asked for
the first time for a payment of 50,000 lre, which was reim-
bursed by von HASS to the local treasury.

442. On 12 August 144, G. received payment of a salary of
30,000 lire; and on 18 August another 30,000 lire.
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125 REF. NO.: 152 (contd)

443. Following a request from Berlin, SS Sturmbannfuehrer
(Reinhardt) WOLFF 3 visited G.fs plant and requested to see some
equipment of W/Ts GILLA and GANN. From conversations I learned
as follows: G. Had been requested by HASS to build 500 radios.
HASS had received the order from SS Obersturmbannfuehrer RUGGLAR
who had in turn received it from SS Stumfuehrer SIEBER4 .
SIEBER states that he never gave such an order. GAICOMELIO
declares that he saw himself the telegram from SIEBER to
RUGGLAR(?). The telegram-was burned with other documents when
Rome was evacuted. VI/F, Berlin (SS Sturmfuehrer SIEBER)
wants to approve the order after the equipment is tested and
approved. There is a possibility that the samples may be turned
down in Berlin. Then the order would be withdrawn. In such a
case the money advanced to G. should be reimbursed.

444. The group in Milan is protected by HASS's order
(FS Florence). G. on the other hand has received the ordor
from HASS and RUGGLAR(?) and has invested all his money in the
business. In case the order is cancelled, the B.d.S. should
make provisions for the damages suffered by G. Before any
further payments are made to G. we must receive the decision
of the B.d.S.

1) copy to B.d.S., VI, of Verona

2) GIACOMJELL0 papers

1: W/T expert and engineer Giacomo GIACOMELLO. For another
jotting on this business see Ref. No. 95.

2: It is suggested that this character may be the Sturmbannfuhrer
Karl HASS who headed the "Einheit IDAy on which see Re. No. 16
note 1.

3: On this special representative from the RSHA, Berlin, to
supervise the p/o network ("IDAI) in Italy, see same citation
as note 2, above.

4: There is no SS rank of Sturmfuhrer. It is suggested that
this character is identical with radic-expert, Oberleutnant
Alfred SIEBER, who until May-June 1944 headed a FAK 150 WIT
school in Florence.
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126 REF. NO.: 153

To: B.d.S., V - VI

Subject: BACC M(?)

Reference: Yours BN 368/446 of 27 July - 24 August 44

445. The documents were unknown at 1=t VI and were there-
fore transferred to Aussonkommando Milan.

REF. NO.: 154

Subject: Request for permission to go to Verona with D10 for
the service.

466. For reasons which I am, going to ecplain, I request
permission to go to Verona with 1KW for the service.

447. Col. FERI received from von WODTKE instructions to
build an IDA-2 net. Col. FERI in turn passed the order on to
Capt. DEL ASSA, 2 who has informed us that he does not have the
faintest idea as to what his work consists of and that he has
not received any money. He wanted to send two agents to
DESEZANO instead of to the Supreme Command in Verona. I have
to go to Verona to straighten this out.

448. It is urgent that an agreement be reached with VI
for the transportation of Prof. B.'s machines.3 The BRUNECK
(?: BRUINICO) castle was suggested, but no decision has been
made. Since the territory may be soon evacuated, this matter
should be settled immediately.

449. The same applies to GIACCiELLO's radio-shop. 4

Transportation must be found.
5

450. In regard to ANDREAS, there are-many matters to be
discussed such as W/Ts, advisers, new paper,- and transportation.

451. In regard to GIORGIO;6 GIORGIO was first of all a
skilled W/T. It is essential to get him some equipment.
Sturmbannfuehrer WOLFF7 receives unfailingly sets for his agents.
There is no reason for him to have preference in this.

452. The question of finances must be cleared up for both
GIORGIO and "TRE STELLE" in regard to their transfer.
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127 REF. NO.: 154 (dontd 7

453. I have used up at least 80 litres of gasoline for
VI/Z (Sturmbannfuhrer Dr. Otto) BGUS told me that he would let

me have some gasoline the next time I was in Verona.

454. For those reasons I wish to go to Verona with enough
gas for just one way. I will take two empty cans along so that
I may bring back some gas.

1: Col FERRI cannot be identified (probably alias for-Col
HELFERRICH, C.G. with SIM'and SID) Un Dr. Klaus WODTKE, see Rof.
Nos. 104, noto 2; 120, note 2.

2: On Capt Aniceto del MASSA, 2nd i/c of the RFIS (Republican
Fascist Intolligence Service), based in Milan, see IR on --
CSDIC/CMF/SD 55 (14 Aug '45).

3: On.Profcssor Polidoro G.F. BENVEDUTI, sec Ref. Nos. 38,
note 6; 91; 156. Abt VI finally established him and his lab-

oratory not at BRUNICO but at Como. See his IR, op. cit.,
sect. 2(b), p. 4. "

44 On V4/T export Giacomo GIACCLLLO's shop see Rof...Nos. 95,
152.

5: On :he Abt VI pin agent, Andrea: ZOLYWMY, see Ref. No. 16,
note fl.

6: On Capt Franco CARENZI, alias "GIORGIO," see Ref. No. 16,
note 8.

7: On SS kaj Reinhardt WOLFF, specially sent from the Berlin
hqs of the RSIA to initiate a p/o network, see Ref. No. 16, note 11

8: On Guisoppo ZAMBELLI, alias "TRE STELL"," seo Ref. Nos. 113-14.

REF. N0.: 155

To: F5 B.d.S., VERONA - VI

Subject: Hildgard 1iAAS 1

Referencr: Your FS 16231 of 23 Sept 44.
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128 REF. NO. 155 (contd )

455. On the morning of 23 Sept 44 Subject was at SS FZ
to obtain an automobile permit for an Italian merchant.
The permit was denied.

456. Whon asked how her work was proceeding, she repliod
that she found it very difficult to do much at the present time.
She does not think it is important for her to ask for her papers
back, because they have lapsed and the employee who had them
has been transferred to an unknown destination.

457. I had the same impression that I had before, that
this girl is lying. She finally askod me whether it was
possible for her to go to the upper Adige with her own car.
I think she was just trying to change the subject. Her local
address is unknown.

1: For a later reference to this otherwise untraced character,
couched in the samo voin of distrust, see Ref. No. 92.

REF. NO.: 156

To: FS, /S, BEDUS 1

Subject: Transfer - Work of Prof. B(ENVEDUTI). 2

458. Please send a truck here before there is a local
charge presentod for said material. The material at present
is elsewhere.

1: On Sturmbannfuhror Otto BB!DUS, in ccnjunction with whose
p/o "C'YPRESS" sabotage net BENVEDUTI was supposed to work,
sno Rof. No. 37, note 4.

2: On this Italian forged-documents export, see Ref. Nos. 38,
note 6; 91; 154, note 3.

REF. NO.: 157

To: VI/Z SS REM(?)

459. It is urgently requested that a Kraft 4..,..Placnom(?)
bo furnished for B.d.S., VI/Z.
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129 REF. NO.: 157 (cont d)

460. The most important material required could bo ob-
tainod from the oloctrotochnical magazino fro 1922 to.1944.
A collection of this magazine may be found in tho A.E.T.
library at Trozzo (betweon Milan and Bogamo). The owner is
in enginor by the name of'RALNARI(?). Please take care of
this matter because it is urgent,

1: Abt VI/Z was under the command of Maj Bonno von BRAITENBERG,
on whom sac Ref. No. 3, note 1. No characters in this jotting
have boon tracod.

REF. NO.: 158

To: B.d.S., VI VERONA

Subject: Plan of action against the British loader of the
Partisans in Italy.

Roferonoc: Local FT No. 182 of 29 Jul 44
Your FS No. 14618 of 26 Aug 44

461. The revisod charges state that Col. STEVENS(?) did
not stay at Borgamo. He ranainod for a few days in tho
vicinity. When we found out his prosonce, ho had just loft.

The action theroforo ondod thore.

REF. NO.: 159

To: B.d.S. of VERONA, VI

Subject: Signora 'BAT'AGLIA

452. Enclosol are papers on subjoect. Wo urge -"u to
clarify as to what action is to be taken, as no one hore
knows abcut such matters.

REF. NO.: 160

To: FS, B.d.S., VTERONA, VI

Subject: Seizure of enemy films in Milan.
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130 REF. N.: 160 (contd)

463. It has boon ascertained that several hundrod large-
size rolls are at the local SD headquarters, unpacked. We do
not think it is wise to ship thon by railway for socurity
reasons. Wo lack the timo and the mon to pack this matorial.
It would bo best to ship it by truck. (About 1 or 2 truck-
loads.)

RE. NO.: 161

Subject: OTTO JACK (?), who residod in Milan at the
Alborgo Principo di Savioa and Alborgc Nord.

464. Signord' RICHOIZ(?), Gorman, who lives on Via Ponto(?)
21, Milan, coma tc ma to report the follcwing.

465. Signor J (or Z), who declares he is a groat, has
frequented her house for many years. He lives erpensivoly,
owns a car, but never speaks about any business or profession.

466. Ho frequently traveled to Germany and to Croatia.
A few days ago he returned from Gernany and suddenly started
to speak ill of the Reich. Ho advised those present to abandon
the Germans. Signora R. is living in concubinage with an
Italian.

467. Ho stated that he was a British subject and that he
had the documents to prove it. Ho added that because of his
cleverness he had kept the fact hidden from the Germnns and the
Italians and had not been arrested. A short time ago he moved
from-the Hotel PRICIPE DI PIE&ONTE to the Hotel NORD. How-
over, he is not staying at the NORD; but he gets his mail
there.

468. Since only those who are connected with the formor
consulate or other Gorman Commands usually stay at the PRINCIPE
DI SAVICA, we hiavo asked POIMA (or POHNA) of the press do-
partmont to investigate.

To: SS (Hauptsturmfuhrcr Theodor) SAEVECKE for
forwarding.

1: Soo Ref. No. 142 for another specimen of this ancillary
intelligence interest of ZILMER -- potty informing. None of
the characters in the present jotting have been tracod.
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131 REF. NO.: 162

Subjoct: Agent ANDREAS ZOLYCMY. 1
Jewish, born 14 Juno 1914 in Budapost.

469. Ho worked in Naplos, but came to Milan after the
ovacuation of Naples. He workod for the SIM in Naples and
was recommondod by Standartonfuhror RAUFF.

410. Ho was to be employcd in the CIANO affair, but
that was droppod. When Amt VI was established, he was
transforrod to it. ZOLYOKY is a well known sportsman. Ho
is vory capable and courageous. Ho fcund plain intelligence
very irksome. As a way out, ho plannod a trip to Switzorland.
BLU. did not approve the plan. Than he placed himself at the
disposal of the military authorities.

471. For the above reasons we were trying to find for
him ancthor job in Amt VI. Tho local office approved
the plan on 3 August 1944. Work was started, and new a gccd
part of it has boon complotod.2

1: On this charactor see Rof. No. 16, noto 11.
2: On "the plan" sce Ref. No. 163. ' her ZIkKER mentions of
agent "ANIR2EAS" will be found in Rof. Nos. 49; 84; 145; 149;
154.

REF. NO.: 163

To: (Sturmbannfuhror Dr. Otto) BEGUS 1

Subject: Executicn of plan, Agent ANIPES 2

472. I am going to givo you a roport of results !o far
achieved. I am sending this sealed letter directly to you
bocauso I prefer not to sand this through the various..(?)

473. We started tho work by finding a secure lodging
for ANIREAS. Enclosed are noticos from 8 AuGust 1944.
Standartonfuohrer R(AUFF) approved the plan, which was
carried out.

474. In response to the family wishes, I participated
in a party. They think that I am a very wealthy officer.
The family assures me that when I believe the time has coma
to hide, they will assist me.
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132 REF. NC.: 163 (contd)

475. ANDREAS found the hruso, thc collar and tho
garago ho was looking for. The house is very suitable.

476. I roccived the money sent to me. Unfortunately
it was all in Italian liro and the banknotes, which at prosent
are almost worthless. It was essential tc invest the money
immodiately for safekeeping. The MARI(NI) family helped us.
ANIREAS told them that ha was concerned over his savings.
Just as we expected, the family gave hi the opportunity to
buy drugs and medicinos for the amount. Theso never lrse
value.

477. We had no difficulty in storing lmy the arms you
sent me and others which I cbtainod. AIEAS's address is
now Via Porto Nuova No. 16, Apt III, Lilan.

478. ANDREAS's Communist group at present numbers
26 membrs, among whom is a big shot who fought in Spain
and is a member of the Red. faculty. 5 His external appear-
ance is frightful. We do not want tco many members. For
the same reason we have reduced the 2nd lonflet to about
100 pieces in the vicinity of CORSO SFldPIONE. The purpose
is not to increase the number of Communists, but to have an
alibi for playing a role in the Communist Party, tomorrow.

479. He is slowly preparing his men by saying that
the ideology of the Italian Communists is too Christian.
A true representative cf Communist ideology, as himself,
should have another crod. He wants to prepero them for
futuro propaganda work and sabotago.

480. The arms so far furnished, and the hand-grenades,
are not adequate for this end. One can work more quickly
with hand-grenades, but they are not good for sorious sabotage
work. For this work I urge you tc send soon the necessary
dynamite and fuses. Another important question is getting
a supply of radio transmitters,.

481. This last point is very important, because I
have in mind a plan whereby we could plant a perfectly
camcuflagod wireless operator. Then we should find a
channel of communicaticns between ANIEAS and the W/T. This
all requires time. I don't know how much time we have loft.

482. IL conclusicn, ANIREAS is taking his job very
seriously.
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133 REF. NC.: 163 (contd)

Ho has colloctcd material in libraries and oncyclcpodias,
to be thorcughly infcrmod on Ccmmunist thaorios. It is
to be hopod that he will receivo a rubber soal, shaped like
comet....(?), bocauso ho stressos ccntincusly the program
of his movement. He constantly raminds his ccmpanicns that
ho oxpocts loyalty tc his country oven thouGh he is a
Communist.

483. I hcpo to got something important fram ycu scan.

With Gorman greotings,

1: Soo Rof. No. 37, noto 4; head of the GIS p/o sabotage not
in Italy known as the Untornohmn "CYPRESSE.'

2: Andreas ZOLYOMY: soe Ref. Nos. 16, note 11; 162. The
plar was the formation of a GIS p/o sabotage network, working
under the cover of Conunist agitation with ZOLYCO-Y as its
chief; this facticn, with ZTuMR as the liaison between it
and Dr. BEGUS, would be only a portion of the largo-scale
"CYfRESS"notwcrk of BEGUS. Soo 1st IR on BEGUS, _o. cit.,
sect. 3(c)(i), p. 10; SCI/Z, JRX-646 on ZOLYCMY, op. cit.
sect. M. pp 10 ff.

3: Probably the million lir BEGUS declares he cerntributod
to the Liilcn group. Soo citation in note 2, abovo.

4: ZOLYCiiYs friends, the brothers Ronzo and Lucio MARINI
(see also Rof. No.,84), cwned the sc-callod "BEATI" firm,
Via Porte Nuova 16, Milan, and had bean helping the 1rcal
Partisar.s by supplying them with medicinos, cccrding to
ZOLYCL;Y (og. cit,, par. 48, 53) During Sept '44 ZLYOMY
began transporting sabotage material for his "Communist"
movement to the Porta Nucva addross.

5: This character might be Agostino'M ATI, alias "IRAINOLDI",
on whom see Rof. No. 39, note 4.

REF. NO.: 164

To: RSI-A
Standartonfuohrer NEMIANN 1

Subjoct: GIACCaELL0's invention 2
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134 REF. NO. 164 (centd)

484. SS Standartonfuohrcr W. has sent us the sketches
rf GIACCi=TE.O's now invention. This invontirn should be
examined immodiatoly. Since we havo not yet hoard of the
decisicn regarding tho invontion, GIACWMELLO roquosts that
eithor his skotchos be returned, or that an offer be made
for thoir purchaso by return mail.

1: This is probably Dr Lrtha r NEtWA.NN, the C.O. of Abt III,
Aussonkommando GENOA until Doc 1 4 4, when he was ro-assigned
to Berlin.

2: 0- the W/T expert Giccmo GIACOMELO sec Rof. No. 75 for
his caroor, Rof. No. 95, par. 306, for another mont ien of tho
invention.

REF. NO. 165

To: Hon. Gnliardo DE POHL, GALLIATE (Provino of NOVARA) 1

485. I wish to inform you that we have examined ycur
application and that we have ordorod the payment of 200,000
liro to ycur account.

486. Several days ago, following the arrest, the
compotent office asked to be advised as to how to proceed.
They cannot be repranandod because they were very correct in
thoir action. ,

1: On this character, see Rof. Nos. 79 and 99.

REF. NO.: 166

FS to NELLiUI1

Subjoct: GIACOMRTL. 2

487. To crmploto the necessary formalities, GIACCGMLI,
at the request of V. wisll como on 3 Cctcber from Milan by
air with the equipment. 3 You are requested to receive him
at TEiPELHOF. He will return on Friday 6 Octobor.

488. Ploase inform Miss HEHL, Potsdam 188.
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1: The Standartonfuhrer NEMANN of Rof. Nc. 164 and, as
such, probably identical with Dr. Lothar NEUMANN.

2: The W/T export, Gincomo GIACOMELLOts ncme is alse
sometimos spelled GIACC.LIT in other tracos.

3: An indopondent mention cf the Ihct that the Germans
valued GIACCeM. so highly tho summonod him to Berlin may
be found in the IR on Attili cROSSI, CSDIC/CMF/SI/38 I (28
Juno 144), Appendix -- s.v. GIACCNELLI.

REF. NC. 167

Subjbct: Securing a visa fcr HGHLBERGERI

489. Subject came to Hotel R(EGINI) cn either 27 or
28 Soptember and turned in his passport, roquesting that I
give him a document which wculd onablo him to cross the
Swiss frontior. I told him that I could not do it without
applying to Verona. He understood this d soent a written
request, which was refused by H. St. B. - *ORIZFLIG.2

1: Prssibly the chocolato manufacturer OHBERGER (sic), a
personal agent of Brigadefuhror:.SCm.LTBRG in Rcme; owner
of a motor-launch thnt plied betwoon tho Ita lian and Swiss
shcros of Lcko MAGGIORE, perhaps on a curroncy-Emaggling
cporation. Sao SCI Rcno, JZL-5016 (21 Sept t45), par.
18, on Hildoga .

2: No trace on this orthographically suspect Sturmbannfuhror.

Translated and edited by Captain Curtis Davis.

SECRET
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. Gunther
8th Dec. 1944

1.) Telegram to Group Upper Italy West
VI - for SS-Obersturmffthrer ZIT MR - Milan

Please inform Bruckner as follows:
"We need instantly large quantities of leather for shoes and

(horse) strings. Kindly wire if successes reached.
(signed) WENDIG."

2.) Send to SD Bozen for further mailing.

3.) Return to Wendig - Meran.

N '.



Letter from "GUIDO (? ZIMMER) " to "SANDRA"

He apologizes he cannot come because hindered by duty; he had to

remain in Vercelli and will come to Turin hnly Monday (19th February

1945) where he has an appointments with Captain SCHL. to go with the

latter to SUSA E re

She shoul elieve him and wait with full trust for the day - which

cannot be so far - on which they both will live together and be happy.

=


